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Preface
 ļŐōĸŚŗŒōŋŜŗŖĸŚŗŕŗŜőŗŖŗŎıŖŞōśŜŕōŖŜőŖĭŖōŚŏšĭŎŹŋőōŖŋšŉŖŌ
Renewable Energy, or ESCO Fund, has been implemented since 2008. In
ŜŐőśŚōŏŉŚŌŲŜŐōĬōŘŉŚŜŕōŖŜŗŎĩŔŜōŚŖŉŜőŞōĭŖōŚŏšĬōŞōŔŗŘŕōŖŜŉŖŌĭŎŹŋőōŖŋš
(DEDE), Ministry of Energy, has allocated a budget from Energy Conservation
Promotion Fund to establish the “ESCO Fund” so as to encourage and
śŝŘŘŗŚŜōŖŜŚōŘŚōŖōŝŚśŜŗőŖŞōśŜőŖōŖōŚŏšōŎŹŋőōŖŋšŉŖŌŚōŖōşŉŊŔōōŖōŚŏš
projects. This is to assist technically potential entrepreneurs who wish to
ŝŖŌōŚŜŉœōśŝŋŐŘŚŗŒōŋŜśŊŝŜŉŚōŝŖŉŊŔōŜŗŗŊŜŉőŖśŝŎŹŋőōŖŜśŗŝŚŋōśŗŎŎŝŖŌ
or loans for the investment. The introduction of ESCO Fund has brought
ŉŊŗŝŜŊōŖōŹŜśŜŗŜŐōŋŗŝŖŜŚšŜŐŚŗŝŏŐŉŋŐőōŞōŕōŖŜśŗŎōŖōŚŏšśŉŞőŖŏŉŖŌ
reduction of energy costs as well as encouraging investment that has
created added value for the country, including reduction and avoidance
of greenhouse gas emissions of the country.
The Energy for Environment Foundation (E for E) has been engaged
to manage the ESCO Fund Project in the capacity as Fund Manager,
monitoring the project implementation in Phase 1 and Phase 2 for the past
four years. E for E, therefore, has profound experience in evaluating and
ŌōŞōŔŗŘőŖŏŚōŖōşŉŊŔōōŖōŚŏšŉŖŌōŖōŚŏšōŎŹŋőōŖŋšŘŚŗŒōŋŜśŴĩśśŝŋŐŲ
ĭŎŗŚĭŞőōşśŜŐŉŜŜŐōōŠŘōŚőōŖŋōŉŖŌőŖŎŗŚŕŉŜőŗŖŗŊŜŉőŖōŌşőŔŔŊōŊōŖōŹŋőŉŔ
to entrepreneurs and project developers interested in making investment
őŖŘŚŗŒōŋŜśŚōŔŉŜōŌŜŗŚōŖōşŉŊŔōōŖōŚŏšŉŖŌōŖōŚŏšōŎŹŋőōŖŋšŲŐōŖŋōŜŐō
publication of this book so that persons interested in developing projects
of the two aspects would be able to apply the information herein to the
development of their individual projects to achieve the desired success.
Energy for Environment Foundation
July 2014
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Message from Director General of the Department
ŗŎĩŔŜōŚŖŉŜőŞōĭŖōŚŏšĬōŞōŔŗŘŕōŖŜŉŖŌĭŎŎőŋőōŖŋš
ļŐō ĬōŘŘŉŚŜŕōŖŜ ŗŎ ĩŔŜōŚŖŉŜőŞŞō ĭŖŖōŚŏš ĬōŞōŔŗŘŕōŖŜ ŉŖŌ ĭŎŹŋőőōŖŋŋš ŮĬĭĬĭůŲ
Miniistryy of Energy, is an impportant corre agencyy, beingg tasked withh the haandling of
management of natioonal energy situations whichh consstittute riskk facctors affectiing energy
seccuritty, succh as continnuouslly increasing energy demand, quite a higgh percentage of
dependency on energyy im
mports from foreign souurces, and the amount of domesticc
energy reserves, whichh havee been projected to dim
minnish in a near future.
As a result, it is neeceessary for DEDE to explore impllemenntation approoaches to
haandlee and manage thee riskks caused by the aforemeentionned facctors. So far, DEDE
Őŉś ŝŖŖŌōŚŜŉœōŖ ŕōŉśŝŚōś ōŕŘŘŐŉŉśőŢŢőŖŖŏ ŘŚŗŗŕŗŜőőŗŖ ŗŎ ōŖōōŚŏš ōŎŹŹŋőōŖŋŋš ŋŗŖŖŋŝŚŚŚōŖŜŜŔš
witth promotion of alternnatiive energgy utillizattion whichh cann be dom
mesticcallly produceed.
Tarrgets and long-term actionn plaans for booth woork strreaams havve beeen sett too servve
ŉś ōŠŠŘŔőŋőŜ ŏŝőŌōŔőŖōśś ŎŗŚ ŜŐō őŕŘŘŔōŕ
ŕōŖŜŉŜŜőŗŗŖ ŉŖŌ Ŝŗ ōŖŖśŝŚō ŋŗŖŜőŖŝŝőŜŜš ŗŎ ōŎŹŋőōŖŜ
imppleementation pursuant to the policiies annd meeasures. The measurres implemented
inccluude the regulatoryy aspect viaa the enfoorcement of laawss and standaardss, caampaignns
to crreate energy conseervvation awarennesss annd reecoognnitiion, caapacity buildinng of conncerneed
personnel and institutioons, and promotioon on investment in energgy projjeccts.
ıŖ ŜŐőś ŋŗŖŖōŋŜőŗŖŲ ŜŐō ĸŚŗŒŒōŋŋŜ ŗŖ ĸŚŗŕŗŜőŗŖ ŗŎ ıŖŞōśŜŕōŖŜ őŖ ĭŖōŚŏš ĭŎŹŋőōŖŋš ŉŖŌŌ
Renewwablee Eneergy, or ESCO Fund, is a major measure encouraggingg such investment
and is an importantt tool forr DEDDE to stimulate concrete impleementatioon of energy
projects. The past projecct perfoormancess have been very succcesssful, being able
Ŝŗ ŘŚŗŕŗŜō őŖŞōśŜŕōŖŜ őŖ ŕŗŚō ŜŐŉŖ a`` ōŖōŚŏš ōŎŹŹŋőōōŖŋš ŉŖŌ ŚōŖōşŉŊŔō ōŖōŚŏŏš
proojects, accounting for a total invvestm
ment capittall of abouut 5.3 billlion baht, enabling
ŘŚŗŒōŋŜśś şőŜŐ ŏŗŗŌ ŜōŋŐŖőŋŋŉŔ ŘŗŜōŖŜőŉŔ ŊŝŜ ŎŉŋőŖŏŏ ŌőŎŹŋŝŝŔŜőōś şőŜŐ ŉŋŋōśś Ŝŗ ŹŖŉŉŖŋőŖŏ
from
m commercial bannkss too prooceed witth investment, whicch generates tangible energgy
saaving at the valuee of ovver onee billiion baht/year.
Given the succceess of ESCO Fund, DEDE hass attaacheed im
mporttancce to the
prooject with the conntinuuation of Phhase 3,, with ann additionnal budggett off 500 million
baht for investmeent promotion. DEDE very much hoopes thhat ESCO Fund will be
an important alternattivee tool for investment in energyy projeccts annd willl serve as a
channel for dissem
minattion of investment patterns and potentiial prrojects so that the



őŕŘŔōŕ
ŕōŖŜŉŜőŗŖ ŗŎ ŊŗŜŐ ōŖōŚŏšš ōŎŎŹŋőōōŖŋšš ŉŖŌ ŚōŖōşŉŊŔō ōŖōŚŏšš ŘŚŚŗŒōŋŜśś ŋŗŝŔŌŌ Ŋō
accomplisshed, leaading to the tarrgets set forth by the Ministry off Eneergy, which willl
ŐōŔŘ ŎŗśŜōōŚ ōŎŹŹŋőōŖŜ ōŖōŚŏš ŝśōō ŉś şōŔŔ ŉś ŜŐō ŝśō ŗŎ ŋŔōŉŖ ŉŖŖŌ ōŖŞőŚŚŗŖŕōŖŖŜŉŔŔšš
frieendly ennergy. All of these willl contributte to energy security off thee countrry inn thee
loong run.
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Part 1

About
ESCO Fund

Part 1: ESCO Fund
1.1 Project Background

The trend of energy price situations in the world market, and in Thailand,
especially the prices of energy from fossil fuels which are the main energy
sources of the country, which have been rising continuously during the past
decade, constitutes a major factor that makes it necessary for private sector
entrepreneurs in Thailand, both in the industrial and commercial sectors,
to adjust themselves to reduce the burden of energy costs. Concurrently,
the public sector also needs to explore other alternative energy sources to
reduce the risks of price volatility and dependency on fossil-based energy
imports from foreign countries.
 ļŐōĸŚŗŒōŋŜŗŖĸŚŗŕŗŜőŗŖŗŎıŖŞōśŜŕōŖŜőŖĭŖōŚŏšĭŎŹŋőōŖŋšŉŖŌ
Renewable Energy (ESCO Fund) is a mechanism initiated by the Department
ŗŎ ĩŔŜōŚŖŉŜőŞō ĭŖōŚŏš ĬōŞōŔŗŘŕōŖŜ ŉŖŌ ĭŎŹŋőōŖŋš ŮĬĭĬĭůŲ ĵőŖőśŜŚš ŗŎ
Energy, to promote and provide support for private sector investments in
ōŖōŚŏš ōŎŹŋőōŖŋš ŉŖŌ ŚōŖōşŉŊŔō ōŖōŚŏš ŘŚŗŒōŋŜś őŖ ŜŐō ŎŗŚŕ ŗŎ ŒŗőŖŜ ŞōŖŜŝŚō
between the public and private sectors, aiming to facilitate investment in
projects with technical potential but having problems with access to
śŝŎŹŋőōŖŜ śŗŝŚŋōś ŗŎ ŎŝŖŌ ŗŚ ŔŗŉŖś ŎŚŗŕ ŋŗŕŕōŚŋőŉŔ ŊŉŖœśŲ ŉŖŌ Ŝŗ ŘŚŗŕŗŜō
investment in projects using the services of Energy Service Companies
(ESCO) – the business that provides comprehensive management of
ōŖōŚŏš ōŎŹŋőōŖŋšŵŚōŖōşŉŊŔō ōŖōŚŏš ŘŚŗŒōŋŜś şőŜŐ ŏŝŉŚŉŖŜōō ŗŎ ōŖōŚŏš
saving outcome (performance guarantee).
 ļŐō ĸŚŗŒōŋŜ ŗŖ ĸŚŗŕŗŜőŗŖ ŗŎ ıŖŞōśŜŕōŖŜ őŖ ĭŖōŚŏš ĭŎŹŋőōŖŋš ŉŖŌ
Renewable Energy, or ESCO Fund, has been implemented since 2008.
ESCO Fund, Phase 1, was launched by DEDE to promote investment
during October 2008 – September 2010, and ESCO Fund, Phase 2, was
consecutively implemented to promote investment during October 2010
– March 2013. In order to implement both phases, DEDE appointed the
Energy for Environment Foundation (E for E) and the Energy Conservation
Foundation of Thailand (ECFT) as Fund Managers, responsible for
selecting projects for co-investment and for managing investment under
ESCO Fund.
The outcomes of both phases of ESCO Fund have proved to be very
successful. This mechanism has stimulated and actually generated investments
őŖ ŉ ŏŚōŉŜōŚ ŖŝŕŊōŚ ŗŎ ōŖōŚŏš ōŎŹŋőōŖŋš ŉŖŌ ŚōŖōşŉŊŔō ōŖōŚŏš ŘŚŗŒōŋŜśŲ
compared with other investment promotion measures introduced by DEDE.
This responds to the strategy set forth by the Ministry of Energy,


őŖŌőŋŉŜőŖŏ ŜŐŉŜ ŜŐōŚō śŐŗŝŔŌ Ŋō őŖŞōśŜŕōŖŜ ŹŖŉŖŋőŖŏ ŜŗŗŔś ŎŗŚ ōŖŜŚōŘŚōŖōŝŚś
and project developers in the private sector in order to boost concrete
őŖŞōśŜŕōŖŜ őŖ ōŖōŚŏš ōŎŹŋőōŖŋš ŉŖŌ ŚōŖōşŉŊŔō ōŖōŚŏš ŘŚŗŒōŋŜśŲ ŉŖŌ ŉŔśŗ Őŉś
the potential to expand the project implementation on a continuous basis.
Presently, ESCO Fund is in the early stage of Phase 3, called “ESCO
Revolving Fund under Fiscal Year 2013,” which will provide investment
support during April 2013 – March 2015.

1.2 Project Objectives









ä ļŗ ŘŚŗŕŗŜō ŋŗŖŋŚōŜō őŖŞōśŜŕōŖŜś ŉŖŌ ŋŚōŉŜō ŋŗŖŹŌōŖŋō ŗŎ ōŖŜŚōŘŚōŖōŝŚś
 őŖ ŜŐō ŌōŞōŔŗŘŕōŖŜ ŗŎ ŉ ŏŚōŉŜōŚ ŖŝŕŊōŚ ŗŎ ōŖōŚŏš ōŎŹŋőōŖŋš ŉŖŌ
renewable energy projects, especially in the private sector.
ä ļŗ ōŖŋŗŝŚŉŏō ŉŖŌ ŉśśőśŜ ōŖŜŚōŘŚōŖōŝŚś őŖ ŕőŖőŕőŢőŖŏ ŜŐōőŚ ōŖōŚŏš ŋŗśŜŴ
ä ļŗ ŘŚŗŕŗŜō ŜŐō ōŖōŚŏš ŕŉŖŉŏōŕōŖŜ ŊŝśőŖōśśŵĭŖōŚŏš ĻōŚŞőŋō
Companies (ESCO) to attain higher standards and quality, to be
acceptable and widely engaged by entrepreneurs, in the form of
Guaranteed Saving or that of Shared Saving.
ä ļŗ ŘŚŗŕŗŜō ŜŐō ŝśō ŗŎ ōŖōŚŏš ōŎŹŋőōŖŜ ōřŝőŘŕōŖŜŵŉŘŘŔőŉŖŋōś ŉŖŌ
and to create an benchmark standard of pricing of appliances and
equipment to be reasonable and enhance price competition to
 ŏōŖōŚŉŜō ŗŘŜőŕŝŕ ŊōŖōŹŜś ŎŗŚ ōŖŜŚōŘŚōŖōŝŚśŴ

1.3 Expected Outcomes





ä Enhanced energy saving and reduction of energy consumption in
the commercial and industrial sectors.
ä Creation of new kinds of renewable energy projects which can be
prototype projects or community-based small-scale power plants
to help promote and further expand the implementation on a
commercial scale in Thailand.

1.4 Funding Budget



- Source of Fund :
 
 

Ministry of Energy, via the Department of
ĩŔŜōŚŖŉŜőŞō ĭŖōŚŏš ĬōŞōŔŗŘŕōŖŜ ŉŖŌ ĭŎŹŋőōŖŋš
ŮĬĭĬĭůŲşőŜŐŹŖŉŖŋőŉŔśŝŘŘŗŚŜŎŚŗŕŜŐōĭŖōŚŏš
Conservation Promotion Fund (ENCON Fund)
- Size of Fund :
500 million baht/Phase
- Project Duration :
First launched in 2008 and is now in early
Phase 3 of investment promotion. Each Phase
of ESCO Fund comprises: (1) the investment
promotion period, approximately 2 years; and
(2) the investment monitoring & management
period, 5 years.
Phase 1 Investment promotion period October 2008 - September 2010
Investment monitoring
October 2010 - September 2015
& management period
Phase 2 Investment promotion period
October 2010 - March 2013
Investment monitoring
April 2013 - March 2018
& management period
Phase 3 Investment promotion period April 2013 - March 2015
Investment monitoring
April 2015 - March 2020
& management period

1.5 Investment Promotion Instruments

 ĽŖŌōŚ ŜŐō ĭĻīķ ĮŝŖŌŲ ŜŐōŚō ŉŚō śőŠ ŹŖŉŖŋőŖŏ őŖśŜŚŝŕōŖŜś Ŝŗ śŝŘŘŗŚŜ
investments of entrepreneurs, ESCO companies or project developers interested
őŖ ŌōŞōŔŗŘőŖŏ ōŖōŚŏš ōŎŹŋőōŖŋš ŗŚ ŚōŖōşŉŊŔō ōŖōŚŏš ŘŚŗŒōŋŜśŲ ŖŉŕōŔšĢ
 ä Equity Investment. ESCO Fund will make equity investment in a
project, with an equity size of no greater than 50% of the total
investment cost, and will not be a majority shareholder. The
investment period will be 5-7 years, after which ESCO Fund will
sell back it equity to the project owner or other interested investors.
ä ESCO Venture Capital. ESCO Fund will venture with an ESCO
company to help raise the capital for business operation, by holding
a share of no more than 30% of the registered capital, and will
not be a majority shareholder. The investment period will be 5-7 years,
after which ESCO Fund will sell back its share to the project owner
or other interested investors.















ä Equipment Leasing. ESCO Fund will provide long-term leasing
 śōŚŞőŋō őŖ ŘŝŚŋŐŉśőŖŏ ōřŝőŘŕōŖŜ ŮŎŗŚ ōŖōŚŏš ōŎŹŋőōŖŋš ŉŖŌ ŚōŖōşŉŊŔō
energy)by paying 100% of the equipment cost, and the entrepreneur
şőŔŔ ŐŉŞō Ŝŗ Řŉš Ŋŉŋœ şőŜŐőŖ ŉ śŘōŋőŹōŌ ŘōŚőŗŌ ŗŎ ŜőŕōŴ ļŐō ŚōŘŉšŕōŖŜ
period will be no more than 5 years.
ä Carbon Credit Facility. ESCO Fund will assist project owners with
the development of documents required under the Clean Development
Mechanism (CDM), including coordinating with concerned agencies
 Ŝŗ ōŖśŝŚō ŜŐŉŜ ŜŐōőŚ ŘŚŗŒōŋŜś şőŔŔ ŊōŖōŹŜ ŎŚŗŕ śōŔŔőŖŏ ŋŉŚŊŗŖ ŋŚōŌőŜśŴ
ä Credit Guarantee Facility. ESCO Fund will provide credit guarantees
 ŎŗŚ ōŖōŚŏš ōŎŹŋőōŖŋš ŉŖŌ ŚōŖōşŉŊŔō ōŖōŚŏš ŘŚŗŒōŋŜś śŗ ŜŐŉŜ śŝŋŐ
 ŘŚŗŒōŋŜś ŋŗŝŔŌ ŐŉŞō ŉŋŋōśś Ŝŗ ŔŗŉŖś ŎŚŗŕ ŹŖŉŖŋőŉŔ őŖśŜőŜŝŜőŗŖśŵ
commercial banks. In this regard, a reasonable low premium rate
will be charged [to project owners].
ä ļōŋŐŖőŋŉŔĩśśőśŜŉŖŋō such as provision of technical advice and
 ŚōŋŗŕŕōŖŌŉŜőŗŖ őŖ őŕŘŔōŕōŖŜőŖŏ ōŖōŚŏš ōŎŹŋőōŖŋš ŉŖŌ ŚōŖōşŉŊŔō
energy projects to private-sector entrepreneurs, government agencies,
 ŹŖŉŖŋőŉŔ őŖśŜőŜŝŜőŗŖś ŗŚ őŖŜōŚōśŜōŌ őŖŞōśŜŗŚśŲ őŖŋŔŝŌőŖŏ ŌőśśōŕőŖŉŜőŖŏ
information about such projects or relevant case studies.

1.6 Fund Managers

With regard to the ESCO Fund management, DEDE has selected
ŉŏōŖŋőōśŵŖŗŖųŘŚŗŹŜ ŕŉœőŖŏ ŗŚŏŉŖőŢŉŜőŗŖś şőŜŐ ŘŗŜōŖŜőŉŔ ŉŖŌ ŋŉŘŉŊőŔőŜš Ŝŗ
act as Fund Managers, holding the status of a juristic person to act as
DEDE representatives in carrying out investment promotion or creating joint
ventures in projects pursuant to the investment policy and within the criteria
framework set by DEDE, including performing the duty of management,
follow-up and providing advice to project participants. The ESCO Fund
ıŖŞōśŜŕōŖŜ īŗŕŕőŜŜōō ŮıīůŲ ŋŗŕŘŚőśőŖŏ řŝŉŔőŹōŌ ŘōŚśŗŖś ŎŚŗŕ ŊŗŜŐ ŘŝŊŔőŋ
and private sectors, appointed by DEDE, and chaired by DEDE Director
General, will regulate and monitor the work execution of the Fund Managers,
őŖŋŔŝŌőŖŏ ŏŚŉŖŜőŖŏ ŉŘŘŚŗŞŉŔ ŗŎ őŖŞōśŜŕōŖŜ śŝŘŘŗŚŜ Ŝŗ ōŖōŚŏš ōŎŹŋőōŖŋš ŉŖŌ
renewable energy projects proposed by the Fund Managers.


So far, DEDE has appointed the Energy for Environment
Fooundation (E for E) and the Energy Conservation Foundation of
Thhailand (ECFT) as ESCO Fund Managers. As for the investment
prromotion budgets under ESCO Fund, allocated by DEDE to be
managed by E for E in each phase of the project are as follows:
m
Phase 1 : Budget managed by E for E 250 million baht
Phase 2 : Budget managed by E for E 300 million baht
Phase 3 : Budget managed by E for E 300 million baht

ENCON Funnd
P
Phase
1 : 500 million baht
Phase 2 : 500 million baht
PPhase 3 : 500 million baht
Investmennt
CCoomm
m ittee:
e:ICC
Fund Manager
1. E for E Phase 1 : 250 million baht
Phase 2 : 300 million baht
Phase 3 : 300 million baht

bŴĭīĮļ ĸŐŉśōaĢbe` million baht
Phase 2 : 200 million baht
Phase 3 : 200 million baht

ESCO Venture Capital

Equity Investment

Equipment Leasing

Carbon Credit Facility

ļōŋŐŖőŋŉŔĩśśőśŜŉŖŋō

Credit Guarantee Facility

At present (July 2013), the investment promotion periods under
ESCO Fund, Phase 1 and Phase 2, have come to an end, and E for E is
now following up the performance of the projects receiving investment
support. As for ESCO Fund Phase 3, with a new project name “ESCO
Revolving Fund under Fiscal Year 2013,” DEDE and E for E have
őŖŞőŜōŌ ōŖŜŚōŘŚōŖōŝŚśŵŘŚŗŒōŋŜ ŌōŞōŔŗŘōŚś őŖŜōŚōśŜōŌ Ŝŗ Ŋō ŊōŖōŹŋőŉŚőōś ŗŎ
the investment promotion to submit project proposals and details to
E for E from April 2013 to March 2015.



Part 2

ESCO Fund under E for E
Management

Part 2: ESCO Fund under E for E Management
2.1 ESCO Fund and E for E

The Energy for Environment Foundation (E for E) is an independent
ŖŗŖųŘŚŗŹŜ ŕŉœőŖŏ ŗŚŏŉŖőŢŉŜőŗŖŲ ŎŗŝŖŌōŌ şőŜŐ ŜŐō ŗŊŒōŋŜőŞōś Ŝŗ śŝŘŘŗŚŜ
the efforts of both public and private sectors in relation to promotion of
ŚōŖōşŉŊŔō ōŖōŚŏš ŉŖŌ ōŖōŚŏš ōŎŹŋőōŖŋšŲ ŉŖŌ Ŝŗ ŕŉŖŉŏō ŘŚŗŒōŋŜś ŎŝŖŌōŌ
by the Energy Conservation Promotion Fund, including disseminating
information and demonstrating relevant energy technologies as well as
ŘŚŗŕŗŜőŖŏ ōŎŹŋőōŖŜ ŝśō ŗŎ ōŖōŚŏšŴ
E for E was appointed by the Department of Alternative Energy Development
ŉŖŌ ĭŎŹŋőōŖŋš ŮĬĭĬĭů ŉś ĮŝŖŌ ĵŉŖŉŏōŚ ŗŎ ĭĻīķ ĮŝŖŌŲ ĸŐŉśō a Ůb``hųb`a`ů
ŉŖŌ ĸŐŉśō b Ůb`a`ųb`acůŲ ŚōśŝŔŜőŖŏ őŖ ŉ ŜŗŜŉŔ ŗŎ ae ōŖōŚŏš ōŎŹŋőōŖŋš ŉŖŌ
renewable energy projects approved by the Investment Committee (IC)
and awarded investment support in Phase 1, which will generate more
ŜŐŉŖ bŴh ŊőŔŔőŗŖ ŊŉŐŜ őŖŞōśŜŕōŖŜ őŖ ōŖōŚŏš ōŎŹŋőōŖŋš ŉŖŌ ŚōŖōşŉŊŔō ōŖōŚŏšŲ
accounting for energy savings at the amount of 127.32 GWh/year. Under
ESCO Fund, Phase 2, a total of 48 projects of such kinds have been approved
by the IC and awarded investment support, generating more than 1.7
ŊőŔŔőŗŖ ŊŉŐŜ őŖŞōśŜŕōŖŜ őŖ ōŖōŚŏš ōŎŹŋőōŖŋš ŉŖŌ ŚōŖōşŉŊŔō ōŖōŚŏšŲ ŉŋŋŗŝŖŜőŖŏ
for energy savings at the amount of 188.17 GWh/year. In addition, E for E has
planned to utilize the repayment, or refunds, which have been gradually
received back from the entrepreneurs under ESCO Fund, in both Phase
1 and Phase 2, but the delivery schedule of the refunds to DEDE is not
Ōŝō šōŜŲ Ŝŗ ŘŚŗŞőŌō ŹŖŉŖŋőŉŔ śŝŘŘŗŚŜ Ŝŗ ōŖōŚŏš ōŎŹŋőōŖŋš ŉŖŌ ŚōŖōşŉŊŔō
energy projects that require a low budget and hence a short repayment
period; this will provide the opportunity for more entrepreneurs to get
access to the ESCO Fund.
Owing to the great success of the ESCO Fund implementation in
both Phase 1 and Phase 2, having achieved a lot of interest from
entrepreneurs and project developers, and being able to generate concrete
őŖŞōśŜŕōŖŜś őŖ ŉ ŔŉŚŏō ŖŝŕŊōŚ ŗŎ ōŖōŚŏš ōŎŹŋőōŖŋš ŉŖŌ ŚōŖōşŉŊŔō ōŖōŚŏš
projects, DEDE has, therefore, continued the implementation of ESCO
Fund, Phase 3, called “ESCO Revolving Fund under Fiscal Year 2013,”
to maintain the momentum and extend investment opportunities to new
entrepreneurs. In this regard, E for E has been appointed one of the Fund
Managers and tasked with the management of investment promotion with
a budget of 300 million baht, out of the total budget of 500 million baht.



Overview of ESCO Fund, Phase 1 & Phase 2,
under E for E Management
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1) Equity Investment (EI)
2) Equipment Leasing (EL)



EI : 6 projects
(162.32 million baht)

EI : 5 projects
(119.63 million baht)

EL : 9 projects
(25.72 million baht)

EL : 43 projects
(180.37 million baht)

2.2 Structure of ESCO Fund Management by E for E
In order that the ESCO Fund management by E for E, in its capacity as Fund Manager,
could achieve the objectives and be in compliance with the Term of Reference (TOR)
prescribed by DEDE, which comprise, among others, determination of strategies and overall
ŕŉŖŉŏōŕōŖŜ ŗŎ ŜŐō ĮŝŖŌģ ŘŚŗŒōŋŜ ŋŗŖśőŌōŚŉŜőŗŖŲ ŞōŚőŹŋŉŜőŗŖ ŉŖŌ ŉŖŉŔšśőśģ ŉŖŌ ŕŗŖőŜŗŚőŖŏ
and following up the performance of approved projects, E for E has, therefore, devised the
following organization chart to correspond with the tasks provided by the TOR regarding
the project management.
E for E Board
of Directors

Project Manager
Assistant
Project Manager

Finance/Investment and
Investment Port
Management Group

ļōŋŐŖőŋŉŔŉŖŌ
Engineering Group

Project
Coordination Group

Legal Group

Database System
Development
ŬıļįŚŗŝŘ

Finance & Accounting
Group

Marketing & Public
Relations Group



2.3 Funding Instruments of ESCO Fund under the Conditions Set by E for E

 ļŐōŚō ŉŚō śőŠ ŹŖŉŖŋőŖŏ őŖśŜŚŝŕōŖŜś ŗŎ őŖŞōśŜŕōŖŜ ŘŚŗŕŗŜőŗŖ ŝŖŌōŚ ĭĻīķ ĮŝŖŌŲ ŉś
presented in Part 1; however, the instruments under which entrepreneurs have submitted
proposals and got approval from the Investment Committee (IC), via E for E, involved only
the following two:
(1) Equity Investment
 Ůbů ĭřŝőŘŕōŖŜ ĴōŉśőŖŏ ŎŗŚ ŘŝŚŋŐŉśőŖŏ ōŖōŚŏš ōŎŹŋőōŖŜŵŚōŖōşŉŊŔō ōŖōŚŏš ōřŝőŘŕōŖŜŴ
Proportion of Investment Promotion Instruments
of Approved Projects under ESCO Fund Managed by E for E
ESCO Fund , Phase 1

ESCO Fund , Phase 2

14% : 25.72 million baht
40% :
119.63 million baht
86% : 162.32 million baht

Equity Investment

60% : 180.37 million baht

Equipment Leasing

Preliminary conditions of E for E in promoting investment under ESCO Fund, by
őŖŞōśŜŕōŖŜ ŹŖŉŖŋőŖŏ őŖśŜŚŝŕōŖŜŲ ŉŚō ŉś ŎŗŔŔŗşśĢ
(1) Equity Investment
This method involves mainly renewable energy projects, for which E for E has
set the preliminary investment conditions as follows:
 ä īŗųőŖŞōśŜŕōŖŜ őŖ ŗŚ ŘŚŗŕŗŜőŗŖ ŗŎ őŖŞōśŜŕōŖŜ őŖ ōŖōŚŏš ōŎŹŋőōŖŋš ŗŚ ŚōŖōşŉŊŔō ōŖōŚŏš
projects, with an equity size of about 10-50% of the total investment capital but not
exceeding 50 million baht/project.
ä ĭ ŎŗŚ ĭ şőŔŔ ŖŗŜ Ŋō ŉ ŕŉŒŗŚőŜš śŐŉŚōŐŗŔŌōŚŴ
 ä ĭ ŎŗŚ ĭ şőŔŔ ŐŗŔŌ ŗŚŌőŖŉŚš śŐŉŚōś ŮŋŗŕŕŗŖ śŜŗŋœů ŉŖŌ şőŔŔ Ŋŝš śŐŉŚōś őŖ ŜŐō
following manner:
(1) In the case of an existing company, E for E will buy the company’s shares
at the book value, and the company will be required to have a due diligence
   ŉŖŉŔšśőś ŝŖŌōŚŜŉœōŖ Ŋš ŉ ŜŚŝśŜşŗŚŜŐš ŉŝŌőŜőŖŏ ŗŎŹŋōŴ
(2) In the case of a newly established company, E for E will buy the company’s
shares at the par value.
 ä ĺōŜŝŚŖ ŗŖ őŖŞōśŜŕōŖŜ ŋŉŘőŜŉŔ Ŝŗ Ŋō ŚōŋōőŞōŌ Ŋš ĭ ŎŗŚ ĭ şőŔŔ Ŋō őŖ ŜŐō ŎŗŚŕ ŗŎ ŌőŞőŌōŖŌ
in proportion to invested capital and the share price when sold back to the
entrepreneur/major shareholder or other interested individuals.


 ä ĸōŚőŗŌ ŗŎ őŖŞōśŜŕōŖŜ őŖ ŉ ŘŚŗŒōŋŜ şőŔŔ Ŋō ŉŊŗŝŜ cųg šōŉŚś ŌōŘōŖŌőŖŏ ŗŖ ŜŐō ōŖŜŚōŘŚōŖōŝŚÝś
readiness, the payback period and the year in which the project is approved by
the IC, ŊŝŜşőŔŔŖŗŜōŠŋōōŌŜŐōŜőŕōŎŚŉŕōśŘōŋőŹōŌŊšĬĭĬĭŴ At the project
completion, E for E will withdraw its investment, based on the following approaches:
o Sell the shares back to the entrepreneur (share buyback);
o Find a new strategic partner, to whom E for E will sell its shares;
o List the company on the stock exchange SET/MAI.
 ä ĬōŜōŚŕőŖŉŜőŗŖ ŗŎ ŜŐō ŚőŏŐŜ ŉŖŌ śŐŉŚō ŘŚőŋō ŜŐŉŜ ĭ ŎŗŚ ĭ şőŔŔ śōŔŔ Ŋŉŋœ Ŝŗ ŜŐō ōŖŜŚōŘŚōŖōŝŚĢ
  ŗ ļŐō ŘŚőŋō şőŔŔ Ŋō ŉŋŋŗŚŌőŖŏ Ŝŗ ŜŐō ŚőŏŐŜ śŘōŋőŹōŌ őŖ ŜŐō ŋŗųőŖŞōśŜŕōŖŜ ŋŗŖŜŚŉŋŜŲ
which will give the right to have the principal entrepreneur/existing shareholder
   Ŋŝš ŜŐō śŐŉŚōś Ŋŉŋœ ŗŚ ŹŖŌ ŉŖŗŜŐōŚ őŖŞōśŜŗŚ Ŝŗ Ŋŝš Ŋŉŋœ ŜŐō śŐŉŚōśŲ őŖ ŜŐō
following manner:
   ų ĬōŜōŚŕőŖŉŜőŗŖ ŗŎ ŜŐō ŚőŏŐŜ Ŝŗ ŐŉŞō ŉŖ ōŠőśŜőŖŏ śŐŉŚōŐŗŔŌōŚ ŗŚ Ŝŗ ŹŖŌ ŉ Ŗōş śŜŚŉŜōŏőŋ
partner to gradually buy back the shares in each year (Put Option), as
stipulated in the co-investment contract, taking into consideration the return on
investment capital;
   ų ļŐō ōŠőśŜőŖŏ śŐŉŚōŐŗŔŌōŚ Őŉś ŜŐō ŚőŏŐŜ Ŝŗ ŗŎŎōŚ ŉ śŐŉŚō ŊŝšŊŉŋœ ŗŚ ŹŖŌ ŉ Ŗōş
investor to buy shares from E for E, at any time (Call Option) after the commercial
operation date (COD) of the project or when revenue becomes realized after
the project has been in operation for one year.
o The price will be at the market value or at an optimal price, in compliance with the
objectives of the co-investment, exclusively for a community-based project. For
example, for the co-investment in the Maejo Community Enterprise Hydropower
Project, awarded investment promotion by E for E under ESCO Fund Phase 2,
the price of share buyback is lower than that of a commercial project.
 ä ļŐō ĮŝŖŌ ĵŉŖŉŏōŚ şőŔŔ Ŝŉœō ŘŉŚŜ őŖ śŝŘōŚŞőśőŖŏŵŕŗŖőŜŗŚőŖŏ ŜŐō ŊŝśőŖōśś Ŋš ŉŘŘŗőŖŜőŖŏ ŉŖ
E for E representative to be a Board Member of the company in order to jointly
  ŕŉŖŉŏō ŜŐō ŋŗŕŘŉŖš ŗŘōŚŉŜőŗŖ Ŝŗ Ŋō őŖ ŔőŖō şőŜŐ ŜŐō ŊŝśőŖōśś ŘŔŉŖ śŘōŋőŹōŌ őŖ ŜŐō
co-investment contract until E for E sells back all its share or all investment capital
is completely refunded.
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(2) ESCO Venture Capital
The preliminary conditions are as follows:
 ä ľōŖŜŝŚō şőŜŐ ŉŖ ĭŖōŚŏš ĻōŚŞőŋō īŗŕŘŉŖš ŮĭĻīķůŲ ŐŗŔŌőŖŏ ŉ śŐŉŚō ŗŎ Ŗŗ ŕŗŚō ŜŐŉŖ
30% of the registered capital but not exceeding 50 million baht/project.
 ä ĭ ŎŗŚ ĭ şőŔŔ ŖŗŜ Ŋō ŉ ŕŉŒŗŚőŜš śŐŉŚōŐŗŔŌōŚ ŗŎ ŜŐō ĭĻīķŴ
 ä ĭ ŎŗŚ ĭ ŉŖŌ ŜŐō ĭĻīķ ŕŉš ŒŗőŖŜŔš ŌōŞōŔŗŘ ŉŖ ōŖōŚŏš ōŎŹŋőōŖŋšŵŚōŖōşŉŊŔō ōŖōŚŏš
  ŘŚŗŒōŋŜ Ŋš ŘŚŗŞőŌőŖŏ ŜŐō ōŖŜŚōŘŚōŖōŝŚ şőŜŐ ŉŔŔ őŖŞōśŜŕōŖŜ ŋŉŘőŜŉŔ ŹŚśŜ ŉŖŌ ŜŐōŖ ŜŐō ŊōŖōŹŜś
derived from energy saving will be shared (Shared Saving); a contract will be required
to clearly indicate the tri-partite shared saving with the entrepreneurs.
 ä ĭ ŎŗŚ ĭ şőŔŔ ŐŗŔŌ ŗŚŌőŖŉŚš śŐŉŚōś ŮŋŗŕŕŗŖ śŜŗŋœů ŉŖŌ şőŔŔ Ŋŝš śŐŉŚōś őŖ ŜŐō
following manner:
(1) In the case of an existing company, E for E will buy the company’s shares at the
book value, and the company will be required to have a due diligence analysis
   ŝŖŌōŚŜŉœōŖ Ŋš ŉ ŜŚŝśŜşŗŚŜŐš ŉŝŌőŜőŖŏ ŗŎŹŋōŴ
(2) In the case of a newly established company, E for E will buy the company’s
shares at the par value.
 ä ĺōŜŝŚŖ ŗŖ őŖŞōśŜŕōŖŜ ŋŉŘőŜŉŔ ŗŎ ŜŐō ŘŚŗŒōŋŜ şőŔŔ Ŋō őŖ ŜŐō ŎŗŚŕ ŗŎ ŌőŞőŌōŖŌ őŖ ŘŚŗŘŗŚŜőŗŖ
to the investment, and for the project development jointly undertaken with the ESCO,
the return will be in the form of shared saving from the project jointly developed.
 ä ĸōŚőŗŌ ŗŎ őŖŞōśŜŕōŖŜ őŖ ŉ ŘŚŗŒōŋŜ şőŔŔ Ŋō ŉŊŗŝŜ cųg šōŉŚś ŌōŘōŖŌőŖŏ ŗŖ ŜŐō ŘŚŗŒōŋŜ
payback period and the year in which the project is approved, but the investment
  ŘōŚőŗŌşőŔŔŖŗŜōŠŋōōŌŜŐōŜőŕōŎŚŉŕōśŘōŋőŹōŌŊšĬĭĬĭŴ At the project completion,
E for E will withdraw its investment, based on the following approaches:
o Sell the shares back to the entrepreneur (share buyback), by stipulating the
right for the entrepreneur in buying back the shares as follows:
- E for E sets the right for share buyback, by gradually buying back the shares
each year (Put Option);
- The entrepreneur has the right to offer a share buyback from E for E, at any
time after E for E has co-invested in the project for one year (Call Option);
o Find a new strategic partner, to whom E for E will sell its shares;
o List the company on the stock exchange SET/MAI.
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with the objectives of the ESCO Fund Project.
 ä ĮŝŖŌ ĵŉŖŉŏōŚ şőŔŔ Ŝŉœō ŘŉŚŜ őŖ śŝŘōŚŞőśőŖŏŵŕŗŖőŜŗŚőŖŏ ŜŐō ŊŝśőŖōśś Ŋš ŉŘŘŗőŖŜőŖŏ ŉŖ
E for E representative to be a Board Member of the company to ensure that the ESCO
  ŊŝśőŖōśś ŕŉŖŉŏōŕōŖŜ şŗŝŔŌ Ŋō őŖ ŔőŖō şőŜŐ ŜŐō ŊŝśőŖōśś ŘŔŉŖ śŘōŋőŹōŌ őŖ ŜŐō
co-investment contract.
However, a major constraint exists for the provision of investment promotion to ESCOs
ŝŖŌōŚ ŜŐō ĭĻīķ ľōŖŜŝŚō īŉŘőŜŉŔ őŖśŜŚŝŕōŖŜŲ ŜŐŉŜ őśŲ ŜŐō ŚōŏőśŜōŚōŌ ŋŉŘőŜŉŔ ŗŎ ŕŗśŜ ĭĻīķś
is small, i.e. around 1-20 million baht; if awarded investment promotion under this instrument,
ŜŐō ĭĻīķś şőŔŔ ŚōŋōőŞō ŹŖŉŖŋőŉŔ śŝŘŘŗŚŜ őŖ ŉ ŚŉŖŏō ŗŎ ŗŖŔš c``Ų``` Ŝŗ fŲ```Ų``` ŊŉŐŜ
(30% of the registered capital), which is considered to be relatively low. ļŐōŚōŎŗŚōŲŜŐőś
Ų
instrument has not been attractive to ESCOs. Instead, they tend to apply for support
őŖ ŜŐō ŎŗŚŕ ŗŎ ĭřŝőŘŕōŖŜ ĴōŉśőŖŏ őŖ ŗŚŌōŚ Ŝŗ őŖśŜŉŔŔ ŜŐō ŔōŉśōŌ ōŖōŚŏšųōŎŹŋőōŖŜ ōřŝőŘŕōŖŜ
őŖ ŊŝśőŖōśś ŎŉŋőŔőŜőōś ŉŖŌ ōŉŚŖ ŜŐō ŊōŖōŹŜ ŗŎ ĻŐŉŚōŌ ĻŉŞőŖŏ şőŜŐ ŜŐō ŎŉŋőŔőŜš ŗşŖōŚśŴ
Or, ESCOs would rather act as intermediary for entrepreneurs who are their customers
in applying for investment support from the ESCO Fund.
ESCO Venture Capital Process Flowchart
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(3) Equipment Leasing, with the following conditions:
 ä ĸŚŗŞőŌō ŔŗŖŏųŜōŚŕ ŔōŉśőŖŏ śōŚŞőŋō őŖ ŘŝŚŋŐŉśőŖŏ ōŖōŚŏšųōŎŹŋőōŖŜ ŉŖŌ ŚōŖōşŉŊŔō ōŖōŚŏš
equipment, at 100% of the equipment cost, but not exceeding 10 million baht/project
  ŮŗŚ ŉś ŌōōŕōŌ ŉŘŘŚŗŘŚőŉŜō Ŋš ŜŐō ıīůģ ĭ ŎŗŚ ĭ şőŔŔ ŹŚśŜ Řŉš ŎŗŚ ŜŐō ōřŝőŘŕōŖŜ ŎŗŚ ŜŐō
  ōŖŜŚōŘŚōŖōŝŚ ŉŖŌ ŜŐō ŔŉŜŜōŚ şőŔŔ ŐŉŞō Ŝŗ Řŉš ŊŉŋœŲ őŖ őŖśŜŉŔŔŕōŖŜśŲ şőŜŐőŖ ŉ śŘōŋőŹōŌ
period of time.
 ä ļŐō ŚōŘŉšŕōŖŜ ŘōŚőŗŌ şőŔŔ Ŋō cųg šōŉŚśŲ ŌōŘōŖŌőŖŏ ŗŖ ŜŐō ŘŚŗŒōŋŜ ŘŉšŊŉŋœ ŘōŚőŗŌ ŉŖŌ
the year in which the project is approved, but the repayment period will not exceed
  ŜŐōŜőŕōŎŚŉŕōśŘōŋőŹōŌŊšĬĭĬĭŴ
 ä ıŖŜōŚōśŜ şőŔŔ Ŋō ŋŐŉŚŏōŌ ŉŜ ŉ źŉŜ ŚŉŜō ŗŎ dū ŘōŚ šōŉŚŲ ŗŚ ŉŜ ŉŖ ōŎŎōŋŜőŞō ŚŉŜō şŐőŋŐ őś
  ōřŝőŞŉŔōŖŜ Ŝŗ ŉ źŉŜ ŚŉŜō ŗŎ dū ŘōŚ šōŉŚŴ
 ä ıŖ ŜŐőś ŚōŏŉŚŌŲ ŉŖ ĭĻīķ ŋŉŖ ŉŘŘŔš ŎŗŚ őŖŞōśŜŕōŖŜ śŝŘŘŗŚŜ őŖ ŜŐō ŎŗŚŕ ŗŎ ōřŝőŘŕōŖŜ
  ŔōŉśőŖŏ ŎŗŚ ŘŝŚŋŐŉśőŖŏ ōŖōŚŏšųōŎŹŋőōŖŜ ōřŝőŘŕōŖŜ ŉŖŌ őŖśŜŉŔŔ ŜŐō ōřŝőŘŕōŖŜ őŖ őŜś
  ŋŝśŜŗŕōŚśÝ ŎŉŋőŔőŜőōśŲ ŉś ŜŐŗŝŏŐ ŜŐō ĭĻīķ őŖŞōśŜōŌ ŎŗŚ ŜŐōŕ ŹŚśŜ ŉŖŌ şőŔŔ ōŉŚŖ ŜŐō
  ŊōŖōŹŜ ŗŎ ĻŐŉŚōŌ ĻŉŞőŖŏ şőŜŐ őŜś ŋŝśŜŗŕōŚśŴļŐō ĭĻīķ Őŉś Ŝŗ Řŉš ŊŉŋœŲ őŖ őŖśŜŉŔŔŕōŖŜśŲ
  ŜŐō ŔōŉśőŖŏ ŕŗŖōš Ŝŗ ĭ ŎŗŚ ĭ ŝŖŌōŚ ŜŐō ŔōŉśőŖŏ ŜōŚŕś ŉś śŘōŋőŹōŌ Ŋš ĭĻīķ ĮŝŖŌŲ
similar to other projects.
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(4) Carbon Credit Facility
E for E will provide assistance in the following:
 ä ĬōŞōŔŗŘŕōŖŜ ŗŎ ŌōŜŉőŔōŌ ŘŚŗŒōŋŜ ŘŚŗŘŗśŉŔś ŉŖŌ ŋŗŗŚŌőŖŉŜō şőŜŐ ŋŗŖŋōŚŖōŌ ŉŏōŖŋőōś
  śŗ ŜŐŉŜ ōŖōŚŏš ōŎŹŋőōŖŋšŵŚōŖōşŉŊŔō ōŖōŚŏš ŘŚŗŒōŋŜś ŉşŉŚŌōŌ őŖŞōśŜŕōŖŜ ŘŚŗŕŗŜőŗŖ śŝŘŘŗŚŜ
  ŎŚŗŕ ĭ ŎŗŚ ĭ ŋŗŝŔŌ śōŔŔ ŗŚ ŊōŖōŹŜ ŎŚŗŕ ŋŉŚŊŗŖ ŋŚōŌőŜŴ ļŐō ŉśśőśŜŉŖŋō ŋŉŖ Ŋō ŌőŞőŌōŌ
into two patterns:
o For a project that can develop CDM on its own, E for E will help prepare the
   ŘŚōŔőŕőŖŉŚš ŘŚŗŒōŋŜ ŉśśōśśŕōŖŜŲ ŋŉŔŔōŌ ßĸŚŗŒōŋŜ ıŌōŉ ĶŗŜō ŮĸıĶůŲà őŖŋŔŝŌőŖŏ ŹŖŌőŖŏ
a consultant company to develop the Project Design Document (PDD) for the
   ōŖŜŚōŘŚōŖōŝŚ śŗ ŜŐŉŜ ŜŐō ŔŉŜŜōŚ şŗŝŔŌ ŊōŖōŹŜ ŎŚŗŕ ŋŉŚŊŗŖ ŋŚōŌőŜ śōŔŔőŖŏŴ
o For a very small project which, if developing CDM on its own, will not be cost
effective because the amount of carbon obtained from the project will be quite small.
E for E will act as Coordinating/Managing Entity (CME) to assist in selling carbon credits
   ŎŚŗŕ śŕŉŔŔ ōŖōŚŏš ōŎŹŋőōŖŋšŵŚōŖōşŉŊŔō ōŖōŚŏš ŘŚŗŒōŋŜś ŉŖŌ ŊŝŖŌŔō ŝŘ ŜŐō ŋŉŚŊŗŖ
amount to sell to a buyer at higher value, or help develop programmatic CDM.
In providing investment support to renewable energy projects under ESCO Fund, Phase 1,
ĭ ŎŗŚ ĭ ŉśśőśŜōŌ őŖ ŌōŞōŔŗŘőŖŏ ĸıĶ ŗŎ ŉ śŗŔŉŚ ĸľ ŘŔŉŖŜ ŎŗŚ ĻŗŔŉŚ ĸŗşōŚ ŮĳŗŚŉŜ aů īŗŴŲ ĴŜŌŴŲ
as well as coordinated and selected a creditworthy buyer who would be able to help the
entrepreneur to successfully develop the PDD and who would absorb the remaining cost
ŗŎ īĬĵ ŌōŞōŔŗŘŕōŖŜ ŗŎ ŜŐō ŘŚŗŒōŋŜŲ ŋŗŞōŚőŖŏ ŎŚŗŕ ŜŐō ĸĬĬ ŌōŞōŔŗŘŕōŖŜŲ ĸĬĬ ŋōŚŜőŹŋŉŜőŗŖŲ
ŘŚŗŒōŋŜ ŚōŏőśŜŚŉŜőŗŖŲ ŞōŚőŹŋŉŜőŗŖ Ŭ ŋōŚŜőŹŋŉŜőŗŖ ŗŎ ŉŋŐőōŞōŌ ŏŚōōŖŐŗŝśō ŏŉś ŚōŌŝŋŜőŗŖ Ŝŗ ŋŉŚŊŗŖ
credit issuance. The company selected to be the PDD developer was EDF South East Asia
Limited, a subsidiary of EDF – a leading power producer in France, which was both CER
buyer and PDD developer in the form of CDM-Programme of Activities (PoA). ļŐōŘŚŗŒōŋŜ
has been registered with UNFCCC since October 2012.

Carbon Credit Facility Process Flowchart
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(5) Credit Guarantee Facility
 ä ĩŘŉŚŜ ŎŚŗŕ ŘŚŗŞőŌőŖŏ őŖŞōśŜŕōŖŜ śŝŘŘŗŚŜ Ŝŗ ōŖōŚŏš ōŎŹŋőōŖŋš ŉŖŌ
  ŚōŖōşŉŊŔō ōŖōŚŏš ŘŚŗŒōŋŜśŲ ĭ ŎŗŚ ĭ ŉŔśŗ ŋŗŗŚŌőŖŉŜōś şőŜŐ ŹŖŉŖŋőŉŔ
institutions by providing the latter with credit guarantees in order
that entrepreneurs would obtain loans from commercial banks.
In this regard, E for E will guarantee project loans for entrepreneurs
within the credit line ceiling depending on the project risks, but not
exceeding 10 million baht.
 ä ļŐō ŋŚōŌőŜ ŏŝŉŚŉŖŜōō ŜōŚŕ şőŔŔ ŖŗŜ Ŋō ŕŗŚō ŜŐŉŖ e šōŉŚśŲ ŉŖŌ şőŔŔ
  ŖŗŜ ōŠŋōōŌ ŜŐō ŜőŕōŎŚŉŕō śŘōŋőŹōŌ Ŋš ĬĭĬĭŴ
 ä ĩ Ŕŗş ŘŚōŕőŝŕ ŎŗŚ ŋŚōŌőŜ ŏŝŉŚŉŖŜōō şőŔŔ Ŋō ŋŐŉŚŏōŌ Ŝŗ ŘŚŗŒōŋŜ ŗşŖōŚś
at 1.75% per year, and the same principle as that of the Small Business
Credit Guarantee Corporation (SBCG) is applied.
However, according to the principle of investment risk management,
E for E will allow entrepreneurs to choose only one investment promotion
instrument either Equity Investment or Credit Guarantee Facility. From
the past experience in managing ESCO Fund, Phase 1 and Phase 2, all
entrepreneurs have applied for investment support in the form of Equity
Investment, and none for the Credit Guarantee Facility.
Credit Guarantee Facility Process Flowchart
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Bank

ŮfůļōŋŐŖőŋŉŔĩśśőśŜŉŖŋōŲ such as:
 ä ĸŚŗŞőŌō ŉŌŞőŋō şőŜŐ ŚōŏŉŚŌ Ŝŗ ŌōŞōŔŗŘŕōŖŜ ŉŖŌ őŕŘŔōŕōŖŜŉŜőŗŖ ŗŎ
  ōŖōŚŏš ōŎŹŋőōŖŋš ŉŖŌ ŚōŖōşŉŊŔō ōŖōŚŏš ŘŚŗŒōŋŜś Ŝŗ ŘŚŗŒōŋŜ ŌōŞōŔŗŘōŚśŲ
  ŊŝśőŖōśś ŎŉŋőŔőŜőōśŲ őŖŋŔŝŌőŖŏ ŹŖŉŖŋőŉŔ őŖśŜőŜŝŜőŗŖśŴ
 ä ĽŖŌōŚŜŉœō ŉ ŘŚōŔőŕőŖŉŚš ōŖōŚŏš ŋŗŖśŝŕŘŜőŗŖ ŉŖŉŔšśőś ŮĿŉŔœųŜŐŚŗŝŏŐ
Audit) for each entrepreneur, to assess electricity consumption
characteristics and advise which equipment that a given factory or
  ŊŝőŔŌőŖŏ śŐŗŝŔŌ Ŋō őŕŘŚŗŞōŌ ŗŚ őŖśŜŉŔŔōŌ őŖ ŜŐō ŹŚśŜ ŘŔŉŋō ŉŖŌ Ŝŗ
serve as guidelines for the entrepreneur to engage an ESCO to
undertake further analysis and develop a detailed energy audit. For
the mentioned walk-through audit, E for E will impose no charge
on the entrepreneur.
 ä ĸŚŗŞőŌō ŎŝŖŌőŖŏ ŎŗŚ ŜōŋŐŖőŋŉŔ ŋŗśŜśŲ śŝŋŐ ŉś ŜŐō ŋŗśŜ ŗŎ ōŖōŚŏš ŉŝŌőŜ
or that of project feasibility study development to entrepreneurs
  őŖŜōŚōśŜōŌ Ŝŗ őŖŞōśŜ őŖ ōŖōŚŏš ōŎŹŋőōŖŋš ŉŖŌ ŚōŖōşŉŊŔō ōŖōŚŏš ŘŚŗŒōŋŜśŲ
but not exceeding 100,000 baht/project, under the condition that
  ŜŐō ōŖŜŚōŘŚōŖōŝŚś şőŔŔ ŐŉŞō Ŝŗ őŕŘŔōŕōŖŜ ōŖōŚŏš ōŎŹŋőōŖŋš ŕōŉśŝŚōś
or develop renewable energy project; if no action is taken, the funding
must be returned to ESCO Fund.
In managing both phases of the ESCO Fund Project, E for E has
continuously given advice to entrepreneurs who are interested in developing
ōŖōŚŏš ōŎŹŋőōŖŋš ŉŖŌ ŚōŖōşŉŊŔō ōŖōŚŏš ŘŚŗŒōŋŜśŲ őŖŋŔŝŌőŖŏ ŜŐō ŝŖŌōŚŜŉœőŖŏ
of walk-through audit for factories and buildings wishing to improve energy
ōŎŹŋőōŖŋšŴ ĮŝŚŜŐōŚŕŗŚōŲ śőŖŋō ŕŗśŜ ĭĻīķś şőŔŔ ŘōŚŎŗŚŕ ōŖōŚŏš ŉŝŌőŜ ŎŗŚ
their customers free of charge, it is then unnecessary for the entrepreneurs
Ŝŗ ŉŘŘŔš ŎŗŚ ŹŖŉŖŋőŉŔ ŉśśőśŜŉŖŋō őŖ ŜŐō ŎŗŚŕ ŗŎ ļōŋŐŖőŋŉŔ ĩśśőśŜŉŖŋōŴ
ļōŋŐŖőŋŉŔĩśśőśŜŉŖŋōĸŚŗŋōśśĮŔŗşŋŐŉŚŜ
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2.4 Project Consideration and Selection by E for E
1. Eligible Projects for ESCO Fund Support
Public and private sector projects, with special emphasis on small and medium
ōŖŜŚōŘŚōŖōŝŚś şőśŐőŖŏ Ŝŗ ŌōŞōŔŗŘ ōŖōŚŏš ōŎŹŋőōŖŋš ŉŖŌŵŗŚ ŚōŖōşŉŊŔō ōŖōŚŏš ŘŚŗŒōŋŜś şőŜŐ
the following objectives:
  ä ĺōŋšŋŔőŖŏ ŗŎ ōŖōŚŏš şŉśŜōśģ
  ä ĭŖōŚŏš ōŎŹŋőōŖŋš őŕŘŚŗŞōŕōŖŜģ
  ä ĮŝōŔ śşőŜŋŐőŖŏ ŎŚŗŕ ŉ ŎŗŚŕōŚŔš ŐőŏŐųŋŗśŜ ōŖōŚŏš śŗŝŚŋō Ŝŗ ŉŖ ŉŔŜōŚŖŉŜőŞō ŗŖōģ
  ä ĽŜőŔőŢŉŜőŗŖ ŗŎ ŚōŖōşŉŊŔō ōŖōŚŏšŲ śŝŋŐ ŉś şőŖŌ ōŖōŚŏšŲ śŗŔŉŚ ōŖōŚŏš ŉŖŌ ŐšŌŚŗŘŗşōŚģ
  ä ıŕŘŚŗŞōŕōŖŜ őŖ ŋŗŕŊŝśŜőŗŖ ōŎŹŋőōŖŋš ŗŎ ŎŝōŔśģ
  ä ĺōŌŝŋŜőŗŖ ŗŎ ōŖōŚŏš ŋŗŖśŝŕŘŜőŗŖ ŉŖŌ ŘŚōŞōŖŜőŗŖ ŗŎ ōŖōŚŏš Ŕŗśśģ ŉŖŌ
  ä ĽŜőŔőŢŉŜőŗŖ ŗŎ ōŖōŚŏšųōŎŹŋőōŖŜ ŕŉŋŐőŖōŚš ŉŖŌŵŗŚ ŉŘŘŔőŉŖŋōśŲ őŖŋŔŝŌőŖŏ ŜŐō ŝśō ŗŎ
operation control systems and energy-saving materials.
2. Project Selection Criteria
  ä ļŐōš ŕŝśŜ Ŋō ōŖōŚŏš ōŎŹŋőōŖŋš ŉŖŌŵŗŚ ŚōŖōşŉŊŔō ōŖōŚŏš ŘŚŗŒōŋŜś ŘŝŚśŝŉŖŜ
to Section 7 and Section 17 of the Energy Conservation Promotion Act.
  ä ļŐō ŊŝśőŖōśś ŗŘōŚŉŜőŗŖ ŗŎ ōŖŜŚōŘŚōŖōŝŚś ŉŘŘŔšőŖŏ ŎŗŚ őŖŞōśŜŕōŖŜ śŝŘŘŗŚŜ ŕŝśŜ
be secure.
  ä ļōŋŐŖőŋŉŔ ŉŖŌ ŹŖŉŖŋőŉŔ Śőśœś ŕŝśŜ Ŋō ŉŜ ŚōŉśŗŖŉŊŔō ŔōŞōŔśŴ
  ä ļōŋŐŖŗŔŗŏš ŝśōŌ ŕŝśŜ Ŋō ŖŗŚŕŉŔ Ŭ ŊōśŜ ŘŚŉŋŜőŋōŲ şőŜŐ ŚōŔőŉŊŔō ŚōŎōŚōŖŋōśŴ
  ä ļŐō ŘŚŗŒōŋŜ őŖŜōŚŖŉŔ ŚŉŜō ŗŎ ŚōŜŝŚŖ Ůıĺĺů šőōŔŌś ŉ ŚōŉśŗŖŉŊŔō ŘŚŗŹŜŵŚōŜŝŚŖĢ
o For projects using technologies that have been used extensively and
development of such projects already exists in Thailand, the IRR consideration
will be compared with other projects in general;
o For projects using technologies extensively used in foreign countries but
not yet developed in Thailand, investment support will be considered so as
to generate commercially reliable technologies in Thailand although the
projects’ IRR is low.
  ä ļŐō ŘŚŗŒōŋŜ ŘŉšŊŉŋœ ŘōŚőŗŌ şőŔŔ Ŋō şőŜŐőŖ cųg šōŉŚśŲ ŊŉśōŌ ŗŖ ŜŐō ŘŚŗŒōŋŜ ŜšŘōśŴ
  ä ļŐō ŖōŜ ŘŚōśōŖŜ ŞŉŔŝō ŮĶĸľů őś ŕŗŚō ŜŐŉŖ ŢōŚŗŴ
  ä ļŐō ŘōŚőŗŌ ŗŎ őŖŞōśŜŕōŖŜ őŖ ōŉŋŐ ŘŚŗŒōŋŜ şőŔŔ ŖŗŜ Ŋō ŗŞōŚ eųg šōŉŚśŲ ŌōŘōŖŌőŖŏ
on the year in which the project gets approval from the Investment Committee
   Ůıīů ŉŖŌ ŖŗŜ ōŠŋōōŌőŖŏ ŜŐō ŜőŕōŎŚŉŕō śŘōŋőŹōŌ Ŋš ĬĭĬĭŴ
3. Assessment of Renewable Energy Projects
Consideration will be made on major issues, i.e. potential of fuel supply security,
ŜōŋŐŖŗŔŗŏőŋŉŔ ŚōŔőŉŊőŔőŜšŲ ŹŖŉŖŋőŉŔ ŎōŉśőŊőŔőŜšŲ ŚōŉŌőŖōśś őŖ ŚōŏŉŚŌ Ŝŗ ŚōŔōŞŉŖŜ ŔőŋōŖśōś ŉŖŌ
public acceptance.



 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

1) Potential of fuel supply security. Fuel supply security is
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E for E
will, therefore, consider the potential of fuel supply security by:
 ä ĻŜŝŌšőŖŏ śōŋŗŖŌŉŚš ŌŉŜŉ ŗŎ ŎŝōŔ ŘŗŜōŖŜőŉŔ ŉŖŌ ŝŖŌōŚŜŉœőŖŏ ŉ ŹōŔŌ śŝŚŞōš ŗŎ
the project site and its vicinities. Evaluation will be made on the possibility
of fuel purchase competition by other manufacturing activities and other
power plants, including the trend of power project development in nearby
areas in order to determine the genuine potential of fuel supply as well as
the possibility to use other supplementary fuels available in nearby areas.
 ä ĻŝŚŞōšőŖŏ ŎŝōŔ ŘŚőŋōśŴĩ śŝŚŞōš ŗŎ ŎŝōŔ ŘŚőŋōś şőŔŔ Ŋō ŝŖŌōŚŜŉœōŖ śőŕŝŔŜŉŖōŗŝśŔš
with the survey of adequacy of fuel supply. Generally, the feasible price of
biomass fuel for project development must not be higher than the rice husk
price at 1,200 baht/ton.
bů ļōŋŐŖŗŔŗŏőŋŉŔŚōŔőŉŊőŔőŜšŴConsideration will be made on the details of technology
and equipment used in the project to determine whether they are appropriate and
feasible for project development. Issues to be considered are:
 ä ļōŋŐŖŗŔŗŏőŋŉŔ ŚōŔőŉŊőŔőŜšŲ Ŋš ōŠŉŕőŖőŖŏ ŜŐō śőŜō ŚōŎōŚōŖŋō ŉŋŜŝŉŔŔš ŌōŞōŔŗŘōŌ őŖ
Thailand or abroad and organizing a site visit, as appropriate, to learn about
actual operation of the technology/equipment or the reference project.
 ä ļŐō ŘŚőŋōś ŗŎ ŜōŋŐŖŗŔŗŏš ŉŖŌ ōřŝőŘŕōŖŜŲ şŐőŋŐ ŕŝśŜ Ŋō ŚōŉśŗŖŉŊŔō ŎŗŚ
investment making and must not be higher than market prices. In this regard,
E for E may help entrepreneurs to bargain the price of technology and will
provide recommendation to the entrepreneurs on technology selection.
 ä ļōŋŐŖŗŔŗŏőŋŉŔ ŌŉŜŉ ŉŖŉŔšśőśŲ Ŋš ŝśőŖŏ ŉ ŘŚŗŏŚŉŕ ōŠŋŔŝśőŞōŔš ŌōśőŏŖōŌ ŎŗŚ ōŉŋŐ
  ŘŚŗŒōŋŜ ŜšŘōŲ ōŴŏŴ ŎŗŚ ŉ śŗŔŉŚ ĸľ ŘŔŉŖŜŲ ĭ ŎŗŚ ĭ ŝśōś ŜŐō ĸľ ĻšśŜ ŘŚŗŏŚŉŕ Ŝŗ
assess the units of electrical production; for a biomass power plant, the test
of heating value of the fuel used may be carried out.
 ä įŝŉŚŉŖŜōōś ŗŎ ŜōŋŐŖŗŔŗŏš ŉŖŌ ōřŝőŘŕōŖŜ ŝśōŌ őŖ ŜŐō ŘŚŗŒōŋŜŲ şŐōŜŐōŚ ŜŐōš
are appropriate. Also taken into consideration are the guarantee terms and
the engineering, procurement and construction (EPC) contract, whether they
  ŉŚō ŚōŉśŗŖŉŊŔō ŉŖŌ śŝŎŹŋőōŖŜŴ
3) Progress on application for relevant licenses and community acceptance.
 ä ĭŉŋŐ ōŖŜŚōŘŚōŖōŝŚ ŕŝśŜ ŉŘŘŔš ŎŗŚ ŚōřŝőŚōŌ ŔőŋōŖśōś ŎŗŚ ŜŐō ŘŚŗŒōŋŜ ŌōŞōŔŗŘŕōŖŜŲ
e.g. a construction license, a factory operation license, a regulated energy
production license, an energy industry operation license and a power purchase
agreement, including the development of an environmental impact and safety
assessment report, as required by law, and must present the evidence to E for E.


  ä ĸŝŊŔőŋ ŋŗŖśŝŔŜŉŜőŗŖŲ ŗŚ ŋŚōŉŜőŖŏ ŝŖŌōŚśŜŉŖŌőŖŏ ŉŕŗŖŏ ŋŗŕŕŝŖőŜőōś śŝŚŚŗŝŖŌőŖŏ
individual project sites – an entrepreneur must present documents or evidence
about the organization of public hearing, community consultation, or community
management plan to E for E, including an environmental impact assessment
   Ůĭıĩů ŚōŘŗŚŜ ŉś ŘŚōśŋŚőŊōŌ Ŋš ŔŉşŴ ıŖ ŜŐőś ŚōŏŉŚŌŲ şŐőŔō ŝŖŌōŚŜŉœőŖŏ ŉ ŹōŔŌ
survey on fuel potential, E for E will also examine opinions of communities
surrounding a project site to crosscheck the submitted information.
4) Financial feasibility.
  ä ĭ ŎŗŚ ĭ şőŔŔ ŉŖŉŔšŢō ŜŐō ŘŚŗŒōŋŜ ŎōŉśőŊőŔőŜš ŉś şōŔŔ ŉś őŜś ŋŉśŐ źŗş ŘŚŗŒōŋŜőŗŖŲ
   őŖŋŔŝŌőŖŏ ŜŐō ŹŖŉŖŋőŉŔ ŘōŚŎŗŚŕŉŖŋō ŉŖŉŔšśőś Ŝŗ ŌōŜōŚŕőŖō ŜŐō ŘŚŗŒōŋŜ Śőśœ
throughout the project lifetime.
  ä īŗŖśőŌōŚŉŜőŗŖ şőŔŔ Ŋō ŕŉŌō ŗŖ ŜŐō ŚōŉŌőŖōśś şőŜŐ ŚōŏŉŚŌ Ŝŗ ŘŚŗŒōŋŜ ŌōŞōŔŗŘŕōŖŜ
capital, e.g. loans and the entrepreneur’s capital to determine whether it is
   ŉŌōřŝŉŜō ŗŚ ŖŗŜŲ őŖŋŔŝŌőŖŏ ŜŐō ŘŚŗŏŚōśś şőŜŐ śōŋŝŚőŖŏ ŹŖŉŖŋőŖŏŴ ıŖ ŜŐőś ŚōŏŉŚŌŲ
   ĭ ŎŗŚ ĭ ŕŉš ŉśśőśŜ ŜŐō ōŖŜŚōŘŚōŖōŝŚ őŖ śōŋŝŚőŖŏ ŉ śŗŝŚŋō ŗŎ ŎŝŖŌ ŎŚŗŕ ŉ ŹŖŉŖŋőŉŔ
strategic partner.
  ä ļŐō ōŖŜŚōŘŚōŖōŝŚ ŕŝśŜ ŝŖŌōŚŜŉœō ŜŐō ŘŚŗŒōŋŜ Śőśœ ŉŖŉŔšśőś ŉŖŌ ŘŚōśōŖŜ ŜŐō
approaches or measures to manage the risks of project development; this will
depend on the type of project co-invested by E for E.
ä ĭ ŎŗŚ ĭ şőŔŔ ŕŉœō ŉŖ ŉŖŉŔšśőś ŗŎ ŜŐō ŘŚŗŒōŋŜ ŌōŞōŔŗŘōŚŲ ŜŐō ŕŉŖŉŏōŕōŖŜ ŉŖŌ
personnel who will be the main project operator to determine whether they are
   řŝŉŔőŹōŌ ŉŖŌ ŐŉŞō śōŚőŗŝś őŖŜōŖŜőŗŖ Ŝŗ ŌōŞōŔŗŘ ŜŐō ŘŚŗŒōŋŜŴ ļŐō ŘŚŗŒōŋŜ ŘōŚśŗŖŖōŔ
must be equipped with readiness and expertise to develop the project in
compliance with the given advice.
ä ĭ ŎŗŚ ĭ şőŔŔ ŉŔśŗ ŉśśōśś ŜŐō ŘŚŗŒōŋŜ ŌōŞōŔŗŘōŚ Ŋš ŉŖŉŔšŢőŖŏ ŜŐō ŹŖŉŖŋőŉŔ śŜŉŜōŕōŖŜś
and performance of former or existing business of the entrepreneur to determine
the degree of security and potential of project investment and that of liabilities
and obligated burden, so that sources of fund could be procured appropriately.
  ä ĴōŏŉŔŵŹŖŉŖŋőŉŔ Ōŝō ŌőŔőŏōŖŋō ŕŝśŜ Ŋō ŘōŚŎŗŚŕōŌ őŖ ŜŐō ŋŉśō ŗŎ ŋŗųőŖŞōśŜŕōŖŜ
with a company which has long been established, especially co-investment with
   ĭĻīķśŲ őŖ ŗŚŌōŚ Ŝŗ ŋŗŖśőŌōŚ ŗŊŔőŏŉŜōŌ ŊŝŚŌōŖŲ őŖ ŊŗŜŐ ŔōŏŉŔ ŉŖŌ ŹŖŉŖŋőŉŔ ŉśŘōŋŜśŴ
  ä ĸŚŗŒōŋŜ ōŞŉŔŝŉŜőŗŖ ŉŖŌ őŖŞōśŜŕōŖŜ ŌōŋőśőŗŖųŕŉœőŖŏ Ú ŜŐō ŋŚőŜōŚőŉ ŎŗŚ ŜŐō ŉŖŉŔšśőś
   ŉŖŌ ŉśśōśśŕōŖŜ ŗŎ ŜŐō ŹŖŉŖŋőŉŔ őŖŜōŚŖŉŔ ŚŉŜō ŗŎ ŚōŜŝŚŖ ŮĮıĺĺů şőŔŔ Ŋō ŊŉśōŌ ŗŖĢ
   ŗ ĶōŜ ĸŚōśōŖŜ ľŉŔŝō ŮĶĸľůĢ ŕŝśŜ Ŋō ŐőŏŐōŚ ŜŐŉŖ ŢōŚŗģ
o Payback Period (PB): about 5-7 years – E for E will consider this factor
as deemed appropriate for each project category;
o Internal Rate of Return (IRR): must be at an appropriate level, subject to
project category and in compliance with the objectives of investment
promotion for such a project.



dŴ ĩśśōśśŕōŖŜŗŎĭŖōŚŏšĭŎŹŋőōŖŋšĸŚŗŒōŋŜś
ıŖ ŉŘŘŔšőŖŏ ŎŗŚ ŹŖŉŖŋőŉŔ śŝŘŘŗŚŜ ŎŚŗŕ ŜŐō ĭĻīķ ĮŝŖŌ ŎŗŚ ŉŖ ōŖōŚŏšš
 ōŎŹŋőōŖŋš ŘŚŗŒōŋŜŲ ŉŖ ōŖŜŚōŘŚōŖōŝŚ ŋŉŖ śŝŊŕőŜ ŜŐō ŉŘŘŔőŋŉŜőŗŖŲ ŐŉŞőŖŏ ŉŖ
ŉ
energy service company (ESCO) guarantee the energy saving to be achieeved.
In this regard, E for E has the following project assessment criteria:
1) Analysis of energy consumption characteristics and energy saving to be achieved
ä ĭŞŉŔŝŉŜőŗŖŗŎŋŝŚŚōŖŜōŖōŚŏšŋŗŖśŝŕŘŜőŗŖŗŎŜŐōŊŝśőŖōśśŎŉŋőŔőŜš– by analyzing
  ŜŐō ŋŐŉŚŉŋŜōŚőśŜőŋś ŗŎ ōŖōŚŏš ŋŗŖśŝŕŘŜőŗŖŲ ōŎŹŋőōŖŋš ŗŎ ōŠőśŜőŖŏ ŕŉŋŐőŖōŚš
and equipment, the past data of energy consumption of the factory/building, and
the number of hours of energy consumption. In this connection, when applying
for investment promotion, the entrepreneur/ESCO will have to provide detailed
information about expenditures on energy/electricity, at least for the past 12
months, and the data of energy audit undertaken by the ESCO. Moreover, the
business facility will be queried directly for information to be used for the analysis.
All the information obtained will be used as the baseline for evaluating energy
saving to be achieved as a result of the project implementation.
ä ĭŞŉŔŝŉŜőŗŖŗŎōŖōŚŏšśŉŞőŖŏŎŚŗŕōřŝőŘŕōŖŜőŖśŜŉŔŔŉŜőŗŖŴ The technology
   ŗŎ ōŖōŚŏšųōŎŹŋőōŖŜ ōřŝőŘŕōŖŜ śŘōŋőŹōŌ őŖ ŜŐō ŉŘŘŔőŋŉŜőŗŖ ŎŗŚ őŖŞōśŜŕōŖŜ ŘŚŗŕŗŜőŗŖ
must prove to be able to reduce energy consumption, using acceptable energy
   śŉŞőŖŏ ŕōŉśŝŚōŕōŖŜ ŉŖŌ ŞōŚőŹŋŉŜőŗŖ ŕōŜŐŗŌśŴ

ä ķŜŐōŚśŉŞőŖŏśŴIn addition to a saving resulting from reduced expenditures on
energy, for certain types of equipment, E for E will also take into account, when
considering and evaluating a project, other savings to be gained due to the
   őŖśŜŉŔŔŉŜőŗŖ ŗŎ ōŖōŚŏšųōŎŹŋőōŖŜ ōřŝőŘŕōŖŜŲ ōŴŏŴ ŜŐō ŚōŌŝŋŜőŗŖ ŗŎ ŕŉőŖŜōŖŉŖŋō ŋŗśŜ
   ŎŗŚ ŉ Ŗōş ōŖōŚŏšųōŎŹŋőōŖŜ ŋŐőŔŔōŚ ŋŗŕŘŉŚōŌ şőŜŐ ŜŐŉŜ ŎŗŚ ŜŐō ŗŔŌ ŗŖōŲ ŜŗŏōŜŐōŚ
with the revenue from selling the dismantled chiller; the reduction of equipment
replacement cost, resulting from switching from the use of former short-life
   ōřŝőŘŕōŖŜ Ŝŗ Ŗōş ōŖōŚŏšųōŎŹŋőōŖŜ ŗŖō şőŜŐ ŉ ŔŗŖŏōŚ ŝśōŎŝŔ ŔőŎōŲ ŎŗŚ ōŠŉŕŘŔōŲ
the use of LED lamps with a useful life of about 25,000 – 50,000 hours instead
of halogen lamps of which a useful life is 500 – 2,000 hours will help reduce
the expense owing to the longer period of equipment replacement cycle.
ä ĩŖŉŔšśőśŗŎŚőśœśŗŚőŕŘŉŋŜśşŐőŋŐŕŉšŗŋŋŝŚŎŚŗŕŜŐōőŖśŜŉŔŔŉŜőŗŖŗŎōŖōŚŏšų
ōŎŹŋőōŖŜōřŝőŘŕōŖŜŴ For example, in implementing measures involving replacement
of lamps or equipment related to lighting management, the degree of luminance
after installation is made in each area of the factory or building must be considered
to meet the standards and to comply with the law; or, after the installation of
a voltage regulator, the voltage must be at an appropriate level and cause no
impact on the use of energy of the factory or the business facility.
2) Consideration of technical aspects of the equipment, namely:
  ä Equipment reliability by studying from site references actually developed in
Thailand and foreign countries; site visits may be arranged to observe the actual
operation of concerned equipment.


  ä ĻŘōŋőŹŋŉŜőŗŖśŉŖŌŋŉŘŉŋőŜšš of equipment selected for the project implementation,
to determine whether they are appropriate or not.
ä Equipment standards – the equipment being applied for investment promotion must
   Ŋō ŗŎ ŏŗŗŌ řŝŉŔőŜš ŉŖŌ Őŉś ŜŐō śŜŉŖŌŉŚŌś ŋōŚŜőŹōŌŲ Ŋš ŗŊŜŉőŖőŖŏŲ ŎŗŚ ōŠŉŕŘŔōŲ ŜŐō
No. 5 energy-ōŎŹŋőōŖŋšš label, TIS (Thai Industrial Standards), IEC, CE, UL, Energy
   ĻŜŉŚŲ ŗŚ ŋōŚŜőŹōŌ Ŋš ŉ ŚōŔőŉŊŔō ŗŚŏŉŖőŢŉŜőŗŖŲ śŝŋŐ ŉś ŜŐō ĭŔōŋŜŚőŋőŜš įōŖōŚŉŜőŖŏ ĩŝŜŐŗŚőŜš
of Thailand and the Electrical and Electronics Institute.
  ä Equipment prices. E for E will consider providing support for the costs of
installation and supplementary equipment, at a reasonable level, to a project. An
applicant for such support will have to present a bill of quantities (BOQ) – an itemized
list of equipment and their costs – together with the quotation for consideration.
  ä Equipment price comparison. To enable appropriate determination of technology
and equipment prices, E for E will make a comparison of the proposed equipment
prices with market prices. In addition, the equipment prices will be compared
with those in previous projects.
  ä ĵōŉśŝŚōŕōŖŜŉŖŌŞōŚőŹŋŉŜőŗŖŮĵŬľůŗŎōŖōŚŏšśŉŞőŖŏŘŚōųŉŖŌŘŗśŜųőŖśŜŉŔŔŉŜőŗŖŴ
The applicant must present, simultaneously with the project proposal submission,
   ŉ ŋŔōŉŚ ĵŬľ ŘŔŉŖ şŐőŋŐ őś őŖ ŋŗŕŘŔőŉŖŋō şőŜŐ ŜŐō ĭŎŹŋőōŖŋš ľŉŔŝŉŜőŗŖ ķŚŏŉŖőŢŉŜőŗŖ
   Ůĭľķů ŎŚŉŕōşŗŚœŴ
3) Examination of the energy performance contract and equipment warranty
  ä Energy Performance Contract (EPC) – a contract signed between an energy
service company (ESCO) and an entrepreneur. To be indicated in the contract
is the targeted amount of energy saving compared with the Baseline Energy Use
of given machinery or equipment, and the energy saving must be guaranteed.
The EPC can be made in two patterns, i.e.
o įŝŉŚŉŖŜōōŌśŉŞőŖŏŴ In most of the cases under this pattern, entrepreneurs will
make investment in the projects and ESCOs will guarantee the energy saving,
in the form of either the amount of money saved or the amount of electrical
units saved. After the equipment installation, if the guaranteed energy saving
cannot be achieved, the ESCO must pay compensation to the entrepreneur.
o ĻŐŉŚōŌśŉŞőŖŏŴ Under this pattern, the ESCO will make investment and bear
all risks. The ESCO will be responsible for the equipment installation and the
    őŕŘŔōŕōŖŜŉŜőŗŖ ŘŝŚśŝŉŖŜ Ŝŗ ŜŐō ōŖōŚŏš ŋŗŖśōŚŞŉŜőŗŖ ŘŔŉŖģ ŜŐō ŊōŖōŹŜś ŎŚŗŕ
energy saving achieved as a result of the implementation will be shared
according to the agreed proportion.
For both performance guarantee patterns, E for E will consider and make sure
that the amount of guaranteed energy saving is appropriate and fair for all concerned.
  ä Warranty. ESCOs or suppliers must provide the entrepreneurs with a warranty of
equipment quality and useful life period in accordance with the standards of the
equipment. In this regard, E for E will assist the entrepreneurs in negotiating the
terms of equipment quality warranty to be up to standard practiced in the market.








dů īŗŖśőŌōŚŉŜőŗŖŗŎŹŖŉŖŋőŉŔŉśŘōŋŜś
ä FIRR analysis and assessment. E for E will consider from:
o Internal Rate of Return (IRR)) which will be based on the return resulting
from energy cost reduction achieved after the equipment installation, which
must be at an appropriate level depending on each project type and must be
in line with the objectives of investment promotion of such a project.
o Payback Period (PB) which will be assessed from the number of operating
hours, the real power (measured in watt) obtained from energy audit, the
electricity cost saving achieved, and the actual maintenance cost saving of
the business facility.
o Net Present Value (NPV)) which must be more than zero, when calculating
the saving achieved throughout the project life.
 ä ĭ ŎŗŚ ĭ şőŔŔ ŝŖŌōŚŜŉœō ŉŖ ŉŖŉŔšśőś ŗŖ ŜŐō ōŖōŚŏš ŋŗśŜ ŎŗŚ ŜŐō ŘŚŗŌŝŋŜőŗŖ ŘŚŗŋōśś
of the company as well as the production expansion plan. Analysis will also be
  ŕŉŌō ŗŖ ŜŐō ŋŗŕŘŉŖšÝś ŹŖŉŖŋőŉŔ śŜŉŜōŕōŖŜ ŉŖŌ ŘōŚŎŗŚŕŉŖŋō Ŝŗ ŉśśōśś ŜŐō ŌōŏŚōō
  ŗŎ ŊŝśőŖōśś śōŋŝŚőŜš ŉŖŌ ŘŗŜōŖŜőŉŔ Ŝŗ őŖŞōśŜ őŖ ŉŖ ōŖōŚŏš ōŎŹŋőōŖŋš ŗŚ ŚōŖōşŉŊŔō
energy project, including the company’s liabilities and obligated burden.
 ä īŗŖśőŌōŚŉŜőŗŖ şőŔŔ Ŋō ŕŉŌō ŗŖ ŜŐō ŋŚōŌőŊőŔőŜš ŗŎ ŜŐō ŊŝśőŖōśś ŎŉŋőŔőŜőōś ŗŚ ĭĻīķś
applying for investment support, including the degree of necessity of the project
implementation.
 ä ĪŝśőŖōśś Śőśœ ŉśśōśśŕōŖŜ şőŔŔ Ŋō ŝŖŌōŚŜŉœōŖ Ŝŗ ŌōŜōŚŕőŖō şŐőŋŐ ŊŝśőŖōśś ŎŉŋŜŗŚś
will have impact on the targeted energy saving after the investment support is
awarded.



2.5 Outcome of ESCO Fund Implementation under E for E Management
The outcome of ESCO Fund implementation on the part managed by E for E in
Phase 1 (2008-2010) and Phase 2 (2010-2013) can be summarized as follows:
1) Achievements of E for E under ESCO Fund, Phase 1
E for E was assigned by DEDE to manage a budget of 250 million baht for investment
promotion under ESCO Fund, Phase 1. A total of 120 projects were submitted for investment
support via E for E, divided into:
1) Projects approved by the Investment Committee (IC): 29 projects, comprising:
   ä ĭřŝőŜš őŖŞōśŜŕōŖŜ
f ŘŚŗŒōŋŜś
   ä ĭřŝőŘŕōŖŜ ŔōŉśőŖŏ
i ŘŚŗŒōŋŜś
   ä ĸŚŗŒōŋŜś ŉŘŘŚŗŞōŌ ŉŖŌ ŔŉŜōŚ şőŜŐŌŚŉşŖ 
ad ŘŚŗŒōŋŜś
2) (2) Projects submitted and considered by E for E under ESCO Fund, Phase 2,
10 projects all using the equity investment instrument:
3) Projects declined by the IC/withdrawn before submission to the IC: 81 projects
In summary, 15 projects were awarded investment support under ESCO Fund,
Phase 1, accounting for a total investment budget of 188.04 million baht and generating
ōŖōŚŏš ōŎŹŋőōŖŋš ŉŖŌ ŚōŖōşŉŊŔō ōŖōŚŏš őŖŞōśŜŕōŖŜ ŉŜ ŉ ŞŉŔŝō ŗŎ bŴh ŊőŔŔőŗŖ ŊŉŐŜŲ şŐőŋŐ
can be illustrated below.

Share of E for E Investment Port under ESCO Fund, Phase 1
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Projects Awarded under ESCO Fund, Phase 1
Equipment Leasing: 9 projects
Investment value: 28.55 million baht
Awarded amount: 25.72 million baht
Saving achieved: 0.24 ktoe
Chiller Leasing
Investment value: 10.7 MB
Awarded amount: 9.63 MB
Saving achieved: 0.054 ktoe
ĻŗŔŉŚļŐōŚŕŉŔĴōŉśőŖŏ
Investment value: 4.78 MB
Awarded amount: 3.91 MB
Saving achieved: 0.054 ktoe
Voltage Regulator Leasing
(2 projects)
Investment value: 6.46 MB
Awarded amount: 6.46 MB
Saving achieved: 0.03 ktoe
Energy-saving System in the Air
Conditioning System (SMAC)
Leasing
Investment value: 2.20 MB
Awarded amount: 2.20 MB
Saving achieved: 0.015 ktoe

Equity Investment: 6 projects

Investment value: 2,793.61 million baht
Awarded amount: 162.32 million baht
Saving achieved: 10.71 ktoe
Co-invest in a Biomass Power
ĸŔŉŖŜŮĻŜōŉŕļŝŚŊőŖōů
Investment value: 389 MB
Awarded amount: 23.25 MB
Saving achieved: 4.64 ktoe
Co-invest in 3 Solar Power
Plants (Polycrystalline)
Investment value: 1,983.06 MB
Awarded amount: 77.8 MB
Saving achieved: 2.31 ktoe
Co-invest in a Solar Power
ĸŔŉŖŜŮļŐőŖĮőŔŕů
Investment value: 96.55 MB
Awarded amount: 39.2 MB
Saving achieved: 0.11 ktoe
Co-invest in a Biomass Power
ĸŔŉŖŜŮįŉśőŹŋŉŜőŗŖů
Investment value: 325 MB
Awarded amount: 22.07 MB
Saving achieved: 3.65 ktoe

İőŏŐųōŎŹŋőōŖŋšĵŗŜŗŚĴōŉśőŖŏ
Investment value: 1.70 MB
Awarded amount: 1.70 MB
Saving achieved: 0.006 ktoe
Variable Speed Drive Leasing
(2 projects)
Investment value: 1.36 MB
Awarded amount: 0.93 MB
Saving achieved: 0.04 ktoe
30-kW Generator Leasing
Investment value: 1.35 MB
Awarded amount: 0.88 MB
Saving achieved: 0.04 ktoe










2) Achievements of E for E under ESCO Fund, Phase 2
E for E was assigned by DEDE to manage a budget of 300 million baht for
investment promotion under ESCO Fund, Phase 2. A total of 141 projects were
submitted for investment support via E for E, divided into:
1) Projects approved by the IC:
55 projects comprising:
  ä ĭřŝőŜš őŖŞōśŜŕōŖŜ
e ŘŚŗŒōŋŜś
  ä ĭřŝőŘŕōŖŜ ŔōŉśőŖŏ
dc ŘŚŗŒōŋŜś
  ä ĸŚŗŒōŋŜś ŉŘŘŚŗŞōŌ ŉŖŌ ŔŉŜōŚ şőŜŐŌŚŉşŖ
g ŘŚŗŒōŋŜś
2) Projects submitted and considered by E for E under the
ESCO Revolving Fund under Fiscal Year 2013 (Phase 3): 17 projects
d ŘŚŗŒōŋŜś
  ä ĭřŝőŜš őŖŞōśŜŕōŖŜ
  ä ĭřŝőŘŕōŖŜ ŔōŉśőŖŏ
ac ŘŚŗŒōŋŜś
3) Projects declined by the IC/withdrawn before submission to the IC: 68 projects
In summary, 48 projects were awarded investment support under ESCO Fund,
Phase 2, accounting for a total investment budget of 300 million baht and generating
energy conservation and renewable energy investment at a value of 1.7 billion baht,
which can be illustrated below.
Share of E for E Investment Port under ESCO Fund, Phase 2
Equity Investment Share
Biomass + Biogas
Power Plant
42%

Biogas
Power Plant
8%



Biomass Power Plant
34%

Micro-hydro
Power Plant
1%

Cogeneration
Power Plant
15%

Equipment Leasing Share
Others
11%

Energy Saving
epuipment
> 1 measure
47%

Chiller
15%
LED 10%
High
ĭŎŹŋőōŖŋš
Motor
1%
ľŉŚőŉŊŔō
Gas Speed
Engine Drive
8% 8%

Projects Awarded under ESCO Fund, Phase 2
Equipment Leasing: 43 projects

Investment value: 187.95 million baht
Awarded amount: 180.37 million baht
Saving achieved: 1.85 ktoe
İőŏŐųōŎŹŋőōŖŋšĵŗŜŗŚĴōŉśőŖŏ
Investment value: 1.25 MB
Awarded amount: 1.25 MB
Saving achieved: 0.013 ktoe
LED Lamp Leasing (8 projects)
Investment value: 20.45 MB
Awarded amount: 18.08 MB
Saving achieved: 0.22 ktoe
Lighting Control Equipment Leasing
(2 projects)
Investment value: 1.39 MB
Awarded amount: 1.39 MB
Saving achieved: 0.02 ktoe
Voltage Regulator Leasing
(7 projects)
Investment value: 20.17 MB
Awarded amount: 19.49 MB
Saving achieved: 0.20 ktoe
Chiller Leasing (3 projects)
Investment value: 26.37 MB
Awarded amount: 26.37 MB
Saving achieved: 0.13 ktoe
Energy-saving Equipment Leasing
(>1 measure) (14 projects)
Investment value: 85.81 MB
Awarded amount: 85.80 MB
Saving achieved: 0.62 ktoe

Equity Investment: 5 projects

Investment value: 1,573.20 million baht
Awarded amount: 119.63 million baht
Saving achieved: 14.33 ktoe
Co-invest in a Biomass Power
ĸŔŉŖŜŮįŉśőŹŋŉŜőŗŖů
Investment value: 325 MB
Awarded amount: 17.93 MB
Saving achieved: 3.646 ktoe
Co-invest in a Biomass Power
ĸŔŉŖŜŮĻŜōŉŕļŝŚŊőŖōů
Investment value: 660 MB
Awarded amount: 40 MB
Saving achieved: 6.467 ktoe
Co-invest in a Micro-hydropower
Plant
Investment value: 3.7 MB
Awarded amount: 1.7 MB
Saving achieved: 0.014 ktoe
Co-invest in a Biogas Power Plant
Investment value: 40 MB
Awarded amount: 10 MB
Saving achieved: 0.276 ktoe
Co-invest in a Biomass + Biogas
Power Plant
Investment value: 544.5 MB
Awarded amount: 50 MB
Saving achieved: 3.929 ktoe

Variable Speed Drive Leasing
(6 projects)
Investment value: 15.68 MB
Awarded amount: 13.83 MB
Saving achieved: 0.33 ktoe
İőŏŐųōŎŹŋőōŖŋšĵŗŜŗŚĴōŉśőŖŏ
Investment value: 1.25 MB
Awarded amount: 1.25 MB
Saving achieved: 0.013 ktoe
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Part 3: E for E Experience in Developing Renewable
Energy Projects
3.1 Biomass Power Plants
Consequently, in evaluating the
appropriateness of investment making in
the development of biomass power plants,
E for E has given importance to the feedstock
supply security and the selection of appropriate
technology. With regard to the evaluation of
fuel or feedstock supply security of a power
project that chooses rice husk biomass
as main fuel, the project developer should
have a connection with rice husk biomass
ŚōśŗŝŚŋōśŲŎŗŚōŠŉŕŘŔōŲŊōőŖŏŜŐōŗşŖōŚŗŎ
a rice mill from which an adequate amount
of rice husks can be obtained to feed the
power plant. As for a biomass power plant
using wood chips or wood residues as fuel,
ŉŹōŔŌśŝŚŞōšşőŔŔŊōŕŉŌōŜŗōŠŉŕőŖōŜŐō
actual situations of wood and wood residue
purchase in the project area to ensure that
Having managed the ESCO Fund the amount of wood chips/residues in the
ĸŚŗŒōŋŜŲĸŐŉśōaŬĸŐŉśōbŮŎŚŗŕb``iŜŗ market is adequate to meet the demand
b`acůŲĭŎŗŚĭŐŉśōŠŘōŚőōŖŋōŌŜŐōŋŐŉŖŏō of the power plant. Also surveyed is the
in biomass power plant development. That demand for wood chips/residues by other
is, in the case of biomass power plants nearby power plants and manufacturing
using rice husks as main feedstock, only industry.
projects of which the operators are owners
of rice mills can be developed because
ŜŐōšŜŐōŕśōŔŞōśŉŚōŗşŖōŚśŗŎŎōōŌśŜŗŋœģ
hence the security of fuel supply to the
power plants. In addition, new biomass
power plants using technologies which
can be applied to various fuel types have
ŊōōŖŌōŞōŔŗŘōŌŴıŖb``iŲşŗŗŌŋŐőŘśŉŖŌ
wood residues emerged on the development
of large-scale biomass power plants. A
major barrier affecting the success of power
plant development and construction was the
ŋŗŕŕŝŖőŜšŉŋŋōŘŜŉŖŋōŴĬŝŚőŖŏb`aaųb`abŲ
a greater delay in the licensing process of
ŋŗŖŋōŚŖōŌŏŗŞōŚŖŕōŖŜŉŏōŖŋőōśōŠŉŋōŚŊŉŜōŌ
the problems of and barriers to the development
of biomass power plants.

Biomass refers to agricultural products
or residues which can be used as fuel to
generate heat or electricity. Rice husk is
ŜŐōŹŚśŜœőŖŌŗŎŊőŗŕŉśśŝśōŌŉśŎŝōŔŎŗŚ
electricity generation in large-scale power
plants. Rice husk-fueled power plants
şōŚōŹŚśŜōśŜŉŊŔőśŐōŌőŖaiiiģŉŎŜōŚŜŐŉŜŜŐō
number of such plants has been increasing.
In certain areas in the central and northeastern
regions of the country, there were a large
number of rice husk-fueled power plants,
leading to competition in the purchase of
rice husk fuel in those areas. As a result,
other kinds of biomass fuel have been
sought, such as wood chips, wood residues
and bark, for later development of new
biomass power plants.



In developing the wood-chip biomass
power plant of True Energy Power Lopburi,
īŗŴŲĴŜŌŴŲőŖb``iŲŉśŝŚŞōšşŉśŝŖŌōŚŜŉœōŖ
by E for E before making a decision to
co-invest. The outcome revealed that the
total amount of log and wood residue trade
źŗşŉŜşŗŗŌŕŉŚœōŜŘŔŉŋōśőŖŉŚŉŌőŝśŗŎ
d`œőŔŗŕōŜōŚśşŉśŹŞōŜőŕōśŏŚōŉŜōŚŜŐŉŖ
the demand as feedstock for the 4.5-MW
power plant, which was the reason why the
ŘŚŗŒōŋŜŌōŞōŔŗŘōŚŌōŋőŌōŌŜŗōŠŘŉŖŌŜŐō
plant capacity to 7.5 MW. Yet, although
there was a good biomass feedstock potential,
E for E envisaged an increasing trend of
the biomass price if demand emerged from
other manufacturing sectors or from new
nearby power plants. It was also found
ŜŐŉŜśŝŘŘŔōŕōŖŜŉŚšŊőŗŕŉśśōŠőśŜōŌőŖŜŐō
project vicinities, i.e. cassava rhizomes,
eucalyptus bark from sawmills, and bagasse
from sugar factories located near the
project site.
After the biomass power plant of True
Energy Power Co., Ltd., commenced its
operation, it faced a problem of sharp
increase in biomass price because, since
b``iŲŎŗśśőŔŎŝōŔŘŚőŋōśŐŉŌŊōōŖŚŉŘőŌŔš
őŖŋŚōŉśőŖŏŮŋŚŝŌōŗőŔŘŚőŋōşŉśŐőŏŐōŚŜŐŉŖi`
ĽĻĬŵŊŉŚŚōŔůŲŋŉŝśőŖŏśŗŕōőŖŌŝśŜŚőŉŔŎŉŋŜŗŚőōś
to switch to use wood chips as alternative
fuel. As a result, the price of logs increased
ŎŚŗŕŉŊŗŝŜd``ųe``ŊŉŐŜŵŜŗŖŜŗh``ŊŉŐŜŵ
ŜŗŖģşŐōŖŜŐōśŉşŕőŔŔőŖŏŋŗśŜşŉśőŖŋŔŝŌōŌŲ
the price of wood chips/residues became
ŉś ŐőŏŐ ŉś i``ųaŲ``` ŊŉŐŜŵŜŗŖŴ  ĩŔŜŐŗŝŏŐ
ŜŐōŘŗşōŚŘŔŉŖŜŋŗŝŔŌśŜőŔŔŕŉœōŘŚŗŹŜŎŚŗŕ
its operation, it switched to use lower-cost
bagasse as fuel in order to increase the
revenue. Despite the fact that the heating
value of bagasse is lower than that of wood
chips, when comparing the price against the
heating value, the price of bagasse was still
ŔŗşōŚÚŉśŉŜŜŐōbndřŝŉŚŜōŚŗŎb`abŲőŜşŉś
cd`ŊŉŐŜŵŜŗŖŴ



Generally, in performing technical
evaluation, E for E will give prime
consideration to technologies that can
be used with various fuel types and
that are reliable, having projects using
such technologies in actual operation. In
addition, importance is given to the EPC
ŮōŖŏőŖōōŚőŖŏŲ ŘŚŗŋŝŚōŕōŖŜ ŉŖŌ ŋŗŖśŜŚŝŋŜőŗŖů
ŋŗŖŜŚŉŋŜ ōŠōŋŝŜőŗŖ ŗŎ ŜŐō ŘŚŗŒōŋŜśŴ
ĸŚŗŒōŋŜŋŗŖŜŚŉŋŜŗŚśŕŝśŜŊōřŝŉŔőŹōŌŉŖŌ
ŐŉŞōŘŚŉŋŜőŋŉŔōŠŘōŚőōŖŋōőŖŘŗşōŚŘŔŉŖŜ
construction. The advantage of an EPC
contract is that it will secure the project
construction, and the project developer
can specify in the contract the terms and
a penalty clause related to the construction
and delay in machinery and equipment
ŌōŔőŞōŚšŉśşōŔŔŉśōŎŹŋőōŖŋšşŉŚŚŉŖŜšģŜŐőś
will be able to reduce the risks pertaining
ŜŗŘŚŗŒōŋŜŊŝŌŏōŜŉŖŌōŎŹŋőōŖŋšŲŉŖŌŌōŔŉš
in the construction. For certain projects,
ŐŗşōŞōŚŲŜŐōĭĸīŋŗŖŜŚŉŋŜōŠōŋŝŜőŗŖŕŉš
Ŋō ōŠōŕŘŜōŌ őŎ ŜŐō ŘŚŗŒōŋŜ ŌōŞōŔŗŘōŚś
have knowledge, capability and practical
ōŠŘōŚőōŖŋō őŖ ŘŗşōŚ ŘŔŉŖŜ ŌōŞōŔŗŘŕōŖŜŴ

With regard to Chinese and European power generation technologies,
the difference between the two lies in the cost and quality of the technologies. The investment cost of a biomass power plant using Chinese
ŜōŋŐŖŗŔŗŏšşőŔŔŊōőŖŉŚŉŖŏōŗŎe`ųf`ŕőŔŔőŗŖŊŉŐŜŘōŚőŖśŜŉŔŔōŌŕōŏŉşŉŜŜŲ
which is cheaper than that using European technology which will be in
ŉŚŉŖŏōŗŎfeųgeŕőŔŔőŗŖŊŉŐŜŘōŚőŖśŜŉŔŔōŌŕōŏŉşŉŜŜŴİŗşōŞōŚŲŝśőŖŏ
Chinese technology will have a higher technical risk than using European
ŜōŋŐŖŗŔŗŏšŴĮŚŗŕŉŋŜŝŉŔōŠŘōŚőōŖŋōőŖŌōŞōŔŗŘőŖŏŊőŗŕŉśśŘŗşōŚŘŔŉŖŜś
using Chinese technology, problems were encountered during the trial
run of the plant system before actual commissioning. It was found that
the description of the models and programs of the system and machines
was in Chinese only and was incomplete, and that the models did not
correspond with the actual equipment or machines. In addition, some
equipment was found to malfunction, and defects were found in installation
work, such as imperfect of welding work, resulting in the project delay
caused by the need to solve and improve those problematic parts. Yet,
ŗşőŖŏŜŗŘŚōŞőŗŝśōŠŘōŚőōŖŋōŗŎŘŚŗŒōŋŜŌōŞōŔŗŘōŚśőŖŜŐōŌōŞōŔŗŘŕōŖŜ
and management of biomass power plants, such technical problems could
be solved in a short time.
In regard to biomass power plants producing electricity to sell to the
grid, E for E has co-invested with two projects, namely:



1. Biomass Power Plant Project of True Energy Power Lopburi Co., Ltd.,
located in Phattana Nikhom District, Lopburi Province, using wood chips
and bagasse as a fuel. The technology used is steam turbine with an
őŖśŜŉŔŔōŌŋŉŘŉŋőŜšŗŎgŴeĵĿŴļŐōŘŚŗŒōŋŜŌōŞōŔŗŘŕōŖŜśŜŉŚŜōŌőŖb``iŲ
with the construction period of two years before starting the commercial
ŗŘōŚŉŜőŗŖŌŉŜōŮīķĬůőŖĶŗŞōŕŊōŚb`aaŲşőŜŐŜŐōŘŔŉŖŜŗŘōŚŉŜőŗŖōŎŹŋőōŖŋš
ŉŜŉŖŉŞōŚŉŏōŗŎheūŮŉśŉŜŕőŌųb`acůŴ
E for E has co-invested in this biomass power plant of True Energy
ĸŗşōŚ ĴŗŘŊŝŚő īŗŴŲ ĴŜŌŴŲ śőŖŋō b``iŲ ŉŋŋŗŝŖŜőŖŏ ŎŗŚ ŉŖ őŖŞōśŜŕōŖŜ ŗŎ
bcŴbeŕőŔŔőŗŖŊŉŐŜŉŖŌŐŗŔŌőŖŏŉśŐŉŚōŗŎc`ūŴĩŎŜōŚŜŐōŘŔŉŖŜīķĬŉŖŌ
revenue has been realized, E for E has gradually sold its shares back to
ŜŐōŘŚőŖŋőŘŉŔśŐŉŚōŐŗŔŌōŚŲőŴōŴŜŐōŘŚŗŒōŋŜŌōŞōŔŗŘōŚģőŜőśōŠŘōŋŜōŌŜŐŉŜőŜś
śŐŉŚōśŋŉŖŊōŉŔŔŌőŞōśŜōŌŊšŜŐōōŖŌŗŎb`acŴ

2. Biomass Power Plant Project of Clean Energy 2 Co., Ltd., in Chiang
Rai Province, using rice husks as a fuel. The technology used is steam
ŜŝŚŊőŖōşőŜŐŉŖőŖśŜŉŔŔōŌŋŉŘŉŋőŜšŗŎiŴeĵĿŴļŐőśőśŉśŉŕŘŔōŘŚŗŒōŋŜşőŜŐ
ŚōŉŌőŖōśśőŖŉŔŔŉśŘōŋŜśŲőŴōŴŎōōŌśŜŗŋœŲŜōŋŐŖŗŔŗŏšŲŹŖŉŖŋőŖŏŉŖŌŔőŋōŖśōśŴ
İŗşōŞōŚŲŌŝōŜŗŋŗŖźőŋŜśşőŜŐŜŐōŔŗŋŉŔŋŗŕŕŝŖőŜőōśşŐőŋŐŐŉŞōŔōŌŜŗ
opposition by local people, to date the project development has not been
able to proceed.



3.2 Cogeneration Power Plants
When selecting power generation
technology of the project, consideration
has been given to the steam quality, which
must suit the heat demand of the sawmill.
The technology selected for this project is
ŌŗşŖųŌŚŉŎŜŏŉśőŹŋŉŜőŗŖŗŎĩŖœŝŚīŗŕŘŉŖš
in India. There are many site references of
commercial power generation from wood
ŚōśőŌŝōś şőŜŐ ŜŐō ŝśō ŗŎ ŏŉśőŹŋŉŜőŗŖ
technology in foreign countries. Syngas
ŌōŚőŞōŌŎŚŗŕŜŐōŏŉśőŹŋŉŜőŗŖŘŚŗŋōśśşőŔŔ
be cleaned and cooled down before being
sent the engine for power generation to
supply to the distribution system of the
ĸŚŗŞőŖŋőŉŔĭŔōŋŜŚőŋőŜšĩŝŜŐŗŚőŜšŮĸĭĩůŴĩśŎŗŚ
The CHP power plant of Plan Ecoenergy the waste heat generated from the engine, it
Co.,Ltd., located in Yanta Khao district, is used as hot air for the absorption chiller to
Trang Province, is a power generation produce coolness for the control room and
project using rubber roots and rubber wood the syngas cooling process before syngas
residues as fuel, which helps reduce air is sent to the engine. Also, hot air is used
pollution caused by the burning of rubber for the dryer to reduce moisture of roots
roots to clear the land for a new round of ŉŖŌşŗŗŌŚōśőŌŝōśŮŜŐōŕŗőśŜŝŚōŋŗŖŜōŖŜ
ŚŝŊŊōŚŘŔŉŖŜŉŜőŗŖŴĶŗŚŕŉŔŔšŲōŞōŚšb`ųbe ŋŉŖŊōŚōŌŝŋōŌŎŚŗŕd`ūŜŗaeūůśŗŜŐŉŜ
years old rubber trees will be cut down for the fuel would have less moisture before
replanting. Rubber logs will be sold to a ŊōőŖŏśōŖŜŜŗŜŐōŏŉśőŹōŚŲŐōŖŋōŚōŌŝŋőŖŏ
sawmill for processing, while rubber roots the fuel cost for power generation of the
will be burnt up to clear the land for replanting. project. Moreover, the waste heat is also
The project developer has invested in the used to produce steam to feed the log
equipment for digging up rubber roots and ŌŚšőŖŏŘŚŗŋōśśŗŎŜŐōśŉşŕőŔŔģŉśŉŚōśŝŔŜŲ
for chopping the roots into small pieces to ŜŐōśŉşŕőŔŔŋŉŖŚōŌŝŋōőŜśōŠŘōŖŌőŜŝŚōśŉŖŌ
be further processed as pellets for selling can also discontinue the use of its former
as fuel for cement industry and/or to use the ŔŗşųōŎŹŋőōŖŜŊŗőŔōŚŴ
chopped roots as fuel for power generation.
In addition, the power plant feedstock can
be rubber wood residues derived from log
processing of the project co-investor’s
sawmill. Presently, rubber roots in Trang
ĸŚŗŞőŖŋōŉŚōŖŗŜŝśōŌŎŗŚŉŖšŗŜŐōŚŘŝŚŘŗśōģ
ŜŐōŚōŎŗŚōŲŜŐōŘŗŜōŖŜőŉŔōŠőśŜśŎŗŚŜŐōŝśō
ŎŗŚŘŗşōŚŏōŖōŚŉŜőŗŖŉŜŕŗŚōŜŐŉŖbeĵĿŴ
A cogeneration, or combined heat and
ŘŗşōŚŮīİĸůŲŘŗşōŚŘŔŉŖŜőśŉŘŗşōŚŘŔŉŖŜ
that makes use of waste heat derived from
the power generation process. Normally,
ŜŐōŘŗşōŚŏōŖōŚŉŜőŗŖōŎŹŋőōŖŋšŗŎŉŜŐōŚŕŉŔ
ŘŗşōŚ ŘŔŉŖŜ şőŔŔ Ŋō ŉŜ ŉ ŕŉŠőŕŝŕ ŚŉŜō
ŗŎceūŲŊŝŜŜŐŉŜŗŎŉŋŗŏōŖōŚŉŜőŗŖŘŗşōŚ
ŘŔŉŖŜşőŔŔŊōŉśŐőŏŐŉśh`ūŴĭŎŗŚĭŐŉś
co-invested in two cogeneration power
plant projects, using biomass as fuel, each
şőŜŐ ŉŖ őŖśŜŉŔŔōŌ ŋŉŘŉŋőŜš ŗŎ eŴc ĵĿŴ
ĪŗŜŐ ŝśō ŜŐō ŏŉśőŹŋŉŜőŗŖ ŜōŋŐŖŗŔŗŏš ŎŗŚ
power generation due to the need for
heat with a moderate-level temperature.



ıŖśōŔōŋŜőŖŏŜŐōŏŉśőŹŋŉŜőŗŖŜōŋŐŖŗŔŗŏšŲ
ĻőŖŋōŜŐōŏŉśőŹŋŉŜőŗŖŜōŋŐŖŗŔŗŏšŐŉś
ŜōŋŐŖőŋŉŔśŘōŋőŹŋŉŜőŗŖśşōŚōśŘōŋőŹōŌŲśŝŋŐ not been widely used on a commercial
ŉśŜŐōŏŉśőŹōŚōŎŹŋőōŖŋšŲśšŖŏŉśŋŗŕŘŗŖōŖŜśŲ scale in Thailand, in order to manage the
tar amount prior to input into the engine, technological risk, the project has appointed
őŖŋŔŝŌőŖŏ ŜŐō şŉŚŚŉŖŜš ŗŎ ōŎŹŋőōŖŋš ŉŖŌ ĭŠŋōŔŔōŖŋōĭŖōŚŏšıŖŜōŚŖŉŜőŗŖŉŔīŗŴŲĴŜŌŴŲŉŖ
operating hours. Also, the bidding process ōŖōŚŏš śōŚŞőŋō ŋŗŕŘŉŖš ŮĭĻīķůŲ ŉś
was used to obtain the lowest price of the technology procurement advisor to monitor
technology while maintaining the required the project construction and management.
ŜōŋŐŖőŋŉŔ śŘōŋőŹŋŉŜőŗŖśŴ  ĩŘŉŚŜ ŎŚŗŕ ŜŐō The ESCO has guaranteed the project
selection criteria regarding the price and ŚōŜŝŚŖŉŜh`ūŊōŎŗŚōőŖŜōŚōśŜŉŖŌŘŚőŖŋőŘŉŔ
technological appropriateness, the credibility ŘŉšŊŉŋœ ŮĭĪıļĬĩůŲ ŜŐŚŗŝŏŐŗŝŜ ŜŐō ŔŗŉŖ
ŉŖŌōŠŘōŚőōŖŋōŗŎŜōŋŐŖŗŔŗŏšŗşŖōŚśşōŚō payback period to the bank.
also taken into consideration. With regard to
the selection of engine-generator set, a similar
process was applied. Bidders comprised
both those using European technology
and those using Chinese technology, and
consideration was made, based on the engine
ōŎŹŋőōŖŋšŲ şŉŚŚŉŖŜšŲ ŕŉőŖŜōŖŉŖŋō ŉŖŌ
ŕŉőŖŜōŖŉŖŋōŋŗśŜŲőŖŋŔŝŌőŖŏōŠŘōŚőōŖŋōŗŎ
the bidders.
Cogeneration Power Plant Project
of Plan Ecoenergy Co., Ltd.
Generate electricity to sell to PEAA
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E for E has co-invested in the Cogeneration Power Plant Project of Plan Ecoenergy
īŗŴŲĴŜŌŲşőŜŐŉŖŉşŉŚŌōŌŉŕŗŝŖŜŗŎd`ŕőŔŔőŗŖŊŉŐŜŎŚŗŕĭĻīķĮŝŖŌŲŊŗŜŐĸŐŉśōaŉŖŌ
ĸŐŉśōbŲŉŖŌŐŗŔŌőŖŏd`ūśŐŉŚōŴļŐōŘŚŗŒōŋŜőśŖŗşŝŖŌōŚŋŗŖśŜŚŝŋŜőŗŖŉŖŌőśōŠŘōŋŜōŌ
ŜŗŋŗŕŘŔōŜōőŖĲŝŔšb`acŲŉŋŋŗŝŖŜőŖŏŎŗŚŉŋŗŖśŜŚŝŋŜőŗŖŘōŚőŗŌŗŎŗŖōšōŉŚŉŖŌŖőŖō
months. The power plant will start commercial operation and selling power to the grid
ŉŚŗŝŖŌĲŝŔšųĩŝŏŝśŜb`acŴ



The second cogeneration power plant project, using biomass as fuel,
in which E for E has co-invested is the rice-husk fueled power project of
Boon Chareon Green Energy Co., Ltd., located in Doem Bang Nang Buat
ĬőśŜŚőŋŜŲĻŝŘŐŉŖŊŝŚőĸŚŗŞőŖŋōŲşőŜŐŉŖŉşŉŚŌōŌŉŕŗŝŖŜŗŎe`ŕőŔŔőŗŖŊŉŐŜ
ŮŝśőŖŏŜŐōŘŚőŖŋőŘŉŔŘŉőŌŊŉŋœŜŗĭĻīķĮŝŖŌŲĸŐŉśōbůŴļŐōōŖŜŚōŘŚōŖōŝŚ
őśŜŐōŗşŖōŚŗŎŉŔŉŚŏōŚőŋōŕőŔŔŲŘŚŗŌŝŋőŖŏŚőŋōŎŗŚōŠŘŗŚŜŉŖŌŎŗŚŌŗŕōśŜőŋ
distribution. The rice mill needs heat for paddy drying and parboiling, and
rice husks were formerly used as fuel to generate the required heat. At
present, in the cogeneration power plant project of Boon Chareon Green
Energy Co., Ltd., rice husks from the sawmill are used as fuel to generate
both power and heat.
This Boon Chareon Green Energy power project has an installed
ŋŉŘŉŋőŜš ŗŎ eŴc ĵĿ ŉŖŌ ŝśōś ŜŐō ŏŉśőŹŋŉŜőŗŖ ŜōŋŐŖŗŔŗŏš ŎŗŚ ŘŗşōŚ
generation. Heat generated from the gen-set in the power generation
process will be used for paddy drying. The development approach
and project management pattern of this cogeneration power plant is
the same as that of Plan Ecoenergy Co., Ltd., i.e. engaging an ESCO as
advisor to deal with technology procurement and to monitor the project
ŋŗŖśŜŚŝŋŜőŗŖŲőŖŋŔŝŌőŖŏŏőŞőŖŏŉşŉŚŚŉŖŜšŗŎŜŐōŘŔŉŖŜŘōŚŎŗŚŕŉŖŋōōŎŹŋőōŖŋšŴ
ļŐōŘŚŗŒōŋŜśŜŉŜŝśŉśŉŜŕőŌųb`acőśőŖŜŐōŕőŌśŜŗŎŖōŏŗŜőŉŜőŖŏŜŐō
technology price. The project construction is planned to start in September
b`acŉŖŌōŠŘōŋŜōŌŜŗŋŗŕŘŔōŜōŉŖŌŋŗŕŕōŖŋōśŝŘŘŔšőŖŏŘŗşōŚŜŗŜŐō
śšśŜōŕŉŚŗŝŖŌŕőŌųb`aeŴ



3.3 Power Plants Using Biogas from
Wastewater and Organic Wastes
Biogas is a type of gas produced by
the anaerobic wastewater treatment system.
The feedstock that can be treated in such
a system of renewable energy projects
producing biogas will refer to wastes with
a high volume of organic materials, such
as wastewater from livestock farms, animal
manure, municipal solid waste, or wastewater
from industrial factories.
For biogas power plant projects, there
are two types of application for investment
support from the ESCO Fund. For the
development of a new project, ESCO Fund
śŝŘŘŗŚŜşőŔŔŊōőŖŜŐōŎŗŚŕŗŎōřŝőŜšőŖŞōśŜŕōŖŜģ
the project investment will cover both the
biogas generation system and the power
generation system, including other system
ŋŗŕŘŗŖōŖŜśŴĮŗŚŉŖōŠőśŜőŖŏŘŚŗŒōŋŜşŐőŋŐ
already has a biogas generation system and
şőśŐōśŜŗōŠŘŉŖŌŜŐōŊŝśőŖōśśŊšŝśőŖŏ
ŊőŗŏŉśŜŗŏōŖōŚŉŜōŘŗşōŚŲŗŚŉŖōŠőśŜőŖŏ
ŊőŗŏŉśŘŗşōŚŘŔŉŖŜŐŉŞőŖŏŉŔŗşųōŎŹŋőōŖŋš
gen-set, the ESCO Fund support will be in
the form of equipment leasing for purchasing
ŉŖōşŐőŏŐųōŎŹŋőōŖŋšŏōŖųśōŜŴĩŔŜŐŗŝŏŐŜŐō
measures of ESCO Fund support for a new
ŘŚŗŒōŋŜŉŖŌŉŖōŠőśŜőŖŏŗŖōŉŚōŌőŎŎōŚōŖŜŲŜŐō
ōŞŉŔŝŉŜőŗŖŗŎŉŘŘŚŗŘŚőŉŜōŖōśśŗŎŹŖŉŖŋőŉŔ
support granting will be in the same line,
energy project investment because the
source of revenue for paying back, in
installments, the money used for equipment
leasing will be from the revenue of that
project. Therefore, the feasibility study of
a renewable energy project will have to
take into account all aspects of the project.



In the consideration of support granting
to renewable energy projects involving
biogas, E for E has given importance to the
assessment of feedstock supply security
or sources of wastes to be used for
biogas generation and to the technological
assessment, both the biogas generation
technology and the power generation
technology. In considering the feedstock
potential, it is necessary to analyze the
components of wastewater, solid wastes or
other wastes that will be the source of biogas
generation to assess the biogas amount to
be generated in the system, which will have
an impact on its use for power generation
via the gas engine.

ĩŘŉŚŜŎŚŗŕŜŐōřŝŉŔőŹŋŉŜőŗŖśŗŎşŉśŜōwater
or wastes used by the project, which will
have an impact on the biogas generation
capability, another important factor in evaluating
the project potential is the feedstock supply
security. While E for E has given an important
consideration on the ownership of feedstock,
opportunities are also opened for biogas
power plant project development using
wastewater from other sources if the project
evaluation reveals that the development of
such a project will face no risk of feedstock
shortage in the future, e.g. a biogas power
plant project using wastewater from rice
whisky distilleries.
A rice whisky distillery has the status
of a community enterprise which is not
considered a factory under the Factory Act.
The distillery will generate wastewater from
the distillation process. Since the facility is
a community enterprise, there is no requirement
for the construction of a wastewater treatment
system. Also, because the facility capacity
is small, the amount of wastewater is small
and hence making it not cost-effective
to produce biogas for power generation.
Moreover, there is a constraint regarding
ŎŉŋőŔőŜšŋŉŘŉŋőŜšōŠŘŉŖśőŗŖőŖŜŐōŎŝŜŝŚōŲőŴōŴ
őŜŋŉŖŖŗŜŊōōŠŘŉŖŌōŌŗŞōŚŜŐōŕŉŠőŕŝŕ
size allowed for a community enterprise.
As a result, there is no risk that rice whisky
distilleries will develop their own wastewater
treatment systems to generate biogas.
Presently, wastewater from the distillation
process is a burden of the distillery owners
– they have to transport wastewater
elsewhere for disposal – although a portion
of wastewater can be sold to farmers for
use as fertilizer for their farming.
With regard to the technology related
to a biogas system, E for E will divide

the evaluation into two parts, namely,
the technology of the biogas generation
system, which must be recognized and
reliable and which must be suitable for the
project in terms of price and technology of
the treatment system. Projects in which
co-investment will be considered by E for E
ŕŝśŜŐŉŞōŉŖĭĸīŮōŖŏőŖōōŚőŖŏŲŘŚŗŋŝŚōŕōŖŜ
ŉŖŌŋŗŖśŜŚŝŋŜőŗŖůŋŗŖŜŚŉŋŜōŠōŋŝŜōŌŜŗ
prevent possible risks related to the system
construction and to have the system
performance guaranteed.
As for the technology of the application
of biogas to produce electricity, i.e. gas
engine technology, the evaluation made
by E for E is based on the credibility of
gas engine manufacturers. From the past
ōŠŘōŚőōŖŋōőŖŕŉŖŉŏőŖŏŜŐōĭĻīķĮŝŖŌŲőŜőś
found that, in the past, the price of a brand
new gas engine was much higher than a
ŕŗŌőŹōŌŗŖōŲŊőŗŏŉśŘŗşōŚŘŔŉŖŜśŜŐŉŜşōŚō
established then would rather opt to use a
ŕŗŌőŹōŌŏŉśōŖŏőŖōŴİŗşōŞōŚŲŌŝōŜŗŔŗş
ōŎŹŋőōŖŋšŗŎŉŕŗŌőŹōŌŏŉśōŖŏőŖōŲŊōőŖŏ
ŉŜaeųb`ūşŐőŔōŜŐōōŎŹŋőōŖŋšŗŎŉŊŚŉŖŌ
new one imported from abroad is as high
ŉśd`ūŲŋŗŝŘŔōŌşőŜŐŜŐōŎŉŋŜŜŐŉŜŜŐōŘŚőŋō
of a brand new gas engine has considerably
decreased, many projects which are now in
operation have applied for ESCO Fund support
under the equipment leasing instrument
in order to purchase new gas engines to
ŚōŘŔŉŋō ŜŐō ōŠőśŜőŖŏ ŕŗŌőŹōŌ ŗŖōśŴ
Consequently, in granting investment
support to a biogas power plant project,
E for E has given an important consideration
of a new gas engine and will take into
account the size suitable for the project,
including the engine price which must
be reasonable. In addition, consideration
is made on the warranty of the quality
as well as performance of the engine.


ıŖőŕŘŔōŕōŖŜőŖŏŜŐōĭĻīķĮŝŖŌĸŚŗŒōŋŜŲĸŐŉśōaŉŖŌĸŐŉśōbŲĭŎŗŚĭŐŉśŉşŉŚŌōŌ
ŹŖŉŖŋőŉŔśŝŘŘŗŚŜŜŗŎŗŝŚŊőŗŏŉśŘŗşōŚŘŔŉŖŜŘŚŗŒōŋŜśŲŉśŎŗŔŔŗşśŴ

1. Biogas Power Plant Project of
Stepwise Energy Management Co., Ltd. 3. Khao Keaw Farm Co., Ltd. The project
The project is located in Meung District,
is awarded investment promotion from
Nakhon Ratchasima Province. It is
ĭĻīķ ĮŝŖŌŲ ĸŐŉśō bŲ őŖ ŜŐō ŎŗŚŕ ŗŎ
awarded investment promotion at a
“Equipment Leasing” for purchasing a
ŞŉŔŝōŗŎa`ŕőŔŔőŗŖŊŉŐŜőŖŜŐōŎŗŚŕŗŎ
a``ųœĿŏŉśōŖŏőŖōŲŝśőŖŏşŉśŜōşŉŜōŚ
“Equity Investment.” The technology
from the company’s pig farm in
ŝśōŌ ŎŗŚ Ŋőŗŏŉś ŏōŖōŚŉŜőŗŖ őś ĵŗŌőŹōŌ
Chanthaburi Province as feedstock.
īŗŞōŚōŌĴŉŏŗŗŖŮĵīĴůŉŖŌŜŐōŘŔŉŖŜ
őŖśŜŉŔŔōŌŋŉŘŉŋőŜšőśaĵĿŴļŐōŘŚŗŒōŋŜ
is currently under construction which
őś ōŠŘōŋŜōŌ Ŝŗ ŋŗŕŘŔōŜō ŉŜ ŜŐō ōŖŌ
ŗŎb`acŲŉŋŋŗŝŖŜőŖŏŎŗŚŉŋŗŖśŜŚŝŋŜőŗŖ
ŘōŚőŗŌŗŎŉŊŗŝŜŗŖōŉŖŌŉŐŉŔŎšōŉŚśģ
ŜŐōīķĬőśōŠŘōŋŜōŌŊšŜŐōōŖŌŗŎb`acŴ

4. Maxwell 1991 Co., Ltd. The project is

2. Thermal Tech Co., Ltd. The project is
awarded investment promotion from
ĭĻīķĮŝŖŌŲĸŐŉśōaŲőŖŜŐōŎŗŚŕŗŎ
“Equipment Leasing” for purchasing
ŉc`ųœőŔŗşŉŜŜŮœĿůŏŉśōŖŏőŖōŲŝśőŖŏ
solid waste from fresh markets as
feedstock. The equipment is installed
at the company’s biogas plant in Samchuck
district, Suphanburi Province.


located in Nakhon Ratchasima Province
and is awarded investment promotion from
ĭĻīķĮŝŖŌŲĸŐŉśōbŲőŖŜŐōŎŗŚŕŗŎ
“Equipment Leasing” for purchasing a
aųĵĿŏŉśōŖŏőŖōŲŝśőŖŏşŉśŜōşŉŜōŚŎŚŗŕ
rice whisky distilleries.

3.4 Solar Power Plants
ĭŎŗŚĭŹŚśŜŏŚŉŖŜōŌőŖŞōśŜŕōŖŜśŝŘŘŗŚŜŲőŖŜŐōŎŗŚŕŗŎßĭřŝőŜšıŖŞōśŜŕōŖŜŲàŜŗŉ
śŗŔŉŚŘŗşōŚŘŔŉŖŜŘŚŗŒōŋŜŲŗŚŜŐōśŗųŋŉŔŔōŌßĻŗŔŉŚĮŉŚŕŲàőŖb``iŴĩŔŜŐŗŝŏŐŲŉŜŜŐŉŜŜőŕōŲ
ŜŐōŚŉŜōŗŎŉŌŌōŚŮŉŖŉŌŌőŜőŗŖŉŔōŖōŚŏšŘŝŚŋŐŉśőŖŏŘŚőŋōŗŖŜŗŘŗŎŜŐōŖŗŚŕŉŔŘŚőŋōŜŐŉŜ
ŘŗşōŚŘŚŗŌŝŋōŚśşőŔŔŚōŋōőŞōşŐōŖśōŔŔőŖŏōŔōŋŜŚőŋőŜšŜŗŜŐōĸŗşōŚĽŜőŔőŜőōśůŎŗŚśŗŔŉŚĸľ
ŏōŖōŚŉŜőŗŖşŉśhŊŉŐŜŵŝŖőŜŲşŐōŖŋŗŕŘŉŚōŌşőŜŐŜŐōŞŉŔŝōŗŎŘŚŗŒōŋŜŌōŞōŔŗŘŕōŖŜŲŜŐō
return on investment was not very attractive to project developers, and the knowledge
about the design and installation of the power generation system and other components
ŚōřŝőŚōŌŊšŉśŗŔŉŚŎŉŚŕşŉśŜŐōŖŖŗŜŉśōŠŜōŖśőŞōŉśőŜőśŖŗşŉŌŉšśŴĮŝŚŜŐōŚŕŗŚōŲ
ŹŖŉŖŋőŉŔőŖśŜőŜŝŜőŗŖśŐŉŌŖŗōŠŘōŚőōŖŋōőŖŋŗŖśőŌōŚőŖŏŔŗŉŖŏŚŉŖŜőŖŏŎŗŚŉŖšśŗŔŉŚŎŉŚŕ
ŘŚŗŒōŋŜŌōŞōŔŗŘōŚŲŜŐŝśŕŉœőŖŏőŜŌőŎŹŋŝŔŜŜŗŏōŜŔŗŉŖŉŘŘŚŗŞŉŔŴ
ļŐōfŴaųĵĿśŗŔŉŚŘŗşōŚŘŔŉŖŜŘŚŗŒōŋŜŗŎĻŗŔŉŚĸŗşōŚŮĳŗŚŉŜaůīŗŴŲĴŜŌŴŲŔŗŋŉŜōŌőŖNoan
ĻŝŖŏĬőśŜŚőŋŜŲĶŉœŐŗŖĺŉŜŋŐŉśőŕŉĸŚŗŞőŖŋōŲőśŜŐōŹŚśŜŔŉŚŏōŋŗŕŕōŚŋőŉŔųśŋŉŔōśŗŔŉŚŎŉŚŕ
in Thailand. E for E, in its capacity as ESCO Fund Manager, has been involved with this
project by granting investment support via the Equity Investment instrument to encourage
ŘŚŉŋŜőŋŉŔőŖŞōśŜŕōŖŜőŖŜŐōŘŚŗŒōŋŜŌōŞōŔŗŘŕōŖŜŉŖŌŲőŖőŜśŋŉŘŉŋőŜšŉśŜōŋŐŖőŋŉŔōŠŘōŚŜŲ
ŐŉśŘŔŉšōŌŉŚŗŔōőŖŋŚōŉŜőŖŏœŖŗşŔōŌŏōŉŖŌŝŖŌōŚśŜŉŖŌőŖŏŗŎŜŐōŹŖŉŖŋőŉŔőŖśŜőŜŝŜőŗŖőŖ
ŗŚŌōŚŜŗŎŗśŜōŚŜŐōŔŉŜŜōŚÝśŋŗŖŹŌōŖŋōőŖŏŚŉŖŜőŖŏŉŔŗŉŖŜŗŜŐōŘŚŗŒōŋŜŴĭŎŗŚĭŐŉśŉŔśŗ
ŉśśőśŜōŌŜŐōōŖŜŚōŘŚōŖōŝŚŜŗŗŊŜŉőŖŊōŜŜōŚŹŖŉŖŋőŖŏŜōŚŕśŲŜŐŝśŊŝőŔŌőŖŏŝŘŋŗŖŹŌōŖŋō
of other co-investors in the project and has jointly negotiated with the distributor for a
lower price of solar panels, which has resulted in a better return on investment and thus
making the project cost-effective.



Major issues that are taken into consideration by E for E in grating
ŹŖŉŖŋőŉŔśŝŘŘŗŚŜŎŚŗŕĭĻīķĮŝŖŌŎŗŚŜŐōŌōŞōŔŗŘŕōŖŜŗŎśŗŔŉŚŘŗşōŚ
plant projects comprise the following:
1. Technology
  ä ļšŘōśŗŎśŗŔŉŚŘŉŖōŔś
  ä ĿŉŚŚŉŖŜšŜōŚŕś
  ä ĵŉŖŝŎŉŋŜŝŚōŚśÝŋŚōŌőŜŉŊőŔőŜš
2. Evaluation of power generation
potential
  ä ĻŗŔŉŚŚŉŌőŉŜőŗŖőŖŜōŖśőŜšŌŉŜŉ
  ä ļōŕŘōŚŉŜŝŚōŌŉŜŉ
  ä ĬōśőŏŖŗŎŜŐōŘŗşōŚ
generation system
3. Project cost and rate of return
  ä ĸŚŗŒōŋŜŋŗśŜŘōŚĵĿ
  ä ĺōŜŝŚŖŗŖőŖŞōśŜŕōŖŜ
1) Solar Photovoltaic (PV) technology for power generation:
Given the downward trend of solar panel prices in the past two
years, when selecting the types of solar panels, most project developers
will give importance to the project cost per the installed generation
ŋŉŘŉŋőŜšŮĵĿDCůŴļŐōŘŚŗŘōŚŜőōśŗŎŌőŎŎōŚōŖŜŜšŘōśŗŎśŗŔŉŚŘŉŖōŔś
are shown below.
Types and Properties of Solar Panels
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There are three main types of solar panels that are widely in use today,
i.e. Monocrystalline, Polycrystalline and Thin Film – the latter is further
categorized into several types, such as, amorphous silicon, cadmium
ŜōŔŔŝŚőŌōŮīŌļōůŉŖŌŋŗŘŘōŚőŖŌőŝŕŏŉŔŔőŝŕśōŔōŖőŌōŮīıįĻůŴıŖŕŉœőŖŏ
co-investment in solar power plant projects, apart from the objective to
develop prototype projects of large commercial-oriented solar power plants,
ĭŎŗŚĭŐŉśŉŔśŗŉőŕōŌŜŗŐōŔŘōśŜŉŊŔőśŐōŠōŕŘŔŉŚśŗŎśŝŋŐŘŚŗŒōŋŜśŝśőŖŏ
different technologies. Therefore, E for E has awarded investment support
in the form of equity investment in projects using different technologies.
ĮŗŚőŖśŜŉŖŋōŲŘŗŔšŋŚšśŜŉŔŔőŖōśŗŔŉŚŘŉŖōŔśŉŚōŝśōŌőŖŜŐōŜŐŚōōśŗŔŉŚĸľ
ŘŚŗŒōŋŜśŗŎĻŗŔŉŚĸŗşōŚīŗŴŲĴŜŌŴŲşőŜŐŉŖőŖśŜŉŔŔōŌŋŉŘŉŋőŜšŗŎfĵĿ
each, located in Nakhon Ratchasima, Sakon Nakhon and Nakhon Phanom
ĸŚŗŞőŖŋōśŲşŐőŔōīŌļōŜŐőŖųŹŔŕśŗŔŉŚŘŉŖōŔśŉŚōŝśōŌőŖŜŐōaųĵĿśŗŔŉŚ
ĸľŘŚŗŒōŋŜŗŎĻőŉŕĻŗŔŉŚīŗŴŲĴŜŌŴŲŔŗŋŉŜōŌőŖĻŉŚŉŊŝŚőĸŚŗŞőŖŋōŴĩśŎŗŚ
amorphous silicon solar cells, although E for E has not co-invested in any
ŘŚŗŒōŋŜŝśőŖŏŜŐőśŜšŘōŗŎśŗŔŉŚŋōŔŔśŲőŜŐŉśŊōōŖōŠŘōŚőōŖŋōŌőŖōŞŉŔŝŉŜőŖŏ
the technical feasibility of such projects applying for equity investment
support under other schemes and, in its capacity as independent engineer,
ĭŎŗŚĭŐŉśŘŚŗŞőŌōŌŋŗŕŕōŖŜśŗŖśŗŔŉŚĸľųŘŚŗŒōŋŜőŖŞōśŜŕōŖŜŎŗŚŔŗŉŖ
consideration by the banks.
ļŐōōŔōŋŜŚőŋőŜšŏōŖōŚŉŜőŗŖōŎŹŋőōŖŋšŗŎśŗŔŉŚŘŉŖōŔśşőŔŔŊōŌőŎŎōŚōŖŜŲ
ŌōŘōŖŌőŖŏŗŖŜŐōŋŗŖŞōŚśőŗŖōŎŹŋőōŖŋšŗŎŜŐōŘŉŖōŔśŲŜŐōŌōŋŚōŉśōőŖ
ōŎŹŋőōŖŋšşŐōŖŜŐōŘŉŖōŔŜōŕŘōŚŉŜŝŚōŚőśōśŲŜŐōŘŉŖōŔŌōŏŚŉŌŉŜőŗŖŗŞōŚŜőŕōŲ
including the capability to produce electricity during a low radiation intensity
ŘōŚőŗŌŴĮŗŚōŠŉŕŘŔōŲŉŕŗŖŗŋŚšśŜŉŔŔőŖōŘŉŖōŔŐŉśŜŐōŐőŏŐōśŜōŎŹŋőōŖŋš
Ůadūųb`ūůŉŖŌŔŗşōśŜŘŉŖōŔŌōŏŚŉŌŉŜőŗŖģŐŗşōŞōŚŲŜŐōōŎŹŋőōŖŋšŗŎŜŐőś
type of panels will considerably decrease when the panel temperature rises
and it can produce less electricity when the radiation intensity is low. At
ŘŚōśōŖŜŮb`acůŲŜŐōŘŚőŋōśŗŎŘŗŔšŋŚšśŜŉŔŔőŖōŲīŌļōŉŖŌŉŕŗŚŘŐŗŝśśőŔőŋŗŖ
ŘŉŖōŔśŲşŐőŋŐŉŚōşőŌōŔšőŖśŜŉŔŔōŌőŖļŐŉőŔŉŖŌŲŐŉŞōŕŝŋŐŌōŋŚōŉśōŌŮŊš
d`ųe`ūŋŗŕŘŉŚōŌşőŜŐŜŐŗśōőŖb`a`ůŜŗŉŔōŞōŔŋŔŗśōŜŗōŉŋŐŗŜŐōŚŉŜ
`ŴfųaŴ`ĽĻĬŘōŚşŉŜŜųŘōŉœŴ
In addition to the price aspect, the credibility of manufacturers of solar
ŘŉŖōŔśŉŖŌŗŜŐōŚŋŗŕŘŗŖōŖŜśŉŖŌōřŝőŘŕōŖŜŮŊŉŔŉŖŋōŗŎśšśŜōŕĢĪķĻůŲ
őŖŋŔŝŌőŖŏŜŐōőŚŹŖŉŖŋőŉŔśŜŉŜŝśŉŖŌŋŉŘŉŊőŔőŜšŜŗŜŉœōŜŐōŔőŉŊőŔőŜšŘŝŚśŝŉŖŜ
to the warranty terms towards the customers, are important factors that
project developers must consider. Since the warranty against panel
ŌōŏŚŉŌŉŜőŗŖşőŔŔŋŗŞōŚŜŐōbeųšōŉŚŔőŎōśŘŉŖŗŎŜŐōŘŉŖōŔśŲőŜŕŝśŜŊōŕŉŌō
sure that the business operation of the concerned panel manufacturer
şőŔŔŊōśōŋŝŚōŜŐŚŗŝŏŐŗŝŜŜŐōşŉŚŚŉŖŜšŘōŚőŗŌŴĬŝŚőŖŏb`aaųb`acŲśŗŕō


solar panel manufacturing companies, mainly new ones, had to shut down
the business because solar cell demand in the market had substantially
decreased as measures promoting the use of solar energy in many countries
had come to an end and no new promotional measures had been introduced.
The business shutdown of those panel manufacturers has caused problems
regarding panel degradation warranty in the long term for Thai investors
who have opted to use the panels of such manufacturers.
2) Evaluation of power generation potential: Major factors to be
considered are:
2.1) Solar radiation intensity: E for E has applied the solar radiation
database of the Department of Alternative Energy Development and
ĭŎŹŋőōŖŋšŮĬĭĬĭůŉŖŌŜŐōŌŉŜŉŎŚŗŕŜŐōĵōŜōŗŖŗŚŕŘŚŗŏŚŉŕŲŝśőŖŏŜŐō
ŌŉŜŉŊŉśōŗŎŜŐōĶŉŜőŗŖŉŔĩōŚŗŖŉŝŜőŋśŉŖŌĻŘŉŋōĩŌŕőŖőśŜŚŉŜőŗŖŮĶĩĻĩůŲőŖ
assessing the power generation potential of the projects. The Meteonorm
ŌŉŜŉşőŔŔŘŚŗŞőŌōŜŐōŉŞōŚŉŏōśŗŔŉŚŚŉŌőŉŜőŗŖŞŉŔŝōŗŎbųcŕōŉśŝŚōŕōŖŜ
stations in Thailand. DEDE also obtains data from actual measurement
ŋŉŚŚőōŌŗŝŜŉŜŉŜŗŜŉŔŗŎcgśŜŉŜőŗŖśŖŉŜőŗŖşőŌōŲőŖŋŔŝŌőŖŏśŗŔŉŚŚŉŌőŉŜőŗŖ
data from satellite images.
2.2) Temperature: The source of temperature data used by E for E is
that of the Thai Meteorological Department and the data from the Meteonorm
program. The data of the former will provide the value of temperature
which is higher than that of the latter, resulting in less amount of energy
generated by a project when compared with the energy output calculated
by using the temperature data of the latter because the temperature level
şőŔŔŐŉŞōőŕŘŉŋŜŗŖŜŐōśŗŔŉŚŘŉŖōŔōŎŹŋőōŖŋšŴ
2.3) Design of the power generation system: In designing a good
power generation system of a solar farm, many factors are involved which
şőŔŔŐŉŞōőŕŘŉŋŜŗŖŜŐōĸōŚŎŗŚŕŉŖŋōĺŉŜőŗŮĸĺůŗŎŜŐōśšśŜōŕŴļŐŉŜőśŜŗ
śŉšŲŉŌōśőŏŖşőŜŐŉŐőŏŐĸĺŞŉŔŝōşőŔŔŐŉŞōŉŔŗşŔŗśśőŖŜŐōśšśŜōŕģŐōŖŋō
the amount of energy generated will be higher than that of a design with a
lower PR value, given the same generating capacity of the panels.
The factors which will have impact on the PR value comprise the
following: solar radiation, temperature, option and design of solar panels
ŉŖŌőŖŞōŚŜōŚśşŐőŋŐŕŝśŜŊōśŝőŜŉŊŔōŲōŎŹŋőōŖŋšŗŎŘŗşōŚŘŔŉŖŜōřŝőŘŕōŖŜŲ
design of the wiring system within the power plant, electrical transformer
ŗŘŜőŗŖŲŉŖŌŜŐōŋŐŗőŋōŜŗŝśōŐőŏŐųōŎŹŋőōŖŋšōřŝőŘŕōŖŜŴĩŔŔŗŎŜŐōśōşőŔŔ
have impact on the loss in the solar farm system. In this regard, the PR
ratio of the projects in which E for E has co-invested will be in a range of
gdūųh`ūŉŖŌŐŉŞōŜŐōŘŗşōŚŏōŖōŚŉŜőŗŖŘŗŜōŖŜőŉŔŗŎŖŗŔōśśŜŐŉŖaŲde`
kWh/kWp/year.


3) Value of investment and return on investment of a project: From
ŜŐōōŠŘōŚőōŖŋōŗŎĭŎŗŚĭőŖŘŚŗŞőŌőŖŏśŝŘŘŗŚŜőŖŜŐōŎŗŚŕŗŎōřŝőŜš
őŖŞōśŜŕōŖŜőŖśŗŔŉŚŎŉŚŕŘŚŗŒōŋŜśśőŖŋōb``iŲőŜőśŎŗŝŖŌŜŐŉŜŜŐōőŖŞōśŜŕōŖŜ
ŋŗśŜŗŎśŝŋŐŉŘŚŗŒōŋŜŐŉśŌōŋŚōŉśōŌŎŚŗŕaa`ŕőŔŔőŗŖŊŉŐŜŵĵĿŜŗŗŖŔš
i`ŕőŔŔőŗŖŊŉŐŜŵĵĿőŖb`a`ŉŖŌŜŐŉŜŜŐōŚŉŜōŗŎŚōŜŝŚŖŗŖőŖŞōśŜŕōŖŜŗŎ
ŜŐōŘŚŗŒōŋŜśŜŐōŖşŉśŖŗŜŞōŚšŐőŏŐŲŊōőŖŏŉŜiūųa`ūŝŖŌōŚŜŐōőŖŞōśŜŕōŖŜ
ŘŚŗŕŗŜőŗŖśŋŐōŕōŜŗŏōŜŐōŚşőŜŐŜŐōßŉŌŌōŚàŉŜŉŚŉŜōŗŎhŴ``ŊŉŐŜŵŝŖőŜ
ŎŗŚŉŌŝŚŉŜőŗŖŗŎa`šōŉŚśŴıŖb``iŲőŖŞōśŜŕōŖŜőŖŜŐōŌōŞōŔŗŘŕōŖŜŗŎ
ŉśŗŔŉŚŎŉŚŕşŉśŉŖōşŊŝśőŖōśśģŉśŉŚōśŝŔŜŲőŜŜŗŗœřŝőŜōŉŔŗŖŏŜőŕō
ŎŗŚŹŖŉŖŋőŉŔőŖśŜőŜŝŜőŗŖśŜŗŋŗŖśőŌōŚŔŗŉŖŏŚŉŖŜőŖŏŉŖŌŎŗŚśŐŉŚōŐŗŔŌōŚś
to consider and negotiate investment terms before making a decision to
enter into a joint venture. In this connection, E for E has not only taken
a role of supporter of such projects in the form of equity investment from
ĭĻīķĮŝŖŌŊŝŜŉŔśŗŐōŔŘōŌōŠŘŔŉőŖŉŖŌŘŚŗŞőŌōŚōŔōŞŉŖŜőŖŎŗŚŕŉŜőŗŖŵŌŉŜŉ
ŜŗŹŖŉŖŋőŉŔőŖśŜőŜŝŜőŗŖśŉŖŌŋŗųőŖŞōśŜŗŚśśŗŜŐŉŜŜŐōŘŚŗŒōŋŜśŉŘŘŔšőŖŏŎŗŚ
ŹŖŉŖŋőŉŔśŝŘŘŗŚŜşŗŝŔŌŗŊŜŉőŖŊōŜŜōŚŹŖŉŖŋőŖŏŉŖŌŋŗųőŖŞōśŜŕōŖŜŜōŚŕśŴ
ĩŜŜŐōőŖőŜőŉŔśŜŉŏōŗŎŜŐōŘŚŗŞőśőŗŖŗŎŹŖŉŖŋőŉŔśŝŘŘŗŚŜŎŚŗŕĭĻīķ
Fund for solar farm projects, it was aimed to boost investors’ interest to
invest in power generation business which requires no burden of fuel supply
risk management, the construction of which takes a short period of time,
aand the plant operation of which can be easily monitored. Overwhelming
interest in solar farm development was then received from a large number
in
ŗ
ŗŎőŖŞōśŜŗŚśŲŚōśŝŔŜőŖŏőŖśŗőŖŜōŖśōŋŗŕŘōŜőŜőŗŖőŖŜōŚŕśŗŎōŎŹŋőōŖŋšŉŖŌ
price of system materials and equipment that the development cost of a
ŘŚŗŒōŋŜşőŜŐŉŖőŖśŜŉŔŔōŌŋŉŘŉŋőŜšŏŚōŉŜōŚŜŐŉŖcĵĿŐŉśŘŚōśōŖŜŔšŊōōŖ
ŊŚŗŝŏŐŜŌŗşŖŜŗŖŗŕŗŚōŜŐŉŖfeŕőŔŔőŗŖŊŉŐŜŘōŚĵĿŲşŐőŋŐŐŉśŖŗŜ
ŗŖŔšŊŗŗśŜōŌŏŚōŉŜōŚŌŗŕōśŜőŋőŖŞōśŜŕōŖŜŊŝŜŉŔśŗŘŚŗŕŗŜōŌōŠŋŐŉŖŏō
ŉŖŌŜŚŉŖśŎōŚŗŎśŗŔŉŚĸľŏōŖōŚŉŜőŗŖŜōŋŐŖŗŔŗŏšŴļŐőśŋŉŖŊōśōōŖŎŚŗŕ
the fact that many Thai system design and installation companies have
ŊōōŖ ōŖŏŉŏōŌ Ŝŗ ŌōśőŏŖ ŉŖŌ őŖśŜŉŔŔ śŗŔŉŚ ĸľ śšśŜōŕś őŖ ŖōőŏŐŊŗŚőŖŏ
countries. In addition to employment boosting, the system design and
installation contractors have used domestically produced materials and
equipment related to the civil work and electrical work for constructing
śŗŔŉŚĸľŏōŖōŚŉŜőŗŖśšśŜōŕőŖŎŗŚōőŏŖŋŗŝŖŜŚőōśģŜŐőśŉŔśŗŐōŔŘśŏōŖōŚŉŜō
őŖŋŗŕōŎŗŚŜŐōŋŗŝŖŜŚšŜŗśŗŕōōŠŜōŖŜŴ



İŗşōŞōŚŲőŖb`a`ŜŐōĵőŖőśŜŚšŗŎĭŖōŚŏšŐŉŔŜōŌŜŐōŘŝŚŋŐŉśōŗŎ
ŘŗşōŚŎŚŗŕśŗŔŉŚĸľŏōŖōŚŉŜŗŚśŲşőŜŐŗŝŜŘŚőŗŚŖŗŜőŋōŜŗőŖŞōśŜŗŚśŴļŐőś
ŉŎŎōŋŜōŌŜŐōőŖŞōśŜŗŚśÝŋŗŖŹŌōŖŋōőŖŜŐōōŔōŋŜŚőŋőŜšőŖŌŝśŜŚšőŖļŐŉőŔŉŖŌŴ
ĻŗŕōŌōŎōŚŚōŌŜŐōőŚőŖŞōśŜŕōŖŜŗŚŋŉŖŋōŔŔōŌŜŐōőŚŘŚŗŒōŋŜŌōŞōŔŗŘŕōŖŜģ
others were faced with higher project development cost as they had to buy
ŘŗşōŚŘŝŚŋŐŉśōŉŏŚōōŕōŖŜśŮĸĸĩśůŗŎŘŚŗŒōŋŜśşŐőŋŐŐŉŌŉŔŚōŉŌšŊōōŖ
signed with Power Utilities, including higher hidden costs when dealing with
concerned government agencies, which was in contrast to the declining
costs of materials and equipment. As a result, project developers had to
śōŜŉśőŌōŘŉŚŜŗŎŜŐōőŖŞōśŜŕōŖŜŊŝŌŏōŜŎŗŚŜŐőśŘŝŚŘŗśōŉŜŉŔōŞōŔŗŎcųe
million baht per MW.
įőŞōŖ ŜŐō ŘŚŗŒōŋŜ ŋŗśŜ ŖŗşŉŌŉšś şŐőŋŐ Őŉś ŌōŋŚōŉśōŌ Ŝŗ fe
million baht per MW, the return on investment of a project, taking into
ŉŋŋŗŝŖŜŜŐōŉŌŌōŚŚŉŜōŉŜfŴeŊŉŐŜŵŝŖőŜŲşőŔŔŊōŉŜa`ųabūŲşŐőŋŐőśśŜőŔŔ
ŉŜŜŚŉŋŜőŞōŜŗŘŚŗŒōŋŜŌōŞōŔŗŘōŚśŴŮļŐōĵőŖőśŜŚšŗŎĭŖōŚŏšŐŉŌŚōŌŝŋōŌŜŐō
ŉŌŌōŚŚŉŜōŎŗŚśŗŔŉŚŘŗşōŚŘŚŗŒōŋŜśŎŚŗŕhŊŉŐŜŵŝŖőŜŜŗfŴeŊŉŐŜŵŝŖőŜŎŗŚ
ŘŚŗŒōŋŜśŜŐŉŜŐŉŌŊōōŖŖŗŜőŹōŌŗŎŘŗşōŚŘŝŚŋŐŉśōŉŋŋōŘŜŉŖŋōŊōŎŗŚōŜŐō
ŐŉŔŜŗŎŘŗşōŚŘŝŚŋŐŉśōŎŚŗŕśŗŔŉŚĸľŏōŖōŚŉŜőŗŖŉŖŌŜŐŉŜşōŚōŘōŖŌőŖŏ
ĸĸĩśőŏŖőŖŏŴů
Solar Farm Projects Using the PV Technology
īŗųőŖŞōśŜōŌŊšĭŎŗŚĭŲŉśĭĻīķĮŝŖŌĵŉŖŉŏōŚ
Project

Installed
Capacity
(MW)

COD

Solar Power Co., Ltd.
aůĶŗŉŖĻŝŖŏĬőśŜŚőŋŜŲĶŉœŐŗŖ
Ratchasima Province
 bůĻŉşŉŖŏĬŉōŖĬőŖĬőśŜŚőŋŜŲ
Sakhon Nakhon Province
cůĵŝŉŖŏĬőśŜŚőŋŜŲĶŉœŐŗŖ
Phanom Province

fŴa

ĩŘŚb`a`

fŴa

ĮōŊb`aa

fŴa

ĩŘŚb`aa

2. Siam Solar Co., Ltd.
ĴŗŋŉŜőŗŖĢĿŉŖŏĵŝŉŖŏĬőśŜŚőŋŜŲ
ĻŉŚŉŊŝŚőĸŚŗŞőŖŋō

`Ŵi

ĮōŊb`ab



Solar Cell
Technology

ĸŗŔšųīŚšśŜŉŔŔőŖōĻőŔőŋŗŖŗŎ
Kyocera

Thin Film: Cadmium-Telluride
ĩŕŗŚŘŐŗŝśŗŎĿőŔŔŉŚŌ
ŬĳōŔśōšŉŖŌĮőŚśŜĻŗŔŉŚ

3.5 Problems of and Barriers to the Development of Renewable
Energy Power Plant Projects
In implementing the ESCO Fund Project, E for E has so far provided
investment support for many renewable energy power plant projects. From
ŜŐōŘŉśŜōŠŘōŚőōŖŋōőŖŕŉŖŉŏőŖŏŜŐōĭĻīķĮŝŖŌőŖŞōśŜŕōŖŜŘŚŗŕŗŜőŗŖŉś
well as providing assistance to entrepreneurs in the project development,
E for E has found that most entrepreneurs have encountered problems
of and barriers to project development in various aspects. Major ones
are the following.
1) Problems and barriers caused by licensing procedures of
government agencies

 











 
 
 

 

Although, at present, the government has established a particular
r
agency to regulate the power plant business and to issue licenses
ŚōŔŉŜőŖŏŜŗōŖōŚŏšőŖŌŝśŜŚšŗŘōŚŉŜőŗŖŲőŴōŴŜŐōķŎŹŋōŗŎŜŐōĭŖōŚŏš
ĺōŏŝŔŉŜŗŚšīŗŕŕőśśőŗŖŮķĭĺīůŲőŖŘŚŉŋŜőŋōŲŜŗŗŊŜŉőŖŚōřŝőŚōŌ
licenses has to undergo complicated procedures and many agencies
are involved, e.g. the Department of Industrial Works, together with
the Screening Committee on Factory License Granting, to obtain
ŉŎŉŋŜŗŚšŗŘōŚŉŜőŗŖŔőŋōŖśōŮĺŗŚĶŏŗŚdůģŜŐōĬőśŜŚőŊŝŜőŗŖĽŜőŔőŜőōś
ŮĵĭĩŉŖŌĸĭĩůŉŖŌŜŐōĵŗŖőŜŗŚőŖŏīŗŕŕőŜŜōōŗŖĸŗşōŚįōŖōŚŉŜőŗŖ
ŎŚŗŕĺōŖōşŉŊŔōĭŖōŚŏšĸŚŗŕŗŜőŗŖŮĵőŖőśŜŚšŗŎĭŖōŚŏšůŜŗŏōŜ
ŉŘŘŚŗŞŉŔŗŖŉĸĸĩģŉŖŌŜŐōĴŗŋŉŔĩŌŕőŖőśŜŚŉŜőŗŖķŚŏŉŖőŢŉŜőŗŖŜŗ
obtain a construction license.
ĮŗŚŕōŚŔšŲőŖőśśŝőŖŏŉŎŉŋŜŗŚšŗŘōŚŉŜőŗŖŔőŋōŖśōŮĺŗŚĶŏŗŚdůŲ
consideration criteria and procedures were clearly stipulated. A
ŋŗŖŋōŚŖōŌĸŚŗŞőŖŋőŉŔıŖŌŝśŜŚšķŎŹŋōşŗŝŔŌŋŗŖśőŌōŚŜŐōŋŗŕŘŔōŜōŖōśś
of the documents presented with the application for a Ror Ngor
dŔőŋōŖśōŲőŖŋŔŝŌőŖŏŝŖŌōŚŜŉœőŖŏŉŹōŔŌőŖśŘōŋŜőŗŖŜŗŞōŚőŎšŜŐō
completeness of the project, and a clear consideration timeframe
was given. However, the Screening Committee on Factory License
Granting was later appointed by the Ministry of Industry and has
been empowered to approve the license granting. This has caused
a delay in the consideration process as more time is required for
calling for/sending in additional information, apart from the time
ŚōřŝőŚōŌŎŗŚŉŘŘŔőŋŉŜőŗŖŋŗŖśőŌōŚŉŜőŗŖģŕŗŚōŗŞōŚŲŖŗŋŗŖśŜŚŝŋŜőŗŖ
work is allowed prior to obtaining the license. Such prolonged
consideration procedures have become an obstacle to the project
development – making the project construction unable to proceed in
time to meet other requirements, such as the scheduled commercial


 

 

 

 

 

 

 



ŗŘōŚŉŜőŗŖŌŉŜōśŘōŋőŹōŌőŖŜŐōĸĸĩŉŖŌŜŐōŘŚőŖŋőŘŉŔŚōŘŉšŕōŖŜ
to the bank. In this regard, the delay encountered by many projects
has affected the project cost, especially in terms of the interest
incurred during the construction, including the risk of PPA
cancellation due to the plant’s failure to supply power to the grid
as planned. Furthermore, the consideration procedures which are
based on the discretion of the Screening Committee have created
ŘŚŗŊŔōŕśŗŎŌőśŐŗŖōśŜŘōŚśŗŖśÝŎŚŉŝŌŝŔōŖŜŋŔŉőŕśŎŗŚŊōŖōŹŜśŎŚŗŕ
the entrepreneurs.
With regard to the consideration of power purchase agreements
ŮĸĸĩśůŲőŖŜŐōŘŉśŜŋŗŖśőŌōŚŉŜőŗŖşŗŝŔŌŎŗŋŝśŗŖŜŐōŜōŋŐŖőŋŉŔ
readiness of the transmission system, which is under the authority
of the Distribution Utilities to consider purchase acceptance and
grant PPAs to projects that are in readiness. Later, the Monitoring
Committee on Power Generation from Renewable Energy Promotion
şŉśŉŘŘŗőŖŜōŌŜŗŋŗŖśőŌōŚŉŖŌŉŘŘŚŗŞōŜŐōĸĸĩōŠōŋŝŜőŗŖŴİŗşōŞōŚŲ
because no clear consideration procedures have been laid down,
apart from problems arising from complicated and delayed PPA
consideration/approval, the consideration procedures which lack
transparency have created a scandal about bribery to have PPAs
granted, although it is actually groundless.
Moreover, in considering and granting construction approval
of local organizations in individual areas, different terms or
requirements for organizing community hearings on the projects
are applied. This has caused problems on the project development
ŗŎōŖŜŚōŘŚōŖōŝŚśŉŖŌŔōŌŜŗŎŚŉŝŌŝŔōŖŜŋŔŉőŕśŎŗŚŊōŖōŹŜśőŖ
certain areas.
īŗŖśōřŝōŖŜŔšŲőŖŉŌŌőŜőŗŖŜŗŹŖŉŖŋőŉŔśŝŘŘŗŚŜŎŗŚŜŐōōŖŜŚōpreneurs,
the government should establish clear procedures and criteria for
granting licenses required for renewable energy power plant operation,
ŜŗŏōŜŐōŚşőŜŐŉŌōŹŖőŜōŜőŕōŎŚŉŕōŗŎŔőŋōŖśőŖŏŋŗŖśőŌōŚŉŜőŗŖŜŗŊō
used as clear implementation guidelines for developers of power
plant projects. This will also help avoid problems relating to
discriminatory treatment or the use of subjective discretion of
the authorities who deal with license granting, which will create
ŏŚōŉŜōŚŋŗŖŹŌōŖŋōŗŎőŖŞōśŜŗŚśőŖŌōŞōŔŗŘőŖŏŚōŖōşŉŊŔōōŖōŚŏš
projects.

2) Problems caused by opposition of communities surrounding project sites
and local political problems
In order to develop a power plant project nowadays, the government requires
that the evidence illustrating that a hearing involving communities in the project
locality has been organized be presented for consideration together with the
  ŉŘŘŔőŋŉŜőŗŖŎŗŚŉŎŉŋŜŗŚšŔőŋōŖśōŮĺŗŚĶŏŗŚdůŴļŐőśőśŉőŕōŌŜŗŗŘōŖŜŐōŗŘŘŗŚŜŝŖőŜš
  ŎŗŚŜŐōŏōŖōŚŉŔŘŝŊŔőŋŜŗŘŉŚŜőŋőŘŉŜōőŖŜŐōōŠŉŕőŖŉŜőŗŖŉŖŌŋŗŖśőŌōŚŉŘŘŚŗŘŚőŉŜōŖōśś
of the determination of measures on environmental impact prevention of the power plant.

 



 
 

 
 
 

İŗşōŞōŚŲŘŉśŜōŠŘōŚőōŖŋōśŗŎŔŗŋŉŔŘōŗŘŔōŉŎŎōŋŜōŌŊšŜŐōōŖŞőŚŗŖŕōŖŜŉŔ impact
actually caused by power plants in many places and given the opposition to the
construction of various types of power plants – whether large-scale power plants
using fossil fuel, nuclear power plants, or small and very small renewable energy
ŘŗşōŚŘŔŉŖŜśŮĻĸĸŉŖŌľĻĸĸůŲŘŉŚŜőŋŝŔŉŚŔšŜŐŗśōŝśőŖŏŊőŗŕŉśśŎŝōŔŲŞőŔŔŉŏōŚśŉŖŌ
communities in almost all localities where the power plant development has just
been introduced feel worried about the environmental impact due to the power
ŘŔŉŖŜōŠőśŜōŖŋōőŖŜŐōőŚŔŗŋŉŔőŜőōśŴļŐőśŚōśŝŔŜśŎŚŗŕŜŐōŌőśśōŕőŖŉŜőŗŖŗŎőŖŎŗŚŕŉŜőŗŖ
about power plant impacts, of which the contents and issues may not have been
screened to ensure its accuracy or may not have been presented comprehensively.
ĮŗŚōŠŉŕŘŔōŲŜŐōŌőśśōŕőŖŉŜőŗŖşŉśŕŉŌōŗŎōŖŞőŚŗŖŕōŖŜŉŔőŕŘŉŋŜŋŉŝśōŌŊš
power plants that use different fuel types from that of the power plant to be actually
constructed in the locality, or the presentation was made only on power plants
that have created adverse impact on surrounding communities as a result of negligence
to carry out preventive measures to avoid environmental impact and lack of vigilance
of project developers themselves. Therefore, fears are prevalent among villagers
and hence their opposition to the construction of new power plants and refusal to
listen to the information provided by the entrepreneurs as they do not trust the latter.
Moreover, in many areas the problem of opposition to power plant construction has
been linked to local political issues. For instance, community leaders who are opposed
to the power plants have raised the plant issues to attack their rivals who agree with the
plant construction, or such issues are used in the election campaigns of both the party
śŝŘŘŗŚŜőŖŏŜŐōŘŗşōŚŘŔŉŖŜśŉŖŌŜŐŉŜŗŘŘŗśőŖŏŜŐōŕŴıŖŋōŚŜŉőŖŉŚōŉśŲŜŐōŋŗŖźőŋŜŐŉś
ŌōŞōŔŗŘōŌőŖŜŗŉŔŔųŗŝŜŋŗŖŎŚŗŖŜŉŜőŗŖŉŖŌŖŗśōŜŜŔōŕōŖŜŋŉŖŊōŚōŉŋŐōŌģŉśŉŚōśŝŔŜŲŜŐō
project developers have to cancel the projects or change the project sites eventually.
With regard to the approach to solve the problem, E for E views that the
government agencies, in the capacity as mediator, will have an important role in
creating knowledge of the general public about power plants, by emphasizing the
presentation of the importance of and policy promoting renewable energy projects,
őŖŋŔŝŌőŖŏŎŉŋŜśŉŊŗŝŜŞŉŚőŗŝśŜšŘōśŗŎŚōŖōşŉŊŔōŘŗşōŚŘŔŉŖŜśŲōŠŘōŋŜōŌōŖŞőŚŗŖŕōŖŜŉŔ
impact, pollution emission control standards, measures that power plants must
carry out to reduce the impact caused by the project development, channels for
ŹŔőŖŏŘōŜőŜőŗŖśőŖŋŉśōŉŖšőŕŘŉŋŜŗŋŋŝŚśŲŊōŖōŹŜśŎŚŗŕŜŐōŘŔŉŖŜōŠőśŜōŖŋōőŖŜŐō
ŔŗŋŉŔőŜšŲŉśşōŔŔŉśŜŐōŋŚōŉŜőŗŖŗŎŋŗŖŹŌōŖŋōŜŐŉŜŜŐōŏŗŞōŚŖŕōŖŜşőŔŔŏőŞōőŕŘŗŚŜŉŖŋō
to strict control and inspection of the plant operation to prevent impact on the
communities or villagers in surrounding areas.


Part 4:

Energy Efficiency Technologies
Supported by E for E

ĸŉŚŜdĢĭŖōŚŏšĭŎŎŋőōŖŋšļōŋŐŖŗŔŗŏőōśĻŝŘŘŗŚŜōŌŊšĭŎŗŚĭ
Energy consumption in Thailand is on the rising trend in every sector, especially in
the industrial and commercial sectors. Reduction of energy consumption is, therefore,
an option that can help reduce the manufacturing cost of entrepreneurs and will lead to
energy conservation in the country as a whole. Selecting energy-saving approach and
ŕōŜŐŗŌśŞőŉŜŐōŕōŋŐŉŖőśŕśŗŎōŖōŚŏšśōŚŞőŋōŋŗŕŘŉŖőōśŮĭĻīķśůşŐŗşőŔŔŘŚŗŞőŌō
recommendations and comprehensive energy conservation services, including energy-saving
ŘōŚŎŗŚŕŉŖŋōŏŝŉŚŉŖŜōōŲŐŉśŋŚōŉŜōŌŋŗŖŹŌōŖŋōőŖŜŐōōŖŜŚōŘŚōŖōŝŚśŜŗőŖŞōśŜőŖōŖōŚŏš
management measures because ESCOs will provide guarantee of energy saving to be
achieved and will compensate for the difference in case the saving outcome does not
reach the guaranteed amount.
E for E, in its capacity as ESCO Fund Manager, has provided investment support to
ŉŜŗŜŉŔŗŎdiōŖōŚŏšōŎŹŋőōŖŋšŮĭĭůŘŚŗŒōŋŜśŴĵŗśŜŗŎŜŐōŘŚŗŒōŋŜśŐŉŞōŚōŋōőŞōŌśŝŘŘŗŚŜ
under the equipment leasing instrument. Many measures are interesting, e.g. the switching
ŜŗōŖōŚŏšųśŉŞőŖŏŔŉŕŘśŲŜŐōŞŉŚőŉŊŔōśŘōōŌŌŚőŞōŮľĻĬůőŖśŜŉŔŔŉŜőŗŖŲŜŐōśşőŜŋŐőŖŏŜŗŐőŏŐ
ōŎŹŋőōŖŋš ŕŗŜŗŚśŲ ŉŖŌ ŜŐō śşőŜŋŐőŖŏ Ŝŗ ŐőŏŐ ōŎŹŋőōŖŋš ŋŐőŔŔōŚśŴ  ļŐōśō őŖŜōŚōśŜőŖŏ ĭĭ
measures under E for E support can be summarized in the following.

dŴaıŖŜōŚōśŜőŖŏĭŖōŚŏšĭŎŹŋőōŖŋšĸŚŗŒōŋŜśīŝŚŚōŖŜŔšőŖķŘōŚŉŜőŗŖ
ĽŖŌōŚĭŎŗŚĭŕŉŖŉŏōŕōŖŜŗŎŜŐōĭĻīķĮŝŖŌĸŚŗŒōŋŜŲĸŐŉśōaŉŖŌĸŐŉśōbŲŉŜŗŜŉŔ
ŗŎdiĭĭŘŚŗŒōŋŜśŐŉŞōŊōōŖŉşŉŚŌōŌőŖŞōśŜŕōŖŜŘŚŗŕŗŜőŗŖŴļŐōŕōŉśŝŚōśŉŘŘŔőōŌŜŐŉŜ
ŉŚōŗŎőŖŜōŚōśŜŉŚōŉśŕōŖŜőŗŖōŌŉŊŗŞōŮŜŐōśşőŜŋŐőŖŏŜŗōŖōŚŏšųśŉŞőŖŏŔŉŕŘśŲŜŐōľĻĬ
őŖśŜŉŔŔŉŜőŗŖŲŜŐōśşőŜŋŐőŖŏŜŗŐőŏŐōŎŹŋőōŖŋšŕŗŜŗŚśŲŉŖŌŜŐōśşőŜŋŐőŖŏŜŗŐőŏŐōŎŹŋőōŖŋš
ŋŐőŔŔōŚśůŴĬōŜŉőŔśŗŎĭŎŗŚĭŋŗŖśőŌōŚŉŜőŗŖŗŎśŝŋŐŘŚŗŒōŋŜśŉŚōŉśŎŗŔŔŗşśŴ



aů ĵōŉśŝŚōŗŖĻşőŜŋŐőŖŏŜŗĭŖōŚŏšųśŉŞőŖŏ
In Thailand, campaigns on energy saving in the lighting system have
long been undertaken, starting from the encouragement to replace
őŖŋŉŖŌōśŋōŖŜŔőŏŐŜŊŝŔŊśşőŜŐźŝŗŚōśŋōŖŜŔŉŕŘśŲŜŐōŖŜŐōŚōŘŔŉŋōŕōŖŜŊš
ļhŔŉŕŘśŴıŖb``gŲ T5 lampsşŐőŋŐŉŚōŐőŏŐųōŎŹŋőōŖŜźŝŗŚōśŋōŖŜŔŉŕŘś
şōŚōŹŚśŜőŖŜŚŗŌŝŋōŌőŖŜŗŜŐōŕŉŚœōŜŴĴŉŜōŚŲőŖb`aaŲLED lamps emerged
and have since taken a great role due to ŜŐōőŚŔŗşōŚōŌŘŚőŋōśŲe`ųheū
lower energy consumption and a longer lifetime, which makes it
ŋŗśŜųōŎŎōŋŜőŞōŜŗŕŉœōőŖŞōśŜŕōŖŜģ the payback period is in a range of
cųešōŉŚśŲ depending on the number of operating hours. Presently, LED
lamps have been designed to be able to replace almost all other light
śŗŝŚŋōśŲōŴŏŴĴĭĬļhŲĴĭĬĪŝŔŊŲİőŏŐĪŉšŉŖŌĮŔŗŗŌĴőŏŐŜŴ



Lamp Type

Application

Lifespan (hours)

ıŖŋŉŖŌōśŋōŖŜ
İŉŔŗŏōŖ
ĵōŚŋŝŚšľŉŘŗŚ
ĵōŜŉŔİŉŔőŌō
ĮŔŝŗŚōśŋōŖŜ
īŗŕŘŉŋŜźŝŗŚōśŋōŖŜ
ļe
ĴĭĬ

ıŖŌŗŗŚŔőŏŐŜőŖŏ
ĬōŋŗŚŉŜőŗŖ
ķŝŜŌŗŗŚŔőŏŐŜőŖŏ
ķŝŜŌŗŗŚŔőŏŐŜőŖŏ
ıŖŌŗŗŚŔőŏŐŜőŖŏ
ıŖŌŗŗŚŔőŏŐŜőŖŏ
ıŖŌŗŗŚŔőŏŐŜőŖŏ
ıŖŌŗŗŚŔőŏŐŜőŖŏ

aŲ```ųbŲ```
aŲe``ųcŲ```
bdŲ```
bdŲ```
fŲ```ųb`Ų```
hŲ```ųb`Ų```
b`Ų```
e`Ų```ųf`Ų```

ıŖśōŔōŋŜőŖŏĴĭĬŔŉŕŘśŲőŖŉŌŌőŜőŗŖŜŗŜŐōŔŝŕőŖŗŝśōŎŹŋŉŋšŮŕōŉśŝŚōŌőŖŔŝŕōŖśŵşŉŜŜůŲ
őŴōŴŉŖōŔōŋŜŚőŋŔŉŕŘşőŜŐŐőŏŐŔŝŕőŖŗŝśōŎŹŋŉŋšşőŔŔśŉŞōŕŗŚōōŖōŚŏšŜŐŉŖŗŖōşőŜŐŔŗş
ŔŝŕőŖŗŝśōŎŹŋŉŋšŲŗŜŐōŚŎŉŋŜŗŚśśŐŗŝŔŌŉŔśŗŊōŜŉœōŖőŖŜŗŋŗŖśőŌōŚŉŜőŗŖŲśŝŋŐŉśŔŝŕőŖŗŝś
źŝŠŮŔŝŕōŖůŲōŔōŋŜŚőŋŘŗşōŚŮşŉŜŜůŲŚōřŝőŚōŌŋŗŕŘŗŖōŖŜśŲŔőŎōśŘŉŖŲŋŗŔŗŚřŝŉŔőŜšŋŗŚŚōŋŜŖōśśŲ
lamp prices, types of application, and the standard luminance level for each type of
working space.
Targeted Entrepreneurs
ļŐōŜŉŚŏōŜōŌōŖŜŚōŘŚōŖōŝŚśŉŚōŜŐŗśōşŐŗśōŘŗşōŚŌōŕŉŖŌőśŕŗŚōŜŐŉŖabŐŗŝŚśŵday,
ŗŚŜŐŗśōşőŜŐŉŐőŏŐŚŉŜőŗŗŎōŖōŚŏšōŠŘōŖŌőŜŝŚōŲśŝŋŐŉś industrial factories, hotels,
ŐŗśŘőŜŉŔśŲŌōŘŉŚŜŕōŖŜśŜŗŚōśŲŗŎŹŋōŊŝőŔŌőŖŏśŉŖŌśŜŉŌőŝŕśŴ
Consideration Criteria
In awarding support in the form of equipment leasing via the ESCO mechanism, E for E
şőŔŔŋŗŖśőŌōŚŜŐōŋŚōŌőŊőŔőŜšŗŎŔŉŕŘśŲŊŉśōŌŗŖŜŐōŔŉŕŘśŜŉŖŌŉŚŌśŲōŎŹŋőōŖŋšŉśşōŔŔŉś
ŜŐōşŉŚŚŉŖŜšģŜŐōŋŗŖśőŌōŚŉŜőŗŖŋŚőŜōŚőŉŋŉŖŊōŊŚőōŎōŌŉśŎŗŔŔŗşśŴ
ä Standards. The lamps should meet the internationally accepted standards, e.g.
the IEC Standards,şŐőŋŐŉŚōŜŐōśŜŉŖŌŉŚŌśŎŗŚōŔōŋŜŚőŋŉŔŉŘŘŔőŉŖŋōśģŜŐō
CE Standards,şŐőŋŐŉŚōŜŐōśŉŎōŜšśŜŉŖŌŉŚŌśŗŎŘŚŗŌŝŋŜśśŗŔŌőŖĭŝŚŗŘōģŗŚŜŐō
Energy Star Standards,şŐőŋŐŉŚōŜŐōśŜŉŖŌŉŚŌśőŔŔŝśŜŚŉŜőŖŏōŖōŚŏšōŎŹŋőōŖŋš
of the appliances.
ä ĭŎŹŋőōŖŋšŗŎĴĭĬŔŉŕŘśŴļŐōŔŝŕőŖŗŝśōŎŹŋŉŋšŗŎĴĭĬŔŉŕŘśśŐŗŝŔŌŊōŖŗ
less than 35 lumens/watt,ŘŝŚśŝŉŖŜŜŗŜŐōśŘōŋőŹŋŉŜőŗŖśśōŜŎŗŚŜŐŊšĬĭĬĭŴĻŗ
  ŎŉŚŲŜŐōōŎŹŋŉŋšŗŎĴĭĬŔŉŕŘśőŖŜŐōŘŚŗŒōŋŜśśŝŘŘŗŚŜōŌŝŖŌōŚŜŐōōřŝőŘŕōŖŜŔōŉśőŖŏ
  őŖśŜŚŝŕōŖŜőśŐőŏŐōŚŜŐŉŖŜŐōĬĭĬĭśŘōŋőŹŋŉŜőŗŖśŴļŐőśŚōźōŋŜśŜŐŉŜŜŐōřŝŉŔőŜšŗŎ
LED lamps has much improved nowadays.
ä Warranty.ıŖŗŚŌōŚŜŐŉŜŜŐōōŖŜŚōŘŚōŖōŝŚśşŗŝŔŌŊōŋŗŖŹŌōŖŜőŖŝśőŖŏĴĭĬŔŉŕŘśŲ
ESCOs will guarantee the lamp lifetime for 5 years. Spare lamps will be stored
at the entrepreneurs’ business facilities so that replacement could be made
immediately if any lamp breaks down. In addition, if the light intensity (lux)
  ŌōŋŚōŉśōśŊšŕŗŚōŜŐŉŖa`ūŘōŚšōŉŚŲŔŉŕŘŚōŘŔŉŋōŕōŖŜşőŔŔŊōŝŖŌōŚŜŉœōŖŴ

Lamp Type
ĳĻļa`ĴĭĬahş
ĳĻļa`ĴĭĬiş
ĴĭĬĸōŉŚŔĪŝŔŊgş
ĴĭĬĵĺafdş
ĴĭĬĸōŉŚŔĪŝŔŊeş
ĴĭĬĸŉŚĴŉŕŘhş
ĩĺļĭĵıĻhdahcş

ĴŝŕőŖŗŝśĭŎŹŋŉŋš
a`dŴi
fgŴi
fcŴi
fdŴi
ecŴh
icŴg
hfŴa

Unit
ĴŝŕōŖśŵşŉŜŜ
ĴŝŕōŖśŵşŉŜŜ
ĴŝŕōŖśŵşŉŜŜ
ĴŝŕōŖśŵşŉŜŜ
ĴŝŕōŖśŵşŉŜŜ
ĴŝŕōŖśŵşŉŜŜ
ĴŝŕōŖśŵşŉŜŜ


Projects Awarded ESCO Fund for T5 Leasing
No.
a
b
c

Entrepreneur
ĸŉśŜőŖŉīŗŴŲĴŜŌŴŰ
ļŐŉőıŖŜōŚœŖőŜĮŉŋŜŗŚšīŗŴŲĴŜŌŴŰ
ľőŜŉĮŗŗŌĮŉŋŜŗŚšŮaihiůīŗŴŲĴŜŌŴŰ

Type of
Business

Province
ĪŉŖŏœŗœ
ĶŉœŐŗŖĸŉŜŐŗŕ
ĳŉŖŋŐŉŖŉŊŝŚő

ĸŔŉśŜőŋśŎŉŋŜŗŚš
ļōŠŜőŔōŎŉŋŜŗŚš
ĮŗŗŌŘŚŗŋōśśőŖŏŎŉŋŜŗŚš

* The entrepreneurs undertake several measures with equipment leasing support.
Projects Awarded ESCO Fund for LED Leasing
No.








Entrepreneur

Type of
Business

Province

a
b
c

ĸŉśŜőŖŉīŗŴŲĴŜŌŴŰ
ļŐŉőıŖŜōŚœŖőŜĮŉŋŜŗŚšīŗŴŲĴŜŌŴŰ
ĸŚōŋőśőŗŖļōŋŐŖŗŔŗŏšīŗŴŲĴŜŌŴ

ĪŉŖŏœŗœ
ĶŉœŐŗŖĸŉŜŐŗŕ
ĪŉŖŏœŗœ

4

Siam Save Land Trading Co., Ltd.

Samut Prakarn

5
f

7

h
i

a`
aa

ab

Siam Save Land Trading Co., Ltd.
įŗŔŌōŖĩśśōŜīŗŴŲĴŜŌŴŰ
ŮļŐōļşőŖļŗşōŚİŗŜōŔů
Nam Kiat Co., Ltd.
ŮĺŗšŉŔĪōŖŒŉİŗŜōŔů
ĻőŉŕĻŉŞōĴŉŖŌļŚŉŌőŖŏīŗŴŲĴŜŌŴŮĸŐŉśōbů
ĸŬĪĺŉŜŋŐŉŌŉİŗŜōŔīŗŴŲĴŜŌŴŰ
ŮļŐōĭŕōŚŉŔŌİŗŜōŔů
ĸŉŜŜŉšŉĻōŉŲĻŉŖŌĻŝŖīŗŴŲĴŜŌŴ
ĻŐŉŖŏŐŉőıŖŖīŗŴŲĴŜŌŴŰ
ŮĻŐŉŖŏŐŉőĵŉŖśőŗŖĪŗŝŜőřŝōİŗŜōŔů
ĪŉŖŏœŗœĸŗŔšŊŝŔœīŗŴŲĴŜŌŴ

Ubon Ratchathani
ĪŉŖŏœŗœ

ĸŔŉśŜőŋśŎŉŋŜŗŚš
ļōŠŜőŔōŎŉŋŜŗŚš
ĵŉŋŐőŖōŉŖŌ
electronics parts
Cold storage and
goods delivery services
Convenient store
İŗŜōŔ

Bangkok

Hotel

ĽŊŗŖĺŉŜŋŐŉŜŐŉŖő
ĪŉŖŏœŗœ

īŗŖŞōŖőōŖŜśŜŗŚō
İŗŜōŔ

īŐŗŖŊŝŚő
ĪŉŖŏœŗœ

İŗŜōŔ
İŗŜōŔ

ĻŉŕŝŜĻŉœŐŗŖ

ac
ad
ae

ŁŗŖŏśŉųŖŏŝŉŖįŚŗŝŘīŗŴŲĴŜŌŴ
ŁŝŜŐŉŘŗŚŖĬōŞōŔŗŘŕōŖŜīŗŴŲĴŜŌŴŰ
ĴōīŗŖŋŗŚŌİŗŜōŔīŗŴŲĴŜŌŴŰ

ĽŊŗŖĺŉŜŋŐŉŜŐŉŖő
ĪŉŖŏœŗœ
ĪŉŖŏœŗœ

ĴŉŚŏōųśőŢōŘŉŋœŉŏőŖŏ
and plastic sacks
īŗŖŞōŖőōŖŜśŜŗŚō
İŗŜōŔ
İŗŜōŔ

* The entrepreneurs undertake several measures with equipment leasing support.


2) Measure on the Variable Speed Drive (VSD) Installation
ľŉŚőŉŊŔōĻŘōōŌĬŚőŞōśŮľĻĬśůŐŉŞōŊōōŖşőŌōŔšŉŘŘŔőōŌőŖŊŗŜŐ
industrial and commercial sectors due to convenience of installation
ŉŖŌŝŜőŔőŢŉŜőŗŖŲŏŗŗŌōŎŹŋőōŖŋšŉŖŌŉŌŞŉŖŋōŌŋŗŖŜŚŗŔŔőŖŏŜōŋŐŖŗŔŗŏšŴ
ľĻĬśŋŉŖŊōŉŘŘŔőōŌŜŗŉşőŌōŚŉŖŏōŗŎōřŝőŘŕōŖŜŲōŴŏŴşŉŜōŚŘŝŕŘśŲ
electric fans, pulleys, cranes, air compressors, air-conditioning system
compressors, including such machines as thread spinners and raw
ŕŉŜōŚőŉŔŎōōŌōŚśŴļŐōŗŊŒōŋŜőŞōśŗŎľĻĬŉŘŘŔőŋŉŜőŗŖŞŉŚšŲōŴŏŴŜŗŚōŏŝŔŉŜō
the speed and rotational force of a prime mover or motor to suit the
ŘŚŗŌŝŋŜőŗŖŗŚŜŗŚōŏŝŔŉŜōŜŐōźŗşŚŉŜōŗŎŜŐōşŉŜōŚŘŝŕŘŗŚŜŐōŎŉŖ
in a large air-conditioning system. Most of such prime movers or motors
are designed to operate at full rating and cannot vary to correspond
şőŜŐŜŐōŉŋŜŝŉŔŔšźŝŋŜŝŉŜőŖŏŔŗŉŌŴļŐōŚōŎŗŚōŲŚōŏŝŔŉŜőŖŏŜŐōśŘōōŌŉŖŌ
rotational force of the prime movers or motors to suit the operating
requirement will help reduce the electric power supplied to the motors.
Operating Principle of VSDs
 ĩľĻĬőśŉŖōŔōŋŜŚŗŖőŋŌōŞőŋōŜŐŉŜŉŌŒŝśŜśŜŐōŞŗŔŜŉŏōŲŎŚōřŝōŖŋšŉŖŌ
wave form of electricity before input into the motor so that the speed of
the AC motor could be in line with the load requirement. This is based on
the fundamental principle that the motor’s speed will be subject to the
electrical frequency input into the motor. Therefore, if the frequency
is adjusted before input into the motor, the latter will operate at a new
speed as required.
There are two methods to regulate the prime mover’s or motor’s
speed, namely: ŮaůŹŠōŌųŎŚōřŝōŖŋšŚōŌŝŋŜőŗŖŲ which is suitable for the
load requirement that is constant and (2) automatic speed control
by using a sensor to send a signal to adjust the motor’s speed to
correspond with the load, which is suitable for variable load requirement,
such as that of department stores or hotels.
Connsideration Criteria for VSD Selection
ı
ıśśŝōśŜŗŊōŋŗŖśőŌōŚōŌşŐōŖśōŔōŋŜőŖŏŉľĻĬőŖŗŚŌōŚŜŗŗŊŜŉőŖŜŐō
techhnology that is appropriate for related devices and applications
com
mprise the following:
ä ļŐōŗŝŜŘŝŜŞŗŔŜŉŏōŉŖŌŎŚōřŝōŖŋšŗŎŜŐōőŖŞōŚŜōŚ
ļ
must be equal
tto the voltage rating and frequency of the motor. The current rating
oof the inverter must be higher than that of the motor plus the increased

ŋ
ŋŝŚŚōŖŜŜŐŉŜŕŉšŗŋŋŝŚŌŝōŜŗŉŖōŠŋōśśőŞōŔŗŉŌŎŗŚŉśŐŗŚŜŘōŚőŗŌ
oor when the speed is ramped up.


ä Load types which will be different, depending on the application
ŋŐŉŚŉŋŜōŚőśŜőŋśŴĶōŋōśśŉŚšőŖŎŗŚŕŉŜőŗŖŎŗŚśōŔōŋŜőŖŏŉľĻĬŎŗŚŌŚőŞőŖŏ
ŉŕŗŜŗŚŜŗŕōōŜŜŐōŔŗŉŌŋŗŕŘŚőśōśŜŐōŔŗŉŌŜšŘōŉŖŌśőŢōŲśŘōŋőŹŋ
load-torque characteristic as well as the operating speed range and
  ŕŗŕōŖŜŗŎőŖōŚŜőŉŗŎŜŐōŔŗŉŌŲőŖŗŚŌōŚŜŗŗŊŜŉőŖŜŐōľĻĬŜšŘōŜŐŉŜ
suits the load type.
ä Other factors to be considered, e.g. noise which may be caused
by the inverter when voltage switching swiftly occurs and harmonics
which will cause the motor’s current to increase, compared with
the case where connection is made directly to an electricity supply
source, resulting in increased heating of the motor. The harmonics
  ŗŋŋŝŚŚōŌşőŔŔśŘŚōŉŌŜŗŜŐōŘŗşōŚśšśŜōŕŲŋŉŝśőŖŏŌōŋŚōŉśōőŖōŎŹŋőōŖŋš
of other devices or operating failure. However, both noise and
harmonics can be controlled, and hence problems can be prevented,
if proper design and installation is undertaken.
Cost of VSD Installation
  ļŐōŊőŔŔŗŎřŝŉŖŜőŜőōśŮĪķĹůőŖőŕŘŔōŕōŖŜőŖŏŜŐōľĻĬőŖśŜŉŔŔŉŜőŗŖŋŉŖ
ŊōŌőŞőŌōŌőŖŜŗŜŐŚōōŕŉőŖŘŉŚŜśŲŖŉŕōŔšĢŮaůŜŐōŋŗŚōŌōŞőŋōŲőŴōŴŜŐō
őŖŞōŚŜōŚŗŚľĻĬģŮbůōŔōŋŜŚőŋŋŗŕŘŗŖōŖŜśŝśōŌŎŗŚŋŗŖŜŚŗŔŔőŖŏŜŐōľĻĬ
ŗŘōŚŉŜőŗŖŲōŴŏŴŜŐōŋŗŖŜŚŗŔŘŉŖōŔŲŚōŔŉšŘŉŖōŔŉŖŌĵīīĪģŉŖŌŮcůŜŐō
cost of installation and others.
A comparison of the costs of individual parts indicates that the costs
of the core device together with electric components will make up a share
of about 70-80% of the project cost while the cost of installation and
others will take a share of about 20-30% of the project cost.
Target Business Facilities
Target business facilities are, for
ōŠŉŕŘŔōŲŌōŘŉŚŜŕōŖŜśŜŗŚōśŉŖŌ
hotels where water pumps are used
in the air-conditioning systems, and
industrial factories where prime
movers or motors are used.














Examples of Projects Awarded under ESCO Fund
ļŐōľĻĬőŖśŜŉŔŔŉŜőŗŖŘŚŗŒōŋŜśŉşŉŚŌōŌśŝŘŘŗŚŜŎŚŗŕĭĻīķĮŝŖŌŋŉŖ
ŋŚōŉŜōŜŐōōŖŜŚōŘŚōŖōŝŚśÝŋŗŖŹŌōŖŋōőŖŊŗŜŐōŖōŚŏšųśŉŞőŖŏŘōŚŎŗŚŕŉŖŋō
ŉŖŌōŎŹŋőōŖŋšŗŎŜŐōōřŝőŘŕōŖŜŴļŐōŔōŉśőŖŏŞőŉŜŐōōŖōŚŏšśōŚŞőŋō
ŋŗŕŘŉŖšŮĭĻīķůŕōŋŐŉŖőśŕŋŉŖŊōŌőŞőŌōŌőŖŜŗŜŐōŎŗŔŔŗşőŖŏŜşŗŜšŘōśĢ
ä VSD installation projects together with the automatic control
system, totaling 7 projects. The installation is in the part of pumps
ŉŖŌŎŉŖśŜŗŋŗŖŜŚŗŔŜŐōŚŉŜōŗŎşŉŜōŚźŗşőŖŔŉŚŏōŉőŚųŋŗŖŌőŜőŗŖőŖŏ
śšśŜōŕśŗŎŌōŘŉŚŜŕōŖŜśŜŗŚōśŉŖŌŐŗŜōŔśŲŗŎşŐőŋŐŜŐōŔŗŉŌźŝŋŜŝŉŜōśŴ
In applying for investment support, such a project will have an energy
ŘōŚŎŗŚŕŉŖŋōŋŗŖŜŚŉŋŜŮĭĸīůōŠōŋŝŜōŌşőŜŐŉŖĭĻīķŴļŐōĭĸīŘŉŜŜōŚŖ
will be “Shared Saving,” where the ESCO will be responsible for all
őŖŞōśŜŕōŖŜőŖŜŐōőŕŘŔōŕōŖŜŉŜőŗŖŲŉŖŌŜŐōŊōŖōŹŜśŎŚŗŕōŖōŚŏš
saving achieved as a result of the implementation will be shared
according to the agreed proportion between the entrepreneur and
ŜŐōĭĻīķŴļŐōŕōŉśŝŚōŕōŖŜŉŖŌŞōŚőŹŋŉŜőŗŖŮĵŬľůŗŎōŖōŚŏš
saving will be transparent and acceptable to both parties. According
to the monitoring of energy saving achieved of the 7 projects awarded
ĭĻīķĮŝŖŌŲőŜőśŎŗŝŖŌŜŐŉŜŜŐōśŉŞőŖŏŉŋŐőōŞōŌőśŖŗŔōśśŜŐŉŖd`ū
of energy consumption of the former system and that the payback
ŘōŚőŗŌőśőŖŉŚŉŖŏōŗŎbųcšōŉŚśŴ
ä ľĻĬőŖśŜŉŔŔŉŜőŗŖŘŚŗŒōŋŜśşőŜŐŹŠōŌŎŚōřŝōŖŋšŚōŏŝŔŉŜőŗŖŲ ŜŗŜŉŔőŖŏf
projects. The installation is in the part of compressor motors, of
which the load is rather constant. In applying for investment support
ŎŗŚśŝŋŐŘŚŗŒōŋŜśŲŉŖĭĸīşőŜŐßįŝŉŚŉŖŜōōŌĻŉŞőŖŏàşőŔŔŊōōŠōŋŝŜōŌŲ
which guarantees the energy-saving performance by an ESCO, and
ŜŐōŘŉšŊŉŋœŘōŚőŗŌşőŔŔŊōőŖŉŚŉŖŏōŗŎbųešōŉŚśŌōŘōŖŌőŖŏŗŖ
the application characteristics.



Projects Awarded ESCO Fund for VSD Leasing
No.

b

c

d
5

f

7

h
i

a`
aa
ab
ac

Entrepreneur

Province

Type of Business

ĸŗşōŚıŖŖŗŞŉŜőŗŖīŗŴŲĴŜŌŴ
ŮįŗŔŌōŖīŚŗşŖĸŔŉŢŉİŗŜōŔů
ĸŗşōŚıŖŖŗŞŉŜőŗŖīŗŴŲĴŜŌŴ
ŮĩśőŉŖİŗŜōŔİŉŜŁŉőů
ĸŗşōŚıŖŖŗŞŉŜőŗŖīŗŴŲĴŜŌŴ
ŮĲŝŖŏŋōŔŗŖĻŐŗŘŘőŖŏīōŖŜōŚů
ļŐŉőıŖŜōŚœŖőŜĮŉŋŜŗŚšīŗŴŲĴŜŌŴŰ
Power Innovation Co., Ltd.
ŮļŐōĸŔŉŜőŖŝŕĮŉśŐőŗŖĵŉŔŔů
ĸŗşōŚıŖŖŗŞŉŜőŗŖīŗŴŲĴŜŌŴ
ŮķŋōŉŖĻŐŗŘŘőŖŏĵŉŔŔů
Power Innovation Co., Ltd.
ŮĽŖőŗŖĵŉŔŔů
ĵŉŜōŚőŉŔĸŔŉśŜīŗŴŲĴŜŌŴŰ
ĸŗşōŚıŖŖŗŞŉŜőŗŖīŗŴŲĴŜŌŴ
ŮĩŕŉŚőķŚŋŐőŌĸŉŜŜŉšŉİŗŜōŔů
İŗŜōŔĵŉŖŐŉŜŜŉŖīŗŴŲĴŜŌŴŰ
ľőŜŉĮŗŗŌĮŉŋŜŗŚšŮaihiůīŗŴŲĴŜŌŴŰ
ĳŉŖŋŐŉŖŉĮōōŌĵőŔŔīŗŴŲĴŜŌŴŰ
ĿŉŖŉŋŐŉőľōŖōōŚŉŖŌĸŔšşŗŗŌīŗŴŲĴŜŌŴ

ĻŗŖŏœŐŔŉ

İŗŜōŔ

ĻŗŖŏœŐŔŉ

İŗŜōŔ

ĸŐŝœōŜ

ĬōŘŉŚŜŕōŖŜśŜŗŚō

ĶŉœŐŗŖĸŉŜŐŗŕ
Bangkok

ļōŠŜőŔōŎŉŋŜŗŚš
Department store

īŐŝŕŘŗŚŖ

ĬōŘŉŚŜŕōŖŜśŜŗŚō

Bangkok

Department store

ĸŚŉŋŐőŖŊŝŚő
īŐŗŖŊŝŚő

ĸŔŉśŜőŋśŎŉŋŜŗŚš
İŗŜōŔ

ĪŉŖŏœŗœ
ĳŉŖŋŐŉŖŉŊŝŚő
ĺŉŜŋŐŉŊŝŚő
ĸŉŜŐŝŕļŐŉŖő

İŗŜōŔ
ĮŗŗŌŘŚŗŋōśśőŖŏŎŉŋŜŗŚš
ĮōōŌŘŚŗŌŝŋŜŎŉŋŜŗŚš
ĿŗŗŌŘŚŗŌŝŋŜŎŉŋŜŗŚš

* The entrepreneurs undertake several measures with equipment leasing support.
ců ĵōŉśŝŚōŗŖĻşőŜŋŐőŖŏŜŗİőŏŐĭŎŹŋőōŖŋšĵŗŜŗŚś
Electric motors are the devices that account for the largest share of electricity
consumption in all industrial factories and commercial buildings as they are used to
generate mechanical power to drive other devices, such as fans, pumps, air-conditioners,
air-compressors and conveyor belts. In most industrial factories where motors are core
ōřŝőŘŕōŖŜŲōŖōŚŏšŋŗŖśŝŕŘŜőŗŖŊšśŝŋŐŕŗŜŗŚśşőŔŔŖŗŚŕŉŔŔšŉŋŋŗŝŖŜŎŗŚŉŊŗŝŜh`ųi`ū
ŗŎŜŐōŜŗŜŉŔōŔōŋŜŚőŋőŜšŌōŕŉŖŌŗŎŜŐōŎŉŋŜŗŚőōśģŋŗŖśōřŝōŖŜŔšŲŕŗŜŗŚśŉŚōŜŐōŕŉőŖŜŉŚŏōŜ
ŎŗŚōŖōŚŏšōŎŹŋőōŖŋšőŕŘŚŗŞōŕōŖŜŴıŖŜŐōŘŚŗŋōśśŗŎŜŚŉŖśŎŗŚŕőŖŏōŔōŋŜŚőŋŉŔōŖōŚŏšőŖŜŗ
ŕōŋŐŉŖőŋŉŔōŖōŚŏšŎŗŚŝśōŗŎŕōŋŐŉŖőŋŉŔŘŗşōŚŲŜŐōŚōşőŔŔŊōŔŗśśōśşŐőŋŐŋŉŖŊōŋŔŉśśőŹōŌ
őŖŜŗŜşŗŕŉőŖŜšŘōśĢŮaůŹŠōŌŔŗśśŗŚŖŗųŔŗŉŌŔŗśśŲşŐőŋŐşőŔŔŐŉŘŘōŖŉŔŔŜŐōŜőŕōşŐőŔōŜŐō
motor is running and which is further divided into mechanical loss and magnetic loss, and
ŮbůŔŗŉŌŔŗśśŗŚŞŉŚőŉŊŔōŔŗśśŲşŐōŖŜŐōŕŗŜŗŚŐŉśŜŗŊōŉŚŜŐōŔŗŉŌŲŎŝŚŜŐōŚŌőŞőŌōŌőŖŜŗ
ōŔōŋŜŚőŋőŜšŔŗśśŉŖŌśŜŚŉšŔŗŉŌŔŗśśŴļŐōśōŔŗśśōśşőŔŔŌőŚōŋŜŔšŉŎŎōŋŜŜŐōŕŗŜŗŚōŎŹŋőōŖŋšŴ


ķŘōŚŉŜőŖŏĸŚőŖŋőŘŔōŗŎİőŏŐĭŎŹŋőōŖŋšĵŗŜŗŚś
ļŐōŗŘōŚŉŜőŖŏŋŐŉŚŉŋŜōŚőśŜőŋśŗŎŉŐőŏŐōŎŹŋőōŖŋšŕŗŜŗŚŮİĭĵůŉŚō
ŜŐōśŉŕōŉśŜŐŗśōŗŎŉśŜŉŖŌŉŚŌŗŚŌőŖŉŚšŕŗŜŗŚŲōŠŋōŘŜŜŐŉŜŉİĭĵ
ŐŉśŊōōŖŚōųŌōśőŏŖōŌŜŗőŕŘŚŗŞōőŜśōŎŹŋőōŖŋšŉŖŌŚōŌŝŋōōŖōŚŏš
consumption. The new design involves major structure improvement,
ōŴŏŴŜŐōőŚŗŖŋŗŚōřŝŉŔőŹŋŉŜőŗŖőŕŘŚŗŞōŕōŖŜŊšŝśőŖŏŐőŏŐųŏŚŉŌōŜŐőŖ
silicon steel, which helps reduce Eddy current loss, and the use of
larger-size copper wire to reduce resistance in the stator, including other
design improvement, such as reduced gap between the stator and rotor.
The improved design of the motor structure to reduce energy loss
őŖōŞōŚšŘŗśśőŊŔōŘŉŚŜŐŉśŚōśŝŔŜōŌőŖŉŐőŏŐōŚōŖōŚŏšōŎŹŋőōŖŜŕŗŜŗŚ
which can also save energy while operating. In addition, an HEM is
ŌŝŚŉŊŔōŉŖŌŐŉśŔŗşŐōŉŜőŖŏşŐőŔōŚŝŖŖőŖŏģŐōŖŋōŉśŕŉŔŔōŚŞōŖŜőŔŉŜőŗŖ
fan can be used, compared with that of an ordinary motor, which will
also reduce noise. Given the durable structure and low motor
temperature while in operation, the lifetime of an HEM will be longer
than that of an ordinary motor.









Consideration Criteria for Replacing Ordinary Motors with HEMs
ä Generaal conditions. If damages can be detected on the body
or insulation of motors which have undergone several repairs or
coil winnding, such motors should be replaced with HEMs.
ä Utilizatiion duration. ĭŠőśŜőŖŏŕŗŜŗŚśŜŐŉŜŐŉŞōŊōōŖŝśōŌŎŗŚŕŗŚō
  ŜŐŉŖa`ųaešōŉŚśŲŗŚŐŉŞōŗŘōŚŉŜōŌŗŞōŚdŲ```ŐŗŝŚśŵšōŉŚŲşőŔŔŐŉŞō
  ŔŗşōŎŹŋŋőōŖŋšŉŖŌŐőŏŐŕŉőŖŜōŖŉŖŋōŋŗśŜŲőŴōŴŗŞōŚfeūŗŎŜŐōŘŚőŋō
of a neew motor. Decision should be made to switch to HEMs.
ä Annuall operating hours.ĭŠőśŜőŖŏŕŗŜŗŚśŜŐŉŜŚŝŖŚŗŝŖŌŜŐō
clock wwill have the most potential to be replaced. However, if
such m
motors have been used just for a short time, consideration
should be made whether their sizes are large or not.
ä Applicaation.ĵŗŜŗŚśŉŘŘŔőōŌŜŗŹŠōŌŔŗŉŌşőŔŔŊōŕŗŚōśŝőŜŉŊŔō
to be reeplaced than those applied to variable load.
ä Motor’’s speed.ĵŗŜŗŚśŚŝŖŖőŖŏŉŜŉśŘōōŌŗŎaŲe``ųcŲ```
rounds//minute will be most suitable to be replaced.



  ıŜőśŲŐŗşōŞōŚŲŚŉŜŐōŚŌőŎŹŋŝŔŜŜŗŌōŜōŚŕőŖōŜŐōōŎŹŋőōŖŋšŗŎśŜŉŖdard
ordinary motors that are currently in use. Therefore, in practice,
ŘŚōŔőŕőŖŉŚšŉśśōśśŕōŖŜŗŎōŠőśŜőŖŏŕŗŜŗŚōŎŹŋőōŖŋšŕŉšŊōŕŉŌōŊš
using the information indicated on the motor name plates and the
outcome of electrical measurement as well as the motors’ speed. With
regard to the selection of an HEM, the choice should be made on an
 İĭĵ ŗŎ şŐőŋŐ ŜŐō ōŎŹŋőōŖŋš őś ŋōŚŜőŹōŌ Ŋš ŉ ŋŚōŌőŜŉŊŔō őŖśŜőŜŝŜőŗŖ ŗŚ ŉ
 ŜōśŜőŖŏ ŔŉŊŗŚŉŜŗŚš şőŜŐ ŜŐō ļıĻŵıĻķ ag`be śŜŉŖŌŉŚŌŲ ŋŉŚŚšőŖŏ ŗŝŜ ŜŐō ŜōśŜ
 ŉŋŋŗŚŌőŖŏ Ŝŗ ŜŐō ıĭĭĭųaab ŮĵōŜŐŗŌ Īů śŜŉŖŌŉŚŌ ŗŚ ıĭī f``cdųb śŜŉŖŌŉŚŌŴ
īŗśŜŗŎİőŏŐĭŎŹŋőōŖŋšĵŗŜŗŚıŖśŜŉŔŔŉŜőŗŖ
  ļŐōŊőŔŔŗŎřŝŉŖŜőŜőōśŮĪķĹůŎŗŚŜŐōİĭĵőŖśŜŉŔŔŉŜőŗŖŋŉŖŊōŌőŞőŌōŌ
őŖŜŗŜşŗŕŉőŖŘŉŚŜśŲŖŉŕōŔšĢŮaůŜŐōŋŗŚōŌōŞőŋōŲőŴōŴŜŐōİĭĵŲŉŖŌŮbů
the cost of installation and others. A comparison of the costs of individual
parts indicates that the cost of the core device makes up a share of
about 70-80% of the project cost while the cost of installation and
others accounts for a share of about 20-30% of the project cost.
Target Business Facilities
  ļŉŚŏōŜŊŝśőŖōśśŎŉŋőŔőŜőōśŉŚōŲŎŗŚōŠŉŕŘŔōŲŎŉŋŜŗŚőōśşŐōŚōŕŗŜŗŚś
ŉŚōŋŗŚōōřŝőŘŕōŖŜŉŖŌŐŉŞōŊōōŖőŖŝśōŎŗŚŕŗŚōŜŐŉŖa`ųaešōŉŚśŲ
śŝŋŐŉśőŋōŕőŔŔśŲŉŖőŕŉŔŎōōŌŕŉŖŝŎŉŋŜŝŚőŖŏŎŉŋŜŗŚőōśŲŜōŠŜőŔōŎŉŋŜŗŚőōś
and paper factories.
Examples of Projects Awarded under ESCO Fund
There are 5 HEM installation projects awarded support from ESCO Fund
in the form of equipment leasing via the ESCO mechanism, each with the
ōŠōŋŝŜőŗŖŗŎŉŖōŖōŚŏšŘōŚŎŗŚŕŉŖŋōŋŗŖŜŚŉŋŜşőŜŐįŝŉŚŉŖŜōōŌĻŉŞőŖŏŲ
ŉŖŌŜŐōŘŉšŊŉŋœŘōŚőŗŌőśőŖŉŚŉŖŏōŗŎcųešōŉŚśŴļŐōšŉŚōŉśŎŗŔŔŗşśĢ
ĸŚŗŒōŋŜśĩşŉŚŌōŌĭĻīķĮŝŖŌŎŗŚİőŏŐĭŎŹŋőōŖŋšĵŗŜŗŚĴōŉśőŖŏ
No.
a

Entrepreneur

īŗŖŌŗŕőŖőŝŕĲŝŚőśŜőŋ
ĸōŚśŗŖļŗşōŚaķŎŹŋō
b ĳŉŖŋŐŉŖŉĮŚōśŐ
Pork Co., Ltd.
c ĺŗŖŏĶŉŕĳŐŉŖŏĿŉŖŏ
Singkum Industry Co., Ltd.
d ľőŜŉĮŗŗŌĮŉŋŜŗŚš

ŮaihiůīŗŴŲĴŜŌŴ
5 Kanchana Feed
Mill Co., Ltd.

Province
ĪŉŖŏœŗœ

Type of Business
ķŎŹŋōŊŝőŔŌőŖŏ





ĺŉŜŋŐŉŊŝŚő ĮŗŗŌŘŚŗŋōśśőŖŏŎŉŋŜŗŚš
īŐőŉŖŏĵŉő ıŋōŕőŔŔ
ĳŉŖŋŐŉŖŉŊŝŚő ĮŗŗŌŘŚŗŋōśśőŖŏŎŉŋŜŗŚš
Ratchaburi Feed product factory

 dů ĵōŉśŝŚōŗŖĻşőŜŋŐőŖŏŜŗİőŏŐĭŎŹŋőōŖŋšīŐőŔŔōŚś
Generally, we will see the use of a chiller, or the equipment that
produces chilled water, in the air-conditioning system. Inside a chiller,
there is a refrigeration cycle, using water as cooling media, with the
following refrigeration principle. After the chiller has produced chilled
şŉŜōŚŲŜŐōŋŐőŔŔōŌşŉŜōŚşőŔŔŊōśōŖŜŞőŉŉŘőŘōŔőŖōŜŗŜŐōĩİĽŮĩőŚ
İŉŖŌŔőŖŏĽŖőŜůŲşŐőŋŐşőŔŔŋŗŗŔŉŖŌŞōŖŜőŔŉŜōŉőŚőŖŜŐōŉőŚųŋŗŖŌőŜőŗŖōŌ
area. Water output from the AHU will absorb heat from that area and
şőŔŔźŗşŊŉŋœŜŗŜŐōŋŐőŔŔōŚşŐőŋŐşőŔŔŘŚŗŌŝŋōŋŐőŔŔōŌşŉŜōŚŉŏŉőŖģŜŐőś
operating cycle will be on and on. Most of the chillers that are in use
in Thailand can be divided into two main types, based on the cooling
ŕōŜŐŗŌŝśōŌŲőŴōŴŉőŚųŋŗŗŔōŌŮŝśőŖŏŉőŚŜŗŋŗŗŔŜŐōŋŗŖŌōŖśōŚůŉŖŌ
şŉŜōŚųŋŗŗŔōŌŮŝśőŖŏşŉŜōŚŜŗŚōŕŗŞōŐōŉŜŎŚŗŕŜŐōŋŗŖŌōŖśōŚůŴ
The air-conditioning system has become indispensable. It is questioned
whether or not people realize that the air-conditioning system normally
ŉŋŋŗŝŖŜśŎŗŚd`ųf`ūŗŎŜŐōōŔōŋŜŚőŋőŜšŊőŔŔőŖōŉŋŐŕŗŖŜŐŴĩŜŘŚōśōŖŜŲ
ŎŗŚŋŐőŔŔōŚśŜŐŉŜŐŉŞōŊōōŖŝśōŌŎŗŚaeųb`šōŉŚśŲŜŐōőŚōŎŹŋőōŖŋšşőŔŔ
ŌōŋŚōŉśōŊšb`ųc`ūŲŚōśŝŔŜőŖŏőŖőŖŋŚōŉśōŌōŔōŋŜŚőŋőŜšŋŗŖśŝŕŘŜőŗŖŉŖŌ
ŜŐōŊŝŚŌōŖŗŎōŠŘōŖŌőŜŝŚōśŗŖŕŉőŖŜōŖŉŖŋōŲŚōŘŉőŚśŉŖŌŚōŘŔŉŋōŕōŖŜŗŎ
degrading parts, for which quite a high budget has to be set aside. In this
connection, most entrepreneurs view that changing a chiller is a big
ŊŝŚŌōŖŲőŖŜōŚŕśŗŎŊŗŜŐŹŖŉŖŋőŉŔŉŖŌōŖŏőŖōōŚőŖŏŉśŘōŋŜśŴļŐōŚōŎŗŚōŲ
őŜőśŖŗŜŉśŝŚŘŚőśōŜŗśōōŜŐŉŜŉŔŗŜŗŎŔŉŚŏōŊŝőŔŌőŖŏśśŜőŔŔŝśōōŠőśŜőŖŏ
ŗŔŌŋŐőŔŔōŚśŗŎşŐőŋŐŜŐōŔőŎōśŘŉŖŐŉśŉŋŜŝŉŔŔšōŠŘőŚōŌŴ
Target Business Facilities
Chillers will be mainly used in the air-conditioning system of buildings/
facilities which require refrigeration of large areas, e.g. department stores,
śŝŘōŚŕŉŚœōŜśŲŋŗŖŌŗŕőŖőŝŕśŲŐŗŜōŔśŲŐŗśŘőŜŉŔśŲŗŎŹŋōŊŝőŔŌőŖŏśŲŗŚōŞōŖ
őŖŋōŚŜŉőŖŜšŘōśŗŎőŖŌŝśŜŚšŲōŴŏŴŘŔŉśŜőŋśőŖŌŝśŜŚšŮőŖŜŐōŕŉŋŐőŖōŋŗŗŔőŖŏ
śšśŜōŕůŲŉŔŝŕőŖŝŕőŖŌŝśŜŚšŉŖŌŎŗŗŌőŖŌŝśŜŚšŮŎŗŚŘŚŗŌŝŋŜŋŗŗŔőŖŏŉŎŜōŚ
ŘŉśśőŖŏŜŐōŕŉŖŝŎŉŋŜŝŚőŖŏŘŚŗŋōśśůŴ
Consideration Criteria for Chiller Replacement

ĻşőŜŋŐőŖŏŜŗŉŖōşōŖōŚŏšųōŎŹŋőōŖŜŋŐőŔŔōŚşőŔŔŐōŔŘŚōŉŔőŢōōŖōŚŏš
śŉŞőŖŏŲŚōśŝŔŜőŖŏŎŚŗŕŉŚōŌŝŋŜőŗŖőŖŜŐōōŠŘōŖśōŗŖōŔōŋŜŚőŋőŜšŊš
a`ųb`ūŲşŐőŋŐőśŚōźōŋŜōŌőŖŜŐōōŔōŋŜŚőŋőŜšŊőŔŔōŉŋŐŕŗŖŜŐŴĵŉŒŗŚ
principles in considering and making a decision to invest in a new chiller
comprise the following: the duration of chiller utilization, daily operating
hours, data of electricity consumption in the past one year, the information
ŗŎŉŖŖŝŉŔŕŉőŖŜōŖŉŖŋōŋŗśŜŲŜŐōōŖōŚŏšōŎŹŋőōŖŋšŞŉŔŝōŮœĿŵļĺůŗŎ
ŜŐōōŠőśŜőŖŏŋŐőŔŔōŚŴ


īŗśŜ ŗŎ İőŏŐ ĭŎŹŋőōŖŋš īŐőŔŔōŚ ıŖśŜŉŔŔŉŜőŗŖ
Consideration of the projects awarded support from ESCO Fund under E for E management
has been made by taking into account the cost-effectiveness of investment, based
on the ratio of annual average chiller operation (% Part Load) jointly with the information
obtained from the entrepreneurs. Also considered are various ESCO guarantees, e.g.
 ŏŝŉŚŉŖŜōōŌ śŉŞőŖŏ Ŋš ĭĻīķģ ŏŝŉŚŉŖŜōōŌ ōŖōŚŏš ōŎŹŋőōŖŋš ŞŉŔŝō ŗŎ ŜŐō ŋŐőŔŔōŚŲ Ŋš ŝŖŌōŚŜŉœőŖŏ
M&V after the installation; and chiller lifetime guarantee with no cost of spare parts, labor
and preventive maintenance throughout the guarantee period of 3-5 years. Based on the
consideration principles, ŜŐō ŘŉšŊŉŋœ ŘōŚőŗŌ ŗŎ ŜŐō őŖŞōśŜŕōŖŜ őŖ ŋŐőŔŔōŚ ŚōŘŔŉŋōŕōŖŜ şőŔŔ
 Ŋō őŖ ŉ ŚŉŖŏō ŗŎ cųf šōŉŚśŴ Even in the case of some business facilities where switching
from the air-cooled chiller system to the water-cooled chiller system has been made and
hence more investment capital is needed when compared with the replacement with the
same chiller system, the payback period will not be different because electricity consumption
can be reduced by as high as 50-60%. Presently, the chiller price will be in a range of
9,000-13,000 baht/TR. Normally, in a project on chiller replacement, the cost of core equipment
(chiller, water pump and inverter) will constitute a share of 70-80% of the project cost,
and the costs of system components and other expenses will constitute a share of 20-30%.
 ĭŠŉŕŘŔōś ŗŎ ĸŚŗŒōŋŜś ĩşŉŚŌōŌ ŝŖŌōŚ ĭĻīķ ĮŝŖŌ
Owing to the advanced technology nowadays which has continuously improved
 ŜŐō ŋŐőŔŔōŚ ōŎŹŋőōŖŋš ŮœĿŵļĺůŲ ŋŐŉŖŏőŖŏ ŜŐō ŋŐőŔŔōŚ şőŔŔ ŐŉŞō ŉ śŐŗŚŜōŚ ŘŉšŊŉŋœ ŘōŚőŗŌ
and thus making the investment very cost-effective. So far, E for E has approved
investment promotion under ESCO Fund, Phase 1 and Phase 2, in the form of chiller
leasing to the following projects:
ĸŚŗŒōŋŜśĩşŉŚŌōŌĭĻīķĮŝŖŌŎŗŚİőŏŐĭŎŹŋőōŖŋšīŐőŔŔōŚĴōŉśőŖŏ
ĶŗŴ

ĭŖŜŚōŘŚōŖōŝŚŵıŖśŜŉŔŔŉŜőŗŖľōŖŝō

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Grand Ocean Co., Ltd. (Forum Plaza Chonburi)
Golden Asset Co., Ltd.* (The Twin Tower Hotel)
Dao Song Saeng Co., Ltd. (Royal Mekong Hotel)
Shanghai Inn Co., Ltd.* (Shanghai Mansion Boutique Hotel)
Ratanamanit Co., Ltd. (City Complex Building)
Long Beach Cha-am Hotel Co., Ltd.
Hotel Manhattan Co., Ltd.
Yuthaporn Development Co., Ltd.*(King Park Avenue Hotel)
Le Concorde Hotel Co., Ltd. (Swisstel Le Concorde Hotel)
Lao Pattana (2535) Co., Ltd. (Taksila Hotel, Mahasarakham)

11

Almond (Thailand) Co., Ltd.

ĸŚŗŞőŖŋō ļšŘōŗŎĪŝśőŖōśś
Chonburi
Bangkok
Nongkhai
Bangkok
Bangkok
Phetchaburi
Bangkok
Bangkok
Bangkok
MahaSarakham
Bangkok

Department store
Hotel
Hotel
Hotel
Department store
Hotel
Hotel
Hotel
Hotel
Hotel
Jewelry industry

* The entrepreneurs undertake several measures with equipment leasing support.


eů ķŜŐōŚĵōŉśŝŚōś
There are still many other EE measures which must be appropriately applied to
correspond with the characteristics of business operation of individual entrepreneurs.
Measures that have been supported by ESCO Fund are, for example, the measure on
voltage regulator installation and that on lighting management equipment installation.
In this regard, E for E has assessed the project feasibility, taking the following information
into consideration:
 ä ĴŗŉŌ ŋŗŖŌőŜőŗŖ – the load pattern of each business facility.
 ä īŚōŌőŊőŔőŜš ŗŎ ŜŐō ōřŝőŘŕōŖŜ Ú ŋŗŖśőŌōŚŉŜőŗŖ őś ŊŉśōŌ ŗŖ ŜŐō śŜŉŖŌŉŚŌ ŋōŚŜőŹŋŉŜőŗŖ
by reliable institutions.
 ä ĪŝśőŖōśś ŎŉŋőŔőŜőōś şŐōŚō őŕŘŔōŕōŖŜŉŜőŗŖ Őŉś ŊōōŖ ŝŖŌōŚŜŉœōŖ – to obtain
views/comments from the entrepreneurs who have utilized the equipment, including
advantages and constraints of given measures.
 ä įŝŉŚŉŖŜōōś – e.g. guaranteed saving; equipment lifetime guarantee with no charge for
labor and spare parts throughout the guarantee period. In the event that debt service
  ŘŉšŕōŖŜ Őŉś Ŝŗ Ŋō ŕŉŌōŲ őŖ őŖśŜŉŔŔŕōŖŜśŲ Ŝŗ ŉ ŹŖŉŖŋőŖŏ śŗŝŚŋōŲ ŖōŏŗŜőŉŜőŗŖ śŐŗŝŔŌ Ŋō
made with the distributor to guarantee the equipment until the payback is obtained;
this is to ensure that implemented measures can be practically operated and the
targeted saving is realized throughout the investment period.
 ä ĸŚőŖŋőŘŔōś ŗŎ ōŖōŚŏšųśŉŞőŖŏ ŕōŉśŝŚōŕōŖŜ ŉŖŌ ŞōŚőŹŋŉŜőŗŖ ŮĵŬľů – must be clear
and comply with the engineering principles.
 ä ĸŚŗŒōŋŜ ŋŗśŜ – by considering the BOQ of both core equipment and other system
components & labor cost. Comparison is also made with previously implemented
projects with similar scope of work. The mentioned consideration criteria will enable
the entrepreneurs to choose appropriate measures, resulting in an attractive payback
period (in a range of 3-5 years) and making it worthwhile for the entrepreneurs to
make investment. The following are projects that have been awarded ESCO Fund
under E for E management in the form of equipment leasing – other measures:
ĸŚŗŒōŋŜśĩşŉŚŌōŌĭĻīķĮŝŖŌÚķŜŐōŚĵōŉśŝŚōś
ĶŗŴ
1



2
3

4
5

ĭŖŜŚōŘŚōŖōŝŚŵıŖśŜŉŔŔŉŜőŗŖľōŖŝō

ĸŚŗŞőŖŋō

Century Hotel Co., Ltd.
Bangkok
ŮīōŖŜŝŚš ĸŉŚœ İŗŜōŔů ŮĻŗŔŉŚ ĿŉŜōŚ ĻšśŜōŕů
Pastina Co., Ltd.*
Bangkok
(Evaporative Cooling System)
Thai Interknit Factory Co., Ltd.*
Nakhon Pathom
(Fiber Insulator, Evaporative Cooling
System, Voltage Regulator)
Number One Property Co., Ltd.
Bangkok
(Lighting management equipment)
Number One Land Co., Ltd.
Bangkok
(Lighting management equipment)

ļšŘōŗŎĪŝśőŖōśś
Hotel
Plastics factory
Textile factory

Apartment
Apartment

* The entrepreneurs undertake several measures with equipment leasing support.


dŴbĴōśśŗŖśĴōŉŚŖōŌŎŚŗŕĭŖōŚŏšĭŎŹŋőōŖŋšĸŚŗŒōŋŜ
ıŕŘŔōŕōŖŜŉŜőŗŖ
From the experience in managing ESCO Fund, Phase 1 and Phase
2, and in considering investment support granting for entrepreneurs as
well as following up the implementation of awarded EE projects, E for E
has found that major problems and lessons learned in developing such
projects are as follows:
aů ĭŠŜōŖśőŗŖ ŗŎ ŗŘŘŗŚŜŝŖőŜš ŉŖŌ ŋŚōŉŜőŗŖ ŗŎ ōŖŜŚōŘŚōŖōŝŚśÝ ŋŗŖŹŌōŖŋō
 Ŝŗ őŖŞōśŜ őŖ ĭĭ ŘŚŗŒōŋŜś
Major problems in carrying out investment in EE projects of most
entrepreneurs are the lack of sources of fund and the lack of knowledge
 ŉŖŌ ŋŗŖŹŌōŖŋō őŖ ŕŉœőŖŏ őŖŞōśŜŕōŖŜ őŖ ōŖōŚŏš ŕŉŖŉŏōŕōŖŜŴ ļŐŉŜ
is to say, for the SME group whose investment capital is limited,
they may not be able to invest in the replacement of existing equipment
with energy-saving equipment or may need to use that money for
improving other parts of the business, which are more important.
At the same time, to secure loans or investment capital from other
sources may be constraints on small business facilities because
commercial banks normally set strict criteria and conditions of credit
granting. For instance, 100% leasing collateral is required, which
creates a burden on SME entrepreneurs and the latter may fail to
procure such collateral; hence the loss of opportunity to invest in
ŉőŖ
 şŐŉŜ şőŔŔ Ŋō ŊōŖōŹŋőŉŔ Ŝŗ ŜŐōőŚ ŊŝśőŖōśśōśŴ ıŖ ŉŌŌőŜőŗŖŲ ŋōŚŜŉőŖ
 ŊŝśőŖōśś ŎŉŋőŔőŜőōś śŜőŔŔ ŐŉŞō Ŗŗ ŋŗŖŹŌōŖŋō őŖ ŜŐōō ŜōŋŐŖ
ŜōŋŐŖŗŔŗŏőōś ŗŎ
energy-saving equipment, making them afraid to make investment,
investm
especially in new measures or devices.
The ESCO Fund Project has so farr extended opportunities to
business facilities that have potential too develop EE projects and aare
ready to make investment but are still
till short of a budget to have
access to a source of fund. In this regard,
egard, E for E has applied tthe
policy guidelines on risk management, at an appropriate
i level,
l l so th
that
h
the conditions for granting investment support to the entrepreneu
entrepreneurs
 şŗŝŔŌ Ŋō ŕŗŚō ŔōŖőōŖŜ ŉŖŌ źōŠőŊŔōŲ ōŴŏŴ Ŝŗ ŉŔŔŗşş ŜŐō ōŖŜŚōŘŚōŖōŝŚś
ōŝŚś
to choose either to submit a bank guarantee
arantee or to have a compa
company
board member with authorized signature
re or a shareholder guarantee
the project instead of using the 100% leasing
leas
asin
ingg collate
collat
co
ater
eralal..



Furthermore, E for E, in its capacity as ESCO Fund Manager, has
acted as a focal agency providing advice for entrepreneurs regarding
the assessment of technical feasibility of energy-saving equipment
installation, the analysis of energy saving/cost-effectiveness of the
investment, and consideration of equipment prices to be reasonable.
 Ļŗ ŎŉŚ ŜŐō őŕŘŔōŕōŖŜŉŜőŗŖ ŗŎ ĭ ŎŗŚ ĭ Őŉś ŐōŔŘōŌ ŋŚōŉŜō ŋŗŖŹŌōŖŋō
in investment making of a greater number of entrepreneurs.
bů ĺōŏŝŔŉŜőŗŖ ŗŎ śōŚŞőŋō ŘŚŗŞőśőŗŖ ŗŎ ĭŖōŚŏš ĻōŚŞőŋō īŗŕŘŉŖőōś ŮĭĻīķśů
The implementation of EE projects by having ESCOs provide
comprehensive services – from undertaking energy audit in factories/
buildings, analyzing and assessing energy saving measures that will be
suitable, installing equipment and measuring & verifying saving
performance, Ŝŗ ŘŚōŘŉŚőŖŏ ōŖōŚŏš ŘōŚŎŗŚŕŉŖŋō ŋŗŖŜŚŉŋŜś ŎŗŚ
 ŊŝśőŖōśś ŎŉŋőŔőŜőōś Ú őś Ŗōş Ŝŗ ŘŚőŞŉŜō śōŋŜŗŚ ŗŚŏŉŖőŢŉŜőŗŖś őŖ
 ļŐŉőŔŉŖŌ ŉŖŌ ŐōŖŋō ŜŐō ŔŉŜŜōŚ ŕŉš ŖŗŜ Ŋō ŎŉŕőŔőŉŚ şőŜŐ śŝŋŐ
 ŋŗŕŘŚōŐōŖśőŞō ōŖōŚŏš ŕŉŖŉŏōŕōŖŜ śōŚŞőŋōś ŘŚŗŞőŌōŌ Ŋš ĭĻīķśŴ
 ĵŗŚōŗŞōŚŲ ŋŚōŉŜőŖŏ ŋŗŖŹŌōŖŋō őŖ ĭĻīķśÝ ŚōśŘŗŖśőŊőŔőŜš ŎŗŚ
 ŏŝŉŚŉŖŜōōŌ ōŖōŚŏš śŉŞőŖŏ őś ŉŖ őŕŘŗŚŜŉŖŜ ŎŉŋŜŗŚ őŖźŝōŖŋőŖŏ
 ōŖŜŚōŘŚōŖōŝŚś Ŝŗ ŌōŋőŌō Ŝŗ őŖŞōśŜ őŖ ōŖōŚŏš ŋŗŖśōŚŞŉŜőŗŖ ŉŖŌ
 ōŎŹŋőōŖŋš ŘŚŗŒōŋŜśŴ
E for E has set measures to follow up the implementation outcome
off EE proje
projects supported by the ESCO Fund throughout the project
liflife
fe so as to regulate service provision of ESCOs to be in compliance
wwith
ith the energy performance co
contracts as well as to build up
acquaintance
ac
cquaintance and knowledge about ESCO business operation among
the
th
he entrepreneurs. It is viewed by E for E th
that the mentioned approach
wwillill help boost greater practical investment in energy management by
having
ha
aving ESCOs provide the services and gguarantee the outcome of
energy
en
nergy saving.



Part 5:

Financial Status of ESCO Fund
under E for E Management

Part 5: Financial Status of ESCO Fund under
E for E Management
 ļŐō ŹŖŉŖŋőŉŔ śŜŉŜŝś ŗŎ ĭĻīķ ĮŝŖŌŲ ĸŐŉśō a ŉŖŌ ĸŐŉśō bŲ ŝŖŌōŚ ĭ
for E management up to the present (information as at May 2013) can be
summarized as follows.

eŴaĺōŜŝŚŖŗŖıŖŞōśŜŕōŖŜŉŖŌĵŉŖŉŏōŕōŖŜīŗśŜŝŖŌōŚĭĻīķ
ĮŝŖŌŲĸŐŉśōa
The duration of investment promotion under ESCO Fund, Phase 1,
covered a period of two years, from October 2008 - September 2010, and
that of monitoring & management of awarded projects lasted for about
ŹŞō šōŉŚśŲ őŴōŴ ŌŝŚőŖŏ b`a`ųb`aeŴ
From the end of 2009 to 2010, which was the investment promotion
period, most of the projects granted investment promotion by the IC were
still under construction (renewable energy projects awarded equity investment)
and installation of equipment (equipment leasing projects); as a result, the
return on investment of ESCO Fund under E for E management during the
mentioned period was low. From 2011 onwards, E for E commenced
receiving returns from equipment leasing projects, and principal repayment
to ESCO Fund increased. In 2012, the awarded equity investment projects
began buying back shares, in batches, from E for E via both put option
ŮŊŝšőŖŏ Ŋŉŋœ śŐŉŚōś ŘŝŚśŝŉŖŜ Ŝŗ ŜŐō Ŝőŕō śŘōŋőŹōŌů ŉŖŌ ŋŉŔŔ ŗŘŜőŗŖ ŮŊŝšőŖŏ
Ŋŉŋœ śŐŉŚōś ŘŚőŗŚ Ŝŗ ŜŐō Ŝőŕō śŘōŋőŹōŌůģ ŜŐōśō ŘŚŗŒōŋŜś ŋŗŕŘŚőśōŌĢ
(1) Siam Solar Co., Ltd. (2) Solar Power (Korat 1) Co., Ltd. and (3) True
Energy Power Lopburi Co., Ltd.
As at mid-2013, ESCO Fund, Phase 1, under E for E management
with an allocated investment promotion budget of 188.04 million baht, the
principal repayment to the Fund has reached 58.4 million baht – divided
into 44.7 million baht from equity investment projects and 13.7 million baht
from equipment leasing projects – and the total revenue or returns of 26.2
million baht has been received – divided into 22.4 million baht from equity
investment and 3.8 million baht from equipment leasing. The accumulated
management cost of the Fund was 4.3 million baht.




ĺōŜŝŚŖŗŖ
ıŖŞōśŜŕōŖŜ

Remarks:

465,000
dfeŲ```
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b``i
1,055,555
aŲ`eeŲeee 
1,714,970
724,731
bŲdciŲg`a 
cŲdieŲbef 

b`a`
2,313,283
bŲcacŲbhc 
4,580,518
1,594,994
fŲageŲeab 
hŲdhhŲgif 

b`aa
43,112,500
17,408,882
f`ŲebaŲchb 
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b`aa
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1,588,947
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afŲiceŲeab 
baŲefbŲege 

b`ab

1,506,575
26,184,597
1,157,284
4,272,730
cdiŲbib
baŲiaaŲhfg

beef
ŮeŕŗŖŜŐśů

1,627,500
1,121,095
bŲgdhŲeie 
2,028,974
385,480
bŲdadŲded 
eŲafcŲ`di 

b`ac
ŮeŕŗŖŜŐśů

1. Information as at May 2013
2.(1) ĵŉŖŉŏōŕōŖŜ ŋŗśŜś őŖ b``h şōŚō ŜŐō ŋŗśŜś ŗŎ ŹŖŉŖŋőŉŔ ŜŚŉŖśŉŋŜőŗŖ şőŜŐ ŜŐō ŊŉŖœśŲ ōŴŏŴ ŋŐōŋœŊŗŗœ Ŏōōś ŉŖŌ ŕŗŖōš ŜŚŉŖśŎōŚ ŎōōśŲ ōŜŋŴ

Return on Investment (annual)
Return on Investment (accumulated)
Project Management Cost (annual)
Project Management Cost (accumulated)
ĺōŜŝŚŖ ĪŉŔŉŖŋō ŮŉŖŖŝŉŔů 

 ĺōŜŝŚŖ ĪŉŔŉŖŋō ŮŉŋŋŝŕŝŔŉŜōŌů  
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ų
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ļŉŊŔōıŔŔŝśŜŚŉŜőŖŏĺōŜŝŚŖŉŖŌĵŉŖŉŏōŕōŖŜīŗśŜŗŎĭĻīķĮŝŖŌŲĸŐŉśōa

Remarks: Information as at May 2013

162,321,400 Principal repayment
Return
 


ļŗŜŉŔ
2. Equipment Leasing/ 25,718,600 Principal repayment
Renewable Energy
Return
ļŗŜŉŔ 
įŚŉŖŌ ļŗŜŉŔ

ahhŲ`d`Ų``` 

Equity Investment

ĸŚŗŒōŋŜļšŘō

ĩşŉŚŌōŌ
ĩŕŗŝŖŜ
ŮĪŉŐŜů

ļŉŊŔōıŔŔŝśŜŚŉŜőŖŏĸŚőŖŋőŘŉŔĺōŘŉšŕōŖŜŜŗĭĻīķĮŝŖŌŉŖŌĺōŜŝŚŖŗŖıŖŞōśŜŕōŖŜŝŖŌōŚĭĻīķĮŝŖŌŲĸŐŉśōa

baŲiaaŲhfg
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Unit: Baht

44,740,000
22,363,816
fgŲa`cŲhaf
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hcŲfahŲdhb

ļŗŜŉŔ
ŮĪŉŐŜů

Unit: Baht

ĺōŜŝŚŖŗŖıŖŞōśŜŕōŖŜŉŖŌĵŉŖŉŏōŕōŖŜīŗśŜŝŖŌōŚĭĻīķĮŝŖŌŲĸŐŉśōa
ŮıŖŎŗŚŕŉŜőŗŖŉśŉŜĵŉšb`aců
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1.71
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11.53
53
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Principal repayment

Return

Management cost

3.12
1.59
b`ab

Return (accumulated)

3.66 dŴbg
1.51 1.16

5

0
b`ac Ůe ŕŗŖŜŐśů šōŉŚ

Management cost (accumulated)

eŴbĺōŜŝŚŖŗŖıŖŞōśŜŕōŖŜŉŖŌĵŉŖŉŏōŕōŖŜīŗśŜŝŖŌōŚĭĻīķ
ĮŝŖŌŲĸŐŉśōb
The duration of investment promotion under ESCO Fund, Phase 2,
covered a period of two years and six months, from October 2010 - March
2013, and that of monitoring & management of awarded projects lasted
ŎŗŚ ŉŊŗŝŜ ŹŞō šōŉŚśŲ őŴōŴ ŌŝŚőŖŏ b`acųb`ahŴ
Since the investment promotion period under ESCO Fund, Phase 2, has
just completed, and during 2010-2013 most of the projects granted investment
promotion are still under construction and installation of machines or
equipment, there has been no principal repayment or revenue yet. Hence,
the revenue of ESCO Fund, Phase 2, under E for E management is still
low. It is expected that from mid-2013 onwards, after the installation of
energy-saving equipment of all equipment leasing projects has completed,
the revenue recognition of the ESCO Fund will be gradually increasing.
As at mid-2013, ESCO Fund, Phase 2, under E for E management with
an allocated investment promotion budget of 300 million baht, the principal
repayment to the Fund has reached 10.26 million baht – all from equipment
leasing projects – and the total revenue or returns of 3.53 million baht has
been received – divided into 1.05 million baht from equity investment and
2.48 million baht from equipment leasing. The accumulated management
cost of the Fund was 1.78 million baht.
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ideŲgae
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427
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Ůaů

2,030,226
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Ůbů

Unit: Baht

1,458,754
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ideŲhcb
aŲgddŲ`i`

b`acŮeŕŗŖŜŐśů

100,000
a``Ų```
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gŲ`ahŲbbf
gŲaahŲbbf
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ļŗŜŉŔ
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promotion by E for E
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2. Equipment Leasing/
Renewable Energy
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1. Equity Investment
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ĸŚŗŒōŋŜśĩşŉŚŌōŌıŖŞōśŜŕōŖŜĸŚŗŕŗŜőŗŖŎŚŗŕĭĻīķĮŝŖŌŲĸŐŉśōaŉŖŌ
ĸŐŉśōbŲĵŉŖŉŏōŌŊšĭŎŗŚĭ
ĸŚŗŋōŌŝŚōśŎŗŚĸŚŗŒōŋŜĩŘŘŚŗŞŉŔŉŖŌĵŗŖőŜŗŚőŖŏŗŎĩşŉŚŌōŌĸŚŗŒōŋŜś
ŝŖŌōŚĭĻīķĮŝŖŌ
ĭŠŉŕŘŔōśŗŎıŖŞōśŜŕōŖŜĻŜŚŝŋŜŝŚōőŖĺōŖōşŉŊŔōĭŖōŚŏšĸŚŗŒōŋŜśşőŜŐ
ĭřŝőŜšıŖŞōśŜŕōŖŜŊšĭŎŗŚĭ
ıŖŞōśŜŕōŖŜīŗŕŕőŜŜōōŮıīůŉŖŌĬĭĬĭĻŝŊŋŗŕŕőŜŜōō
ĩŊŗŝŜĭŎŗŚĭŉŖŌĭŎŗŚĭĪŗŉŚŌŗŎĬőŚōŋŜŗŚś
ĭŎŗŚĭļōŉŕ

Appendix 1: Projects Awarded Investment Promotion from
ESCO Fund, Phase 1 and Phase 2, Managed by E for E
aů ĸŚŗŒōŋŜś ŉşŉŚŌōŌ őŖŞōśŜŕōŖŜ ŘŚŗŕŗŜőŗŖ ŝŖŌōŚ ĭĻīķ ĮŝŖŌŲ ĸŐŉśō a
A total of 15 projects were awarded investment promotion under ESCO Fund,
Phase 1, under E for E management, accounting for a total investment support budget of
188.04 million baht, which will help generate investment in renewable energy and energy
ōŎŹŋőōŖŋš ŘŚŗŒōŋŜś ŉŜ ŉ ŜŗŜŉŔ ŞŉŔŝō ŗŎ bŴh ŊőŔŔőŗŖ ŊŉŐŜŴ ļŐō śŝŘŘŗŚŜ ŋŉŖ Ŋō ŌőŞőŌōŌ őŖŜŗ ŜŐō
form of Equity Investment, totaling 6 projects, and that of Equipment Leasing/Renewable
Energy, totaling 9 projects, as shown below.
ŮaůĸŚŗŒōŋŜśĩşŉŚŌōŌıŖŞōśŜŕōŖŜĻŝŘŘŗŚŜőŖŜŐōĮŗŚŕŗŎ
ĭřŝőŜšıŖŞōśŜŕōŖŜĢfĸŚŗŒōŋŜś
ĭřŝőŜšıŖŞōśŜŕōŖŜĸŚŗŒōŋŜ

ĩşŉŚŌōŌ įōŖōŚŉŜőŖŏ ĭŖōŚŏš
ĩŕŗŝŖŜ īŉŘŉŋőŜš įōŖōŚŉŜōŌ ĳŜŗōŵšŚ
ŮĪŉŐŜů
ŮœĿŐŵšŚů

ĿŗŗŌųŋŐőŘ Ŋőŗŕŉśś ŘŗşōŚ ŘŔŉŖŜ
ļŚŝō ĭŖōŚŏš ĸŗşōŚ ĴŗŘŊŝŚő īŗŴŲ ĴŜŌŴŲ 
Lopburi Province

bcŲbe`Ų```

gŴe ĵĿ 

edŲ```Ų```

dŴfdd

Solar power plant
ĻŗŔŉŚ ĸŗşōŚ ŮĳŗŚŉŜ aů īŗŴŲ ĴŜŌŴŲ
Nakhon Ratchasima Province

d`Ų```Ų```

fŴa ĵĿ

iŲf``Ų```

`Ŵhbf

ciŲb``Ų```

`Ŵi ĵĿ

aŲc``Ų```

`Ŵaab

Solar power plant
Ļőŉŕ ĻŗŔŉŚ ŮĶŉœŐŗŖ ĸŐŉŖŗŕ aů īŗŴŲ ĴŜŌŴŲ 
Nakhon Phanom Province

ahŲi``Ų```

fŴa ĵĿ

hŲf``Ų```

`Ŵgd

Solar power plant
Ļőŉŕ ĻŗŔŉŚ ŮĻŉœŐŗŖ ĶŉœŐŗŖ aů īŗŴŲ ĴŜŌŴŲ 
Sakhon Nakhon Province

ahŲi``Ų```

fŴa ĵĿ

hŲf``Ų```

`Ŵgd

bbŲ`gaŲd``

eŴc ĵĿ 

dbŲd``Ų```

cŴfdf

cb ĵĿ abdŲe``Ų```

a`Ŵg`h

ĻŗŔŉŚ ŘŗşōŚ ŘŔŉŖŜ
Siam Solar Co., Ltd., Saraburi Province

ĺŝŊŊōŚųŚŗŗŜ Ŋőŗŕŉśś ŘŗşōŚ ŘŔŉŖŜ 
Plan Ecoenergy Co., Ltd., Trang Province
ļŗŜŉŔĢ f ŘŚŗŒōŋŜś

afbŲcbaŲd``



ŮbůĸŚŗŒōŋŜśĩşŉŚŌōŌıŖŞōśŜŕōŖŜĻŝŘŘŗŚŜőŖŜŐōĮŗŚŕŗŎĭřŝőŘŕōŖŜĴōŉśőŖŏĢiĸŚŗŒōŋŜś
ĭŖōŚŏš ĭŖōŚŏš
ĩşŉŚŌōŌ īŗŖśŝŕŘŜőŗŖ
ĭřŝőŘŕōŖŜĴōŉśőŖŏ
ĩŕŗŝŖŜ ĺōŌŝŋŜőŗŖ ĻŉŞőŖŏ ĳŜŗōŵšŚ
ĸŚŗŒōŋŜ
ŮœĿŐŵšŚů
ŮĪŉŐŜů
ŮœĿů
Grand Ocean Co., Ltd.
(installed at Forum Plaza), Chonburi Province

9,630,000

138.7

630,700

0.054

Century Hotel Co., Ltd.

3,906,760

LPG demand

624,843

0.054

(Century Park Hotel), Bangkok
Ķōş ĻŗŕŜŐŉő ĵŗŜŗŚ ĿŗŚœ īŗŴŲ ĴŜŌŴ
Samut Prakarn Province
Gold Mark Technical Supply Co., Ltd.
(installed at Hall of Opium, Golden Triangle Park,
Mae Fah Luang Foundation), Chiang Rai Province
Condominium Juristic Person Tower 1
ķŎŹŋōŲ ĪŉŖŏœŗœ
A. Yang Thai Manufacturing 1992,
Nakhon Pathom Province
Power Innovation Co., Ltd.
(installed at Golden Crown Plaza Hotel),
Songkhla Province
Power Innovation Co., Ltd.
(installed at Asian Hotel Hat Yai), Songkhla Province
Thermal Tech Co., Ltd.
(installed at Samchuk Sub-district Municipality),
Suphanburi Province

reduction 3,732 litre
eŲefdŲ```

c`Ŵg

bfiŲbh`

`Ŵ`bc

2,204,200

57

172,000

0.015

1,694,880

15.4

69,723

0.006

896,660

8

57,312

0.005

434,000

17.1

149,434

0.013

500,000

43.7

382,527

0.033

888,100

30

470,000

0.04

bŲhbeŲhai

`Ŵbdc



ļŗŜŉŔĢ i ŘŚŗŒōŋŜś

beŲgahŲf``

cd`ŴfŰ



įŚŉŖŌ ļŗŜŉŔĢ ae ŘŚŗŒōŋŜś

ahhŲ`d`Ų```



ĺōŕŉŚœśĢ Ű ĭŠŋŔŝśőŞō ŗŎ ŜŐō ŹŏŝŚō ŗŎ īōŖŜŝŚš İŗŜōŔ īŗŴŲ ĴŜŌŴ



abgŲcbeŲhai a`Ŵiea

bů ĸŚŗŒōŋŜś ŉşŉŚŌōŌ őŖŞōśŜŕōŖŜ ŘŚŗŕŗŜőŗŖ ŝŖŌōŚ ĭĻīķ ĮŝŖŌŲ ĸŐŉśō b
A total of 48 projects were awarded investment promotion under ESCO Fund,
Phase 2, under E for E management, accounting for a total investment support budget of
300 million baht, which will help generate investment in renewable energy and energy
ōŎŹŋőōŖŋš ŘŚŗŒōŋŜś ŉŜ ŉ ŜŗŜŉŔ ŞŉŔŝō ŗŎ aŴg ŊőŔŔőŗŖ ŊŉŐŜŴ ļŐō śŝŘŘŗŚŜ ŋŉŖ Ŋō ŌőŞőŌōŌ őŖŜŗĢ
5 Equity Investment projects and 43 Equipment Leasing/Renewable Energy projects, as
shown below.
ŮaůĸŚŗŒōŋŜśĩşŉŚŌōŌıŖŞōśŜŕōŖŜĻŝŘŘŗŚŜőŖŜŐōĮŗŚŕŗŎ
ĭřŝőŜšıŖŞōśŜŕōŖŜĢeĸŚŗŒōŋŜś
ĭřŝőŜšıŖŞōśŜŕōŖŜĸŚŗŒōŋŜ
Rubber-root biomass power plant
Plan Ecoenergy Co., Ltd., Trang Province

ĩşŉŚŌōŌ įōŖōŚŉŜőŖŏ ĭŖōŚŏš
ĩŕŗŝŖŜ īŉŘŉŋőŜš įōŖōŚŉŜōŌ ĳŜŗōŵšŚ
ŮœĿŐŵšŚů
ŮĪŉŐŜů
 agŲibhŲf``

eŴc ĵĿ

dbŲd``Ų```

cŴfdf

Rice husk biomass power plant
 d`Ų```Ų```
Clean Energy 2 Co., Ltd., Chiang Rai Province

iŴe ĵĿ

geŲb``Ų```

fŴdfg

Biogas power plant
Stepwise Energy Management Co., Ltd.,
Nakhon Ratchasima Province

 a`Ų```Ų```

a ĵĿ

cŲba`Ų```

`Ŵbgf

Maejo Community Enterprise Hydropower Plant,  aŲg``Ų```
Chiang Mai Province

bh œĿ

af`Ųh`g

`Ŵ`ad

Biogas & biomass power plant
 e`Ų```Ų```
ĳŚŉŊő ĿŉśŜōųŜŗųĭŖōŚŏš īŗŴŲ ĴŜŌŴŲ ĳŚŉŊő ĸŚŗŞőŖŋō

fŴe ĵĿ

deŲfi`Ų```

cŴibi

 aaiŲfbhŲf`` bbŴcbh ĵĿ affŲff`Ųh`g

adŴcc



ļŗŜŉŔĢ e ŘŚŗŒōŋŜś



ŮbůĸŚŗŒōŋŜśĩşŉŚŌōŌıŖŞōśŜŕōŖŜĻŝŘŘŗŚŜőŖŜŐōĮŗŚŕŗŎĭřŝőŘŕōŖŜ
ĴōŉśőŖŏĢdcĸŚŗŒōŋŜś
ĭřŝőŘŕōŖŜĴōŉśőŖŏ
ĸŚŗŒōŋŜ

ĩşŉŚŌōŌ ĭŖōŚŏš ĭŖōŚŏš
ĩŕŗŝŖŜ īŗŖśŝŕŘŜőŗŖ ĻŉŞőŖŏ ĳŜŗōŵšŚ
ŮĪŉŐŜů ĺōŌŝŋŜőŗŖ ŮœĿŐŵšŚů
ŮœĿů

Khao Kaew Farm Co., Ltd., Chantaburi

1,530,100

100

429,000

0.037

Pastina Co., Ltd., Bangkok

3,632,418

66.9

292,872

0.025

Power Innovation Co., Ltd.
3,424,000
(installed at Jungcelon Shopping Center), Phuket

173.5

1,520,043

0.131

Thai Interknit Factory Co., Ltd., Nakhon Pathom

2,140,000

40

175,223

0.015

Power Innovation Co., Ltd.
(installed at Platinum Fashion Mall),
Bangkok

1,701,300

98.1

429,612

0.037

Power Innovation Co., Ltd.
(installed at Ocean Shopping Mall),
Chumporn

856,000

45.3

198,334

0.017

Nam Kiat Co., Ltd.
(Royal Benja Hotel), Bangkok

2,436,390

145.2

296,805

0.026

Precision Technology Co., Ltd., Bangkok

1,886,624

65

453,449

0.039

Lucky Star Cold Storage Co., Ltd., Samut Prakarn

2,790,560

162.9

658,042

0.057

841,020

33

208,623

0.018

Siam Save Land Trading Co., Ltd. (Phase 1),
Ubon Ratchathani
Golden Asset Co., Ltd.
(The Twin Tower Hotel), Bangkok

12,651,359

171.6

1,155,416

0.099

Green Panel Co., Ltd., Phetchaburi

9,852,025

157

1,149,425

0.099

Ken Max (Thailand) Co., Ltd.,
Samut Prakarn

631,300

8

63,199

0.005

Number One Property Co., Ltd., Bangkok

973,700

28.8

126,208

0.011

Number One Land Co., Ltd, Bangkok

417,300

13.3

58,424

0.005

Power Innovation Co., Ltd.
1,562,200
(installed at Amari Orchid Pattaya Hotel), Chonburi

57.1

500,196

0.043

Power Innovation Co., Ltd.
(installed at Union Mall), Bangkok

97.8

856,753

0.074



3,745,000

ĭřŝőŘŕōŖŜĴōŉśőŖŏ
ĸŚŗŒōŋŜ
Yongsa-nguan Group Co., Ltd., Ubon Ratchathani

ĩşŉŚŌōŌ ĭŖōŚŏš ĭŖōŚŏš
ĩŕŗŝŖŜ īŗŖśŝŕŘŜőŗŖ ĻŉŞőŖŏ ĳŜŗōŵšŚ
ŮĪŉŐŜů ĺōŌŝŋŜőŗŖ ŮœĿŐŵšŚů
ŮœĿů
355,240

5.3

23,090

0.002

Material Plast Co., Ltd., Prachinburi

2,073,660

30.6

219,056

0.019

Siam Save Land Trading Co., Ltd. (Phase 2),
Ubon Ratchathani

3,351,133

43.4

237,785

0.02

Nevada Inn Ltd. Partnership, Ubon Ratchathani

1,163,625

13.7

119,907

0.01

Dao Song Saeng Co., Ltd.
(Royal Mekong Hotel), Nongkhai

6,636,447

73.2

327,624

0.028

12,600,000

1,000

3,241,200

0.279

P&B Ratchada Hotel Co., Ltd.
(The Emerald Hotel), Bangkok

4,136,855

116

833,264

0.072

Pattaya Sea, Sand Sun Co., Ltd., Chonburi

1,917,641

77.8

151,803

0.013

Apex Plastech Co., Ltd., Bangkok

2,172,100

32.8

212,282

0.018

Kanchana Fresh Pork Co., Ltd., Ratchaburi

4,166,313

32.4

133,472

0.011

Shanghai Inn Co., Ltd.
(Shanghai Mansion Boutique Hotel), Bangkok

5,079,388

70.6

366,760

0.032

14,924,060

109.5

890,708

0.077

Long Beach Cha-am Hotel Co., Ltd., Phetchaburi

6,610,906

56.3

445,444

0.038

Hotel Manhattan Co., Ltd., Bangkok

7,540,573

77.1

572,760

0.049

ĺŗŖŏ Ķŉŕ ĳŐŉŖŏ ĿŉŖŏ ĻőŖŏœŝŕ ıŖŌŝśŜŚš īŗŴŲ ĴŜŌŴŲ 1,257,250
Chiang Mai

21.3

155,659

0.013

Thai Paper Mill Co., Ltd., Rayong

4,504,700

70.7

593,375

0.051

810,213

31

223,495

0.019

Yongsa-nguan Group Co., Ltd. (Phase 2),
Ubon Ratchathani

4,052,357

49.3

270,137

0.0232

Yuthaporn Development Co., Ltd., Bangkok
(King Park Hotel)

10,881,645

86.7

750,356

0.0645

Le Concord Hotel Co., Ltd., Bangkok

14,991,544

144.3

1,264,107

0.1087

5,441,613

36.7

321,089

0.0276

Maxwell 1991 Co., Ltd., Nakhon Ratchasima

Ratanamanit Co., Ltd.
(City Complex Building), Bangkok

Bangkok Polybulk Co., Ltd.,* Samut Sakhon

Lao Pattana (2535) Co., Ltd.
(Taksila Hotel, Mahasarakham), Mahasarakham



ĩşŉŚŌōŌ ĭŖōŚŏš ĭŖōŚŏš
ĩŕŗŝŖŜ īŗŖśŝŕŘŜőŗŖ ĻŉŞőŖŏ ĳŜŗōŵšŚ
ŮĪŉŐŜů ĺōŌŝŋŜőŗŖ ŮœĿŐŵšŚů
ŮœĿů

ĭřŝőŘŕōŖŜĴōŉśőŖŏ
ĸŚŗŒōŋŜ
Almond (Thailand) Co., Ltd., Bangkok

4,815,000

69.1

327,680

0.0282

Vita Food Factory (1989) Co., Ltd.,
Kanchanaburi

1,467,312

54.8

287,485

0.0247

Kanchana Feed Mill Co., Ltd. (Prai Sadao Branch)
Ratchaburi

4,992,834

104.9

534,896

0.046

ĿŉŖŉŋŐŉő ľōŖōōŚ ŉŖŌ ĸŔšşŗŗŌ īŗŴŲ ĴŜŌŴŲ
Pathum Thani

2,544,610

23.5

300,597

0.0259

Universe Pack Co., Ltd.,* Nakhon Pathom

813,085

17.1

143,347

0.0123
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ļŗŜŉŔĢ dc ŘŚŗŒōŋŜś
įŚŉŖŌ ļŗŜŉŔĢ dh ŘŚŗŒōŋŜś

ah`ŲcgaŲd``


c``Ų```Ų```



Remarks: * Part of investment promotion budget for the projects of Bangkok Polybulk Co., Ltd. and Universe
Pack Co., Ltd. was from the principal repayment to ESCO Fund, Phase 2.



Appendix 2: Procedures for Project Approval and Monitoring
of Awarded Projects under ESCO Fund
ĸŚŗŋōŌŝŚōś ŎŗŚ ĸŚŗŒōŋŜ īŗŖśőŌōŚŉŜőŗŖ ŉŖŌ ĩŘŘŚŗŞŉŔ
ä ĭŖŜŚōŘŚōŖōŝŚś şŐŗ ŐŉŞō ŘŚŗŒōŋŜś ŗŖ őŖŞōśŜŕōŖŜ őŖ ōŖōŚŏš ōŎŹŋőōŖŋšŵŚōŖōşŉŊŔō ōŖōŚŏš
can submit applications together with project details to E for E for investment support.
Each project will be considered according to the criteria and conditions under relevant
investment support instruments of the ESCO Fund project.
In this regard, E for E has determined the criteria and preliminary documents to be
submitted with the applications for support from the ESCO Fund as follows:
ĭřŝőŜšıŖŞōśŜŕōŖŜ

 ĭřŝőŘŕōŖŜĴōŉśőŖŏ

1. Fuel supply potential in both short and
long terms

1. Technology or equipment reliability

2. Technology reliability

2. Guarantee of energy saving & equipment
warranty

3. Financial feasibility, e.g. reasonable return
of project, sources of fund/other
shareholders

cŴ ĩŘŘŔőŋŉŖŜÝś ŹŖŉŖŋőŉŔ śŜŉŜōŕōŖŜ őŔŔŝśŜŚŉŜőŖŏ
good performance

4. Obtaining relevant licenses/permits &
organization of community hearings

4. Project guarantor/bank guarantee



ĭřŝőŜšıŖŞōśŜŕōŖŜ

ĭřŝőŘŕōŖŜĴōŉśőŖŏ

5. Documents required for consideration:
- Feasibility Study Report covering the
following information: project cost/
  ŹŖŉŖŋőŉŔ śŜŚŝŋŜŝŚōŲ ŜōŋŐŖŗŔŗŏš ŝśŉŏōŲ
fuel supply plan and investment plan
- Company’s Financial Statement in the
past 3 years
- Term Sheet, or Loan Agreement, or a
testimonial of credit application status
- Report on environmental impact
assessment, e.g. IEE, ESA, if the project
is mandated to undertake such a report
pursuant to the government regulations
- Evidence or progress of organization
of a public forum with communities
where the plant is located
- PPA or the status of application for
sale of electricity

5. Documents required for consideration:
- Feasibility Study Report, covering the
project cost, quotations, plan for
installation & handover, detailed saving
calculation, payback period, engineering
technology of the equipment, and
  ōřŝőŘŕōŖŜ śŘōŋőŹŋŉŜőŗŖś
- Copies of Electricity Bills of the past
3 months of the facility
- M&V Methods before and after the
equipment installation
- Guaranteed Saving Contract
- Company’s Financial Statement in the
past 3 years
- Production/Operating Data that will
affect the amount of energy demand

ä ĭ ŎŗŚ ĭ şőŔŔ ōŠŉŕőŖō ŉŖŌ ŋŗŖśőŌōŚ ŜŐō ŎōŉśőŊőŔőŜš ŗŎ őŖŌőŞőŌŝŉŔ őŖŞōśŜŕōŖŜ ŘŚŗŒōŋŜśŴļŐō
consideration duration will depend on the completeness of project proposal documents
submitted by the entrepreneurs.
ä ĩŎŜōŚ ŜŐō ŘŚŗŒōŋŜś ŉŘŘŔšőŖŏ ŎŗŚ őŖŞōśŜŕōŖŜ śŝŘŘŗŚŜ ŐŉŞō ŘŉśśōŌ ŜŐō ŋŗŖśőŌōŚŉŜőŗŖ ŗŎ
 ŜŐō ĭ ŎŗŚ ĭ ĿŗŚœőŖŏ įŚŗŝŘŲ ŜŐōš ŐŉŞō Ŝŗ Ŋō ŎŝŚŜŐōŚ ŋŗŖśőŌōŚōŌ Ŋš ŜŐŚōō ŋŗŕŕőŜŜōōśŲ
namely:
1st Committee : E for E Board of Directors
2nd Committee : DEDE Subcommittee
3rd Committee : Investment Committee (IC), appointed by the Director General of
DEDE and is the prime committee having the authority to decide
investment promotion award to all projects under the ESCO Fund.
ä ĿŐōŖ ŉŘŘŚŗŞŉŔ Őŉś ŊōōŖ ŏŚŉŖŜōŌ Ŋš ŜŐō ıīŲ ĬĭĬĭ şőŔŔ ŗŎŹŋőŉŔŔš ŖŗŜőŎš ŜŐō ıī ŚōśŗŔŝŜőŗŖ
to E for E, being an ESCO Fund Manager, so that E for E could inform the entrepreneurs
accordingly and prepare the execution of legal transactions and contracts in accordance
 şőŜŐ ŜŐō ŘŉŜŜōŚŖ ŉŖŌ ŋŗŖŌőŜőŗŖś ŗŎ ŹŖŉŖŋőŉŔ őŖśŜŚŝŕōŖŜś ŗŎ őŖŌőŞőŌŝŉŔ ŘŚŗŒōŋŜśŴ
ä ĩŎŜōŚ ŋŗŖŜŚŉŋŜ śőŏŖőŖŏ şőŜŐ őŖŌőŞőŌŝŉŔ ōŖŜŚōŘŚōŖōŝŚśŲ ĭ ŎŗŚ ĭ şőŔŔ ŌōŔőŞōŚ ŜŐō ŋŗŖŜŚŉŋŜś
to DEDE for acknowledgement and to serve as evidence for disbursement of investment
promotion budget from the Energy Conservation Promotion Fund.


ĸŚŗŋōśśŗŎĸŚŗŒōŋŜĩŘŘŚŗŞŉŔŉŖŌĭĻīķĮŝŖŌĪŝŌŏōŜĬőśŊŝŚśōŕōŖŜ

ä İŉŞőŖŏ śőŏŖōŌ ŋŗŖŜŚŉŋŜś ŗŖ őŖŞōśŜŕōŖŜ śŝŘŘŗŚŜ şőŜŐ ŜŐō ōŖŜŚōŘŚōŖōŝŚśŲ ĭ ŎŗŚ ĭ śŜőŔŔ
has the duty to monitor and examine the implementation of approved projects on a
monthly basis, including reporting the project progress to DEDE.
ĵŗŖőŜŗŚőŖŏŗŎŜŐōıŕŘŔōŕōŖŜŉŜőŗŖŗŎĸŚŗŒōŋŜśĩşŉŚŌōŌĭĻīķĮŝŖŌ
ĭ ŎŗŚ
ŎŗŚ ĭ ĪŗŉŚŌ
ĪŗŉŚŌŌ ŗŎŎ ĬőŚōŋŜŗŚś
ĪŗŉŚ
ĬőŚō
Ĭő
ŚōŋŜ
ŋŜŗŚ
ŜŗŚśś

ĺōŘŗŚŜ

ĺōŘŗŚŜ

ĬĭĬĭ ĻŝŊŋŗŕŕőŜŜōō
ĬĭĬĭ
ĻŝŊŋŗŕ
ĻŝŊ
Ŋŋŗŕŕő
ŕőŜŜ
őŜŜŜŜōō
ōō
ıŖŞōśŜ
ıŖŞō
ıŖŞōśŜŕōŖŜ
śŜŕō
ŕōŖŜ
ŖŜ īŗŕŕőŜŜōō
īŗŕŕőőŜŜō
īŗŕŕ
őŜŜōōō ŮıŮŮıīů
īůů

ĭŖŜŚŜŚōŘ
ĭŖ
ōŘŚō
ōŘ
ŘŚō
ŚōŖō
ŖōŝŚ
ŝŚśŵ
śŵĭĻ
ĭĻīķ
īķŵĸ
ŵĸŚŗ
ŚŗŒō
ŒŒōŋŜ
Œō
ŋŜ Ĭō
ĬōŞō
ŞōŔŗ
ŔŗŘō
ŘŘōŚŚ
Řō
ĵŗŖőŜŗŚ

ĵŗŖőŜŗŚ



Appendix 3: Examples of Investment Structure in Renewable
Energy Projects with Equity Investment by E for E

 ĿőŜŐ ŚōŏŉŚŌ Ŝŗ őŖŞōśŜŕōŖŜ ŘŚŗŕŗŜőŗŖ ŝŖŌōŚ ĭĻīķ ĮŝŖŌ ŎŗŚ ŚōŖōşŉŊŔō ōŖōŚŏš ŘŚŗŒōŋŜś
which are approved under the Equity Investment instrument, E for E has co-invested in
a variety of projects with different investment structure. Examples are shown below.
ŮaůıŖŞōśŜŕōŖŜőŖĸŚŗŒōŋŜśĽśőŖŏļōŋŐŖŗŔŗŏšĮőŚśŜĩŘŘŔőōŌőŖļŐŉőŔŉŖŌ



ŮbůıŖŞōśŜŕōŖŜőŖįōŖōŚŉŔ
īŗŕŕōŚŋőŉŔĸŚŗŒōŋŜś

ŮcůıŖŞōśŜŕōŖŜőŖĸŚŗŒōŋŜśşőŜŐ
ĭĻīķÝśĸōŚŎŗŚŕŉŖŋōįŝŉŚŉŖŜōō

ŮdůıŖŞōśŜŕōŖŜőŖĸŚŗŒōŋŜśĽśőŖŏa``ūĭřŝőŜš



Appendix 4: Investment Committee (IC) and DEDE
Subcommittee
 aŴıŖŞōśŜŕōŖŜ īŗŕŕőŜŜōō ŮıīůŲ ŜŐō ĭĻīķ ĮŝŖŌ ĸŚŗŒōŋŜ
1) Mr. Amnuay Thongsathitya
Chairman
  ĬőŚōŋŜŗŚ įōŖōŚŉŔŲ ĬōŘŜŴ ŗŎ ĩŔŜōŚŖŉŜőŞō ĭŖōŚŏš ĬōŞōŔŗŘŕōŖŜ ŉŖŌ ĭŎŹŋőōŖŋš
Member
2) Prof. Dr. Bundhit Eua-Arporn
Director, Energy Research Institute, Chulalongkorn University
3) Mr. Tipakorn Poolsawad
Member
  ĺōŘŚōśōŖŜŉŜőŞō ŗŎ ĭŖōŚŏš ĸŗŔőŋš ŉŖŌ ĸŔŉŖŖőŖŏ ķŎŹŋō Ůĭĸĸķů
Member
4) Mr. Supakit Boonsiri
  ĺōŘŚōśōŖŜŉŜőŞō ŗŎ ĬōŘŉŚŜŕōŖŜ ŗŎ ıŖŌŝśŜŚőŉŔ ĿŗŚœś ŮĬıĿů
5) Mr. Rungruang Saipawan
Member
Representative of the Federation of Thai Industries (FTI)
6) Mr. Danai Egkamol
Member & Secretary
Director, Bureau of Energy Regulation
and Conservation, DEDE
 bŴĬĭĬĭ ĻŝŊŋŗŕŕőŜŜōō ĵŗŖőŜŗŚőŖŏ ŉŖŌ ĩŝŌőŜőŖŏ ŜŐō ĭĻīķ ĮŝŖŌ
 ŗŎ ŜŐō ĬōŘŉŚŜŕōŖŜ ŗŎ ĩŔŜōŚŖŉŜőŞō ĭŖōŚŏš ĬōŞōŔŗŘŕōŖŜ ŉŖŌ ĭŎŹŋőōŖŋš ŮĬĭĬĭů
1) Mr. Danai Egkamol
Chairman
Director, Bureau of Energy Regulation and Conservation, DEDE
Member
2) Ms. Pisamai Sathienyanon
Alternative Energy Expert
3) Mrs. Amaraporn Atchawangkul
Member
Senior Professional Scientist, Bureau of Energy Regulation and Conservation
 dů ĵŚŴ ĸŚŉśōŚŜ ĿōōŚŉŘŗŖŏ
ĵōŕŊōŚ
  ĻōŖőŗŚ ĸŚŗŎōśśőŗŖŉŔ ĻŋőōŖŜőśŜŲ ĪŝŚōŉŝ ŗŎ ĭŖōŚŏš ĭŎŹŋőōŖŋš ĸŚŗŕŗŜőŗŖ
Member
5) Mrs. Pornsom Rojanapradit
  ĻōŖőŗŚ ĸŚŗŎōśśőŗŖŉŔ ĸŔŉŖ ŉŖŌ ĸŗŔőŋš ĩŖŉŔšśŜŲ ĿŗŚœ ĸŔŉŖ ĬőŞőśőŗŖ
6) Mr. Sarat Prakobchart
Member
Senior Professional Engineer, Bureau of Energy Regulation and Conservation
7) Mrs. Yuwadee Rungareechairat
Member
Professional Finance and Accounting Analyst, Bureau of Central Administration
8) Mr. Sarin Rujakom
Member & Secretary
Energy Analyst, Bureau of Energy Regulation and Conservation



Appendix 5: About E for E and E for E Board of Directors
ĪŉŋœŏŚŗŝŖŌĢ
 ļŐō ĭŖōŚŏš ŎŗŚ ĭŖŞőŚŗŖŕōŖŜ ĮŗŝŖŌŉŜőŗŖ Ůĭ ŎŗŚ ĭů őś ŉŖ őŖŌōŘōŖŌōŖŜ ŖŗŖųŘŚŗŹŜ ŕŉœőŖŏ
organization, founded on 15 June 2000. The main objectives are to forge ahead with
the implementation of activities in support of the government’s energy policy, particularly
those concerning promotion and dissemination of domestic renewable energy utilization,
via disseminating relevant knowledge, concepts and technologies, and to promote greater
use of biomass of which supply sources are abundant in the country in order to reduce
the use of fossil energy which has to be imported. In view of the above-mentioned, the
“Biomass Clearinghouse” has been established under the management of E for E to
dedicatedly promote greater use of biomass to generate energy, by carrying out various
activities to reduce constraints of and barriers to biomass utilization for power and heat
ŏōŖōŚŉŜőŗŖŲ ŉŖŌ ŉŔśŗ Ŝŗ ōŖŋŗŝŚŉŏō ōŎŹŋőōŖŜ ŝśō ŗŎ ōŖōŚŏšŴ

ķŊŒōŋŜőŞōśĢ
- To support the efforts of both the government and the private sector in relation
to energy conservation and environmental protection, including promotion of renewable
ōŖōŚŏš ŝŜőŔőŢŉŜőŗŖŲ ōŴŏŴ śŝŘŘŗŚŜőŖŏ ŜŐō şŗŚœ ŗŎ ŜŐō ĭŖōŚŏš ĸŗŔőŋš ŉŖŌ ĸŔŉŖŖőŖŏ ķŎŹŋō Ůĭĸĸķů
and the Energy Conservation Promotion Fund (ENCON Fund).
 ų ļŗ ŌōŕŗŖśŜŚŉŜō ŉŖŌ ŌőśśōŕőŖŉŜō ōŖōŚŏš ōŎŹŋőōŖŋš ŜōŋŐŖŗŔŗŏőōśŲ őŖŋŔŝŌőŖŏ ŌōśőŏŖőŖŏ
ŗŎ ŊŝőŔŌőŖŏ ŋŗŖśŜŚŝŋŜőŗŖ ŕŉŜōŚőŉŔś ŋŗŖŜŚőŊŝŜőŖŏ Ŝŗ ōŎŹŋőōŖŜ ŝśō ŗŎ ōŖōŚŏšŴ
 ų ļŗ ŌōŕŗŖśŜŚŉŜō ŉŖŌ ŌőśśōŕőŖŉŜō ōŎŹŋőōŖŜ ŝśō ŗŎ ŚōŖōşŉŊŔō ōŖōŚŏšŲ ŋŚōŉŜőŖŏ ŕőŖőŕŉŔ
impact on the environment.
- To promote the use of renewable energy for generating power and other forms
of energy, such as thermal energy and steam.
- To promote and provide knowledge about energy and environmental conservation,
via organizing seminars/training, public relations campaigns and managing projects that
ŉŚō ŹŖŉŖŋőŉŔŔš śŝŘŘŗŚŜōŌ Ŋš ŜŐō ĭĶīķĶ ĮŝŖŌŲ şőŜŐŗŝŜ ŘŚŗŹŜųŕŉœőŖŏ ŘŝŚŘŗśōśŴ
- To publicize knowledge, concepts, innovations and other activities that help promote
ōŎŹŋőōŖŜ ŝśō ŗŎ ōŖōŚŏšŴ
- To work in collaboration with the government, public agencies as well as domestic
and overseas organizations to help materialize energy conservation and renewable energy
utilization.



ĭŎŗŚĭĪŗŉŚŌŗŎĬőŚōŋŜŗŚśĢ
Comprising:
1) Dr. Piyasvasti Amranand
2) Mr. Chaya Jivagate
3) Dr. Krissanapong Kirtikara
4) Prof. Dr. Praipol Koomsup
5) Mr. Anant Keskasemsook
6) Ms. Netnarumon Sirimonthon
7) Mr. Kawee Jongkongkawutthi
8) Ms. Suwaporn Sirikoon
9) Ms. Panida Amornsak

Chairman
Chairman of E for E Advisory Board
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member & Treasurer
Member & Secretary
Member & Assistant Secretary

The E for E Board of Directors has the authority and duty to determine the policy of
E for E and to ensure that the implementation is carried out pursuant to the said policy,
őŖŋŔŝŌőŖŏ ŗŞōŚśōōőŖŏ ŹŖŉŖŋőŉŔ ŕŉŜŜōŚś ŉŖŌ ŉśśōŜś ŗŎ ĭ ŎŗŚ ĭ śŗ ŜŐŉŜ ŗŞōŚŉŔŔ ŗŘōŚŉŜőŗŖś
would be accomplished in compliance with the objectives set forth. Moreover, the E for E
Board of Directors is in charge of setting regulations on the E for E operation.

ĭŎŗŚĭĻōŚŞőŋōśĢ
Services provided by E for E involve four aspects, i.e.
ŮaůĸŗŔőŋš ĩŌŞŗŋŉŋšš – by studying policy-related problems of and barriers to the
implementation of renewable energy projects in Thailand; compiling the approaches and
measures used in other countries to promote the use of renewable energy, and recommending
guidelines to improve related policies, rules and regulations; undertaking economic analysis
of projects promoting the use of such fuel as biomass, biogas and renewable energy;
undertaking social research to enable the co-existence of renewable energy projects with local
communities; providing consultancy on project development under the Clean Development
Mechanism (CDM); organizing seminars related to energy and electric power to disseminate
information and exchange knowledge, views and experiences among stakeholders and
interested groups; and organizing technical visits and study tours on such issues as power
purchase from Small Power Producers (SPPs) and community-based energy management.
In addition, E for E regularly follows up on government policies and supports the policy
implementation by providing recommendation and participating as a working group member
in concerned matters.
 ŮbůļōŋŐŖőŋŉŔ ĻōŚŞőŋō īōŔŔ – by undertaking technical feasibility study of renewable energy
projects; providing consultancy to solve technical problems of energy production systems
using biomass and other types of renewable energy as fuel, including providing consultancy to
domestic manufacturers of energy saving and renewable energy-related equipment/machinery
regarding energy production systems as well as coordinating with overseas manufacturing
companies to enhance the development and manufacturing of such equipment/machinery
in Thailand; and organizing seminars and disseminating related knowledge via the E for E
website on a continuous basis.


 ŮcůĮőŖŉŖŋőŖŏ ĻōŚŞőŋō īōŔŔ Ú Ŋš ŝŖŌōŚŜŉœőŖŏ ŜŐō śŜŝŌš ŉŖŌ ŘŚōŘŉŚőŖŏ ŹŖŉŖŋőŉŔ ŘŚŗŘŗśŉŔś
ŗŎ ŘŚŗŒōŋŜś ŚōŔŉŜōŌ Ŝŗ ōŖōŚŏš ōŎŹŋőōŖŋšŲ ŚōŖōşŉŊŔō ōŖōŚŏš ŉŖŌ ŋŗŕŊőŖōŌųŋšŋŔō ŘŗşōŚ ŘŔŉŖŜśģ
giving advice on sources of fund, both domestic and overseas, to interested investors;
providing consultancy on the preparation of such agreements as long-term fuel supply
agreements and electricity sale agreements; following up on the performance of prototype
power plants, in its capacity as the administrator of the Biomass Clearinghouse, to accredit
ŜŐō ŉŘŘŔőŋŉŜőŗŖś ŎŗŚ Śőśœ ŏŝŉŚŉŖŜōō ŹŖŉŖŋőŖŏ ŎŚŗŕ ŜŐō įŔŗŊŉŔ ĭŖŞőŚŗŖŕōŖŜ ĮŉŋőŔőŜš ŮįĭĮůģ
and carrying out a feasibility study on the establishment of the Risk Guarantee Fund. So far,
these services have been provided concurrently with technical service provision. Also
őŖŋŔŝŌōŌ őŖ ŜŐőś śōŚŞőŋō ŉśŘōŋŜ őś ŜŐō ŹŖŉŖŋőŉŔ ŎōŉśőŊőŔőŜš ŉŖŉŔšśőś ŗŎ ŘŚŗŒōŋŜś ŝŖŌōŚ ĭĻīķ ĮŝŖŌŴ
 ŮdůıŖŎŗŚŕŉŜőŗŖ ŉŖŌ ķŝŜŚōŉŋŐ īōŔŔ – by compiling information, data and technological
information of various types of renewable energy, e.g. wind energy, solar energy and
mini-hydropower, including collecting information and analyzing biomass potential in Thailand;
establishing an alternative energy library as well as disseminating the information via such
media as articles in printed matters and via the website, including training and seminars
to create knowledge and understanding of the general public and interested groups about
the use of biomass to produce energy and to reduce environmental impact. In addition,
various community-relations activities are organized for people living in the vicinities of
renewable energy projects.
The Energy for Environment Foundation has been registered as consultant entity
with the Thai Consultant Database Center, Ministry of Finance, being rated Category A
īŗŖśŝŔŜŉŖŜŲ ıĬ ĶŗŴ ifeŲ ŘŚŗŞőŌőŖŏ ŋŗŖśŝŔŜŉŖŋš śōŚŞőŋōś őŖ ŜŐō ŹōŔŌ ŗŎ ōŖōŚŏšŴ

ĩŋŐőōŞōŕōŖŜśŗŎĭŎŗŚĭ

Since its foundation up to the present, E for E has implemented a string of activities
to provide energy-related services for both public and private sectors, including being
the administrator of the Biomass Clearinghouse. E for E has taken part in the promotion
and support of energy production projects from biomass and other types of renewable
energy – from the policy, technical and investment aspects to public relations work – in
order to promote practical and extensive investment in such projects and to support the
implementation of renewable energy policy of the government to achieve the targets as
planned. Some major achievements can be divided into the following.
 aŴ ĵŉŖŉŏōŕōŖŜ ŗŎ ŜŐō Īőŗŕŉśś ķŖōųĻŜŗŘ īŔōŉŚőŖŏ İŗŝśō
  ļŐō Īőŗŕŉśś ķŖōųĻŜŗŘ īŔōŉŚőŖŏ İŗŝśō ŮĪķĻīİů şŉś ŗŎŹŋőŉŔŔš ŎŗŝŖŌōŌ őŖ ķŋŜŗŊōŚ
b``aŲ şőŜŐ ŹŖŉŖŋőŉŔ śŝŘŘŗŚŜ ŎŚŗŕ ŜŐō įŔŗŊŉŔ ĭŖŞőŚŗŖŕōŖŜŉŔ ĮŉŋőŔőŜőōś ŮįĭĮůŲ ŜŐō ĽŖőŜōŌ
Nations Development Programme (UNDP) and the Energy Conservation Promotion Fund
ŮĭĶīķĶ ĮŝŖŌů ŗŎ ŜŐō ĭŖōŚŏš ĸŗŔőŋš ŉŖŌ ĸŔŉŖŖőŖŏ ķŎŹŋō ŮĭĸĸķůŴ ĸŐŉśō a ŗŎ ŜŐō ŘŚŗŒōŋŜ
implementation lasted for two years (2002-2004), and Phase 2 for another two years
(2004-2006). E for E was assigned to administer the work execution of BOSCH, with the
following objectives:
- to promote a wider use of biomass as domestic energy sources by disseminating
ŜōŋŐŖőŋŉŔ ŉŖŌ ŹŖŉŖŋőŉŔ őŖŎŗŚŕŉŜőŗŖ ŉŖŌ ŏőŞőŖŏ ŉŌŞőŋō Ŝŗ Ŋőŗŕŉśś ŚōśŗŝŚŋō ŗşŖōŚś ŉŖŌ
investors regarding the development of power projects using biomass fuel;
- to demonstrate power generation systems using biomass as fuel in order to
ŋŚōŉŜō ŋŗŖŹŌōŖŋō ŗŎ Ŋőŗŕŉśś ŚōśŗŝŚŋō ŗşŖōŚśŲ őŖŞōśŜŗŚśŲ ŏōŖōŚŉŔ ŘŝŊŔőŋ ŉś şōŔŔ ŉś ŹŖŉŖŋőŉŔ
institutions in the technology;


- to study and recommend appropriate policy on promotion of biomass energy
utilization;
- to publicize and disseminate information to create knowledge and understanding
of the use of domestically available renewable energy, especially the use of biomass for
power generation.
In this connection, BOSCH initiated and monitored the development of biomass
power plant prototype projects, i.e. ĺŗőųōŜ įŚōōŖ ĸŗşōŚ ĸŔŉŖŜ ŉŖŌ įŝŔŎ ŁŉŔŉ įŚōōŖ
ĸŗşōŚ ĸŔŉŖŜŲ demonstrating large-scale biomass power plant technology and selling
electricity to EGAT under a long-term PPA (Firm Contract). Both power plants were also
ŝśōŌ ŎŗŚ ŜōśŜőŖŏ ŹŖŉŖŋőŖŏ ŕŗŌōŔśŲ ŎŗŋŝśőŖŏ ŗŖ ŜŐō ŹŖŉŖŋőŉŔ Śőśœ ŚōŌŝŋŜőŗŖ ŕōŋŐŉŖőśŕ őŖ
order to serve as an approach to alleviate the problem of accessibility to sources of fund
of energy production projects using biomass as fuel.
 bŴ ĩŋŐőōŞōŕōŖŜś őŖ ŜŐō ĮőōŔŌ ŗŎ Īőŗŕŉśś
  ų īŉŚŚőōŌ ŗŝŜ ŉ ŎōŉśőŊőŔőŜš śŜŝŌš ŉŖŌ ŘŚŗŋŝŚōŌ ŉ ŋŗŖŜŚŉŋŜŗŚ Ŝŗ ŋŗŖśŜŚŝŋŜ ŉ a`ųĵĿ
rice husk-biomass power plant for Mung Charoen Green Power Company (2004)
- Provided independent comments on the Study Report: Biomass Potential in the
Eastern Region, prepared by Glow Energy Company
- Undertook studies on biomass potential for private sector entities, e.g. Toyota
Tsusho (Thailand) Co., Ltd.; Gulf Electric Plc.; and the biomass power plant project
of Rungruengpon Khao Chakan (2004)
  ų īŗŖśŝŔŜŉŖŜ Ŝŗ ĪŉŖœ ļŐŉő ĸŔŋŴ ŗŖ ŉ ŘŚŗŒōŋŜ ŗŖ ŉ gŴeųĵĿ Śőŋō Őŝśœ ŘŗşōŚ ŘŔŉŖŜ ŗŎ
U-thong Biomass, (2004-2005)
- A study: Guidelines on Biomass Fuel Management for Use as an Alternative
Energy (Macro Level) (2007)
- A study: Guidelines on Risk Management of Biomass Power Project Development (2007)
- Project Consultant to the Study on Determination of Promotional Approach for
Comprehensive Community Biomass Power Plants (2011)
 cŴ ĩŋŐőōŞōŕōŖŜś őŖ ŜŐō ĮőōŔŌ ŗŎ ķŜŐōŚ ĺōŖōşŉŊŔō ĭŖōŚŏš
- A study on guidelines on promotion of power generation from wind and solar
energy (2004)
- A study on energy consumption cost in the industrial sector to increase the
competitive edge of the industrial sector, engaged by the Ministry of Industry (2004)
- A study on the extension of the regulations on the purchase of power from
Very Small Renewable Energy Power Producers (2005)
- Analysis study to determine “Adder” for the purchase of power generated from
renewable energy
- Promotion of biogas utilization instead of fossil fuel (2005)
- Survey on energy consumption in the jurisdiction areas of Regional Energy
ķŎŹŋōś aųabŲ ōŖŏŉŏōŌ Ŋš ŜŐō ĵőŖőśŜŚš ŗŎ ĭŖōŚŏš Ůb``dů
- Study on municipal solid waste management in Surin Province, engaged by
UNDP (2006)


- Study on the approach of electricity supply industry restructuring, engaged by
EPPO (2007)
- Organization of training on “Renewable Energy” for the personnel of the Ministry
ŗŎ ĭŖōŚŏšŲ ŕŉśś ŕōŌőŉ ŉŖŌ ŹŖŉŖŋőŉŔ őŖśŜőŜŝŜőŗŖś Ůb``gů
- Survey on consumers’ attitudes towards Thailand’s Green Energy Market (2007)
- Submit a proposal on CDM project to the Danish Embassy
- A study on the development of Draft Electricity Industry Act and policy guidelines
on power purchase from private-sector power producers (2007)
- Consultant to EPPO on the development of price forecast of fuels used for
ŘŗşōŚ ŏōŖōŚŉŜőŗŖ ŎŗŚ ŜŐō őśśŝŉŖŋō ŗŎ ŜŐō ŖŗŜőŹŋŉŜőŗŖ ŗŖ ŘŗşōŚ ŘŝŚŋŐŉśō ŎŚŗŕ ŘŚőŞŉŜōų
sector power producers (2007)
- Consultant to EPPO on the Transmission System under the study in support
of the implementation of power purchase from Independent Power Producers (2007)
- Project Consultant to EPPO on the study on related laws (2007)
- Operator of the Green Energy Mechanism Project (2008)
  ų ĮŝŖŌ ĵŉŖŉŏōŚ ŗŎ ŜŐō ĸŚŗŒōŋŜ ŗŖ ĸŚŗŕŗŜőŗŖ ŗŎ ıŖŞōśŜŕōŖŜ őŖ ĭŖōŚŏš ĭŎŹŋőōŖŋš
and Renewable Energy (ESCO Fund), Phase 1, engaged by DEDE (2008)
- Project Consultant to EPPO in support of the implementation of power purchase
from Independent Power Producers (2008)
- Project Consultant to EPPO on Load Forecast (2009)
- Project Consultant to OERC on the study on guidelines on the implementation
of the Power Development Fund pursuant to Section 97(4) and 97(5) [of the Energy
Industry Act] (2009)
- Project Consultant to PEA developing a strategic plan on renewable energy
of PEA ENCOM International Co., Ltd., and undertaking a feasibility study of renewable
energy projects (2009)
- Project Consultant to PTT Plc. on the study and development of bio-ethanol
master plan (2010)
  ų ĮŝŖŌ ĵŉŖŉŏōŚ ŗŎ ŜŐō ĸŚŗŒōŋŜ ŗŖ ĸŚŗŕŗŜőŗŖ ŗŎ ıŖŞōśŜŕōŖŜ őŖ ĭŖōŚŏš ĭŎŹŋőōŖŋš
and Renewable Energy (ESCO Fund), Phase 2, engaged by DEDE (2010)
- Project Consultant to the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) on
the development of renewable energy in remote areas under the UN Joint Programme
(UNJP) on Integrated Highland Livelihood Development in Mae Hong Son (2010)
- Project Consultant to the Department of Energy Business on the feasibility study
ŗŖ ŜŐō ŝśō ŗŎ ŌőŕōŜŐšŔ ōŜŐōŚ Ŝŗ ŚōŘŔŉŋō ŔőřŝōŹōŌ ŘōŜŚŗŔōŝŕ ŏŉś Ůb`aců
- Fund Manager of the ESCO Revolving Fund under Fiscal Year 2013, engaged
by DEDE (2013)





dŴ ĩŋŐőōŞōŕōŖŜś őŖ ŜŐō ĮőōŔŌ ŗŎ ĭŖōŚŏš īŗŖśōŚŞŉŜőŗŖŵĭŖōŚŏš ĭŎŹŋőōŖŋš ıŕŘŚŗŞōŕōŖŜ
ĭ ŎŗŚ ĭ Őŉś ŋŉŚŚőōŌ ŗŝŜ ŉŋŜőŞőŜőōś ŉŖŌ ŘŚŗŒōŋŜś ŚōŏŉŚŌőŖŏ ōŖōŚŏš ōŎŹŋőōŖŋš ŘŚŗŕŗŜőŗŖ
among entrepreneurs, the private sector and concerned parties. The implementation of
projects under E for E responsibility can be briefed as follows.
  ų ĸŚŗŒōŋŜ ŗŖ ĸŚŗŕŗŜőŗŖ ŗŎ ıŖŞōśŜŕōŖŜ őŖ ĭŖōŚŏš ĭŎŹŋőōŖŋš ŉŖŌ ĺōŖōşŉŊŔō
   ĭŖōŚŏš ŮĭĻīķ ĮŝŖŌůŲ ĸŐŉśō a ŉŖŌ ĸŐŉśō bŲ ŉŖŌ ĭĻīķ ĺōŞŗŔŞőŖŏ ĮŝŖŌ
   ŝŖŌōŚ ĮőśŋŉŔ ŁōŉŚ b`ac Ůb``hųŘŚōśōŖŜůŴ E for E, being a Fund Manager, has
   Ŝŗ ŝŖŌōŚŜŉœō ŉŖŉŔšśőś ŉŖŌ ŉśśōśś ŉŘŘŚŗŘŚőŉŜōŖōśś ŗŎ ōŖōŚŏš ōŎŹŋőōŖŋš ŘŚŗŒōŋŜś
   ŉŘŘŔšőŖŏ ŎŗŚ ŹŖŉŖŋőŉŔ śŝŘŘŗŚŜ ŉŖŌ ŎŗŔŔŗş ŝŘ ŜŐō ŘōŚŎŗŚŕŉŖŋō ŗŎ ōŉŋŐ ŘŚŗŒōŋŜŴ
In addition, E for E has provided advice and recommendation to the entrepreneurs
   ŚōŏŉŚŌőŖŏ ŜŐō őŕŘŔōŕōŖŜŉŜőŗŖ ŗŎ ōŖōŚŏš ōŎŹŋőōŖŋš ŕōŉśŝŚōś őŖ ŗŚŌōŚ Ŝŗ ŚōŌŝŋō
energy consumption in the business facilities, including the undertaking of preliminary
   ōŖōŚŏš ŉŝŌőŜŲ ŗŚ ĿŉŔœųŜŐŚŗŝŏŐ ĩŝŌőŜŲ őŖ ŊŝőŔŌőŖŏśŵŎŉŋŜŗŚőōś ŝŘŗŖ ŚōřŝōśŜŴ
  ų ĸŚŗŒōŋŜ ŗŖ įŚōōŖ ĭŖōŚŏš ĵōŋŐŉŖőśŕ Ůb``hųŘŚōśōŖŜůŴ E for E is determined to
develop and provide support to all types of energy project development in
remote areas with no access to the grid system, for example, promotion of
renewable energy utilization as well as promotion of energy consumption reduction,
   ōŴŏŴ ŜŐō ŘŚŗŒōŋŜ ŗŖ ōŖōŚŏš ōŎŹŋőōŖŋš őŕŘŚŗŞōŕōŖŜ ŗŎ ŕőŉŖŏ ŃŎŚōśŐ ŜōŉųŔōŉŞōŅ
steaming stoves at Pa Miang village, Mueng Paan district, Lampang province.
- ĸŚŗŒōŋŜ ŗŖ Īőŗŕŉśś ķŖōųĻŜŗŘ īŔōŉŚőŖŏ İŗŝśō Ůb``aųb``fůŴ E for E carried
   ŗŝŜ ŜōŋŐŖőŋŉŔ ŉŖŌ ŹŖŉŖŋőŉŔ ŎōŉśőŊőŔőŜš śŜŝŌš ŗŎ ŋŗŏōŖōŚŉŜőŗŖ ŘŚŗŒōŋŜśŲ ōŴŏŴ ŜŐō ŝśō
of steam derived from the manufacturing process for the cooling system in
   ŎŉŋŜŗŚőōś ŗŚ ŜŐō ŝśō ŗŎ ŐōŉŜ ŎŗŚ ŌŚšőŖŏŲ śŗ ŉś Ŝŗ ōŖŋŗŝŚŉŏō ōŎŹŋőōŖŜ ŝśō ŗŎ ōŖōŚŏš
in various industries.



Appendix 6: E for E Team
The E for E Team in charge of the Project on Promotion of Investment in Energy
ĭŎŹŋőōŖŋš ŉŖŌ ĺōŖōşŉŊŔō ĭŖōŚŏš ŮĭĻīķ ĮŝŖŌů ŋŗŕŘŚőśōśĢ
1) Project Manager
Ms. Suwaporn Sirikoon
2) Assistant Project Manager
Ms. Panida Amarasak
3) Finance/Investment and
Ms. Supannee Akeprathumchai
Investment Port Management Group
Ms. Raviwan Akeprathumchai
 dů ļōŋŐŖőŋŉŔ ŉŖŌ ĭŖŏőŖōōŚőŖŏ įŚŗŝŘ
ĵŚŴ ĵŗŖŜŐŗŔ ĿŉśŝşŉŖőŋŐ
  
ĬŚŴ ĿŉŜŋŐŉŚōō ĲŗŚŖŒŝŕŚŉś
Mr. Ratthavit Thanapimmetha
Ms. Vararat Thapthong
Mr. Tepparit Sansak
Ms. Athita Vivatpinyo
Dr. Cherdchai Prapanavarat (Consultant)
5) Energy Policy Group
Ms. Kannikar Srithunyalucksana
Ms. Kanokwan Bunprasitchai
6) Finance & Accounting Group
Ms. Pattraporn Kaewtae
Mr. Teerasorn Thaweelarp
Ms. Apinya Sirithanomwong
7) Marketing & Public Relations Group
Ms. Kanokwan Bunprasitchai
 hů ĬŉŜŉŊŉśō ĻšśŜōŕ ĬōŞōŔŗŘŕōŖŜ 
ĵŚŴ ĳŗŚŖŜŗŖŏ ĿŗŖŏşŗŚŉŌŉ
& IT Group
9) Legal Group
Apisith & Alliance Co., Ltd.
 a`ůĸŚŗŒōŋŜ īŗŗŚŌőŖŉŜőŗŖ įŚŗŝŘ
ĵśŴ ĿŉŜŋŐŉŚŉ ĺŝŉŖŏŋŐŗŜ
Ms. Jaijin Plywej
Ms. Athirat Intajorn



Contact E for E
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